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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 
In recent years there have been many attempts to 
study the vario~s differences which were thought to exist 
between adolescent delinquents and non-delinquents. 
These studies have dealt with the physiological, psychol-
ogical and social characteristics of the above two groups. 
This study is concerned with one particular phase 
of adolescent social · characteristics, namely, maturation 
as defined by the developmental task concept and its 
attendant relationships to social adjustment, intelligence 
and occupational prestige of parents. Very few studies 
have been made in this area because of the difficulty in 
defining the term, "social maturation," and secondly, 
because of the dearth of instruments that are available to 
. 1 
measure 1t. Robert Havighurst has carefully delimited 
adolescent maturity in terms of the developmental task 
concept2 and Robert McCleery has designed a new scale to 
measure the adolescent's development or maturity in these 
1 
Harry Manuel Shulman, "Intelligence and Delinquency," 
Journal Qf Criminal Law~ Criminology, (April, 1951). 
(New 
2 
Robert Havighurst, Human Development in Education, 
York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1953);-pp. lll-l5S. 
1 
• 
2. 
3 
areas. Thus for the first time there existed a clear-cut 
concept of social adolescent maturity as defined by the 
developmental task concept and the instrument that was used 
to measure it. This study made use of the above concept and 
scale plus certain other instruments and data to be r~ported 
on later. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. It is the purpose of this 
study to evaluate and compare the maturity of adolescent 
delinquents and non-delinquents as defined by the develop-
mental task concept;4 (2) to study and evaluate the rela-
tionship that exists between adolescent maturity as defined 
above and social adjustment as measured by the Washburne 
Social-Adjustment Inventory; 5 (3) to examine the relation-
ship that exists between intelligence, as measured by 
standard IQ tests used in the sample and maturity; and (4) 
to assess the relationship that exists between maturity and 
occupational prestige of parents as measured by the 
3 
Robert McCleery, McCleery Scale of Adolescent 
Development, (University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, 
Nebraska, 1955). 
4 
Havighurst, Loc. ~ 
5John N. Washburne, Washburne Social-Adjustment 
Inventory, (Thaspic Edition), (New York: World Book Company, 
1936). 
6 North-Hatt Scale. 
Importance Q! 1h! study. The question of maturity 
3 
as a differentiating factor between delinquents and non-
delinquents has been carelessly generalized about with little 
empirical evidence to support most of these generalizations. 
The statement was often made that lack of maturity was a 
reason that adolescent youngsters find themselves in trouble. 
The small amount of empirical evidence that exists 
has n~ot supported the notion that maturity, whether it be 
physiological, mental or social, per se, is a general causal 
factor in juvenile delinquency. It has been reasonably well 
established that physiological immaturity and mental im-
maturity were not in general, peculiar to adolescent 
delinquents. The above point of view is a reflection of 
that taken by Sutherland and others as is summarized in his 
analysis of physical and psychological factors in crime? 
and by Maud Merrill in her analysis of intelligence and 
delinquency based on her personal studies of this problem, 
6 
Cecil North Paul Hatt and others. "The Expanded 
North-Hatt Scale," (columbus, Ohio, Sociology Departmen• 
Ohio State University, 1955), (Mimeographed.) 
7 
Edwin H. Sutherland, Principles 2! Criminolo,v, 
(Revised by Donald R. Cressey), Fifth Edition, (New ~rk: 
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1955J, pp. 103-105. 
as well as a brief review of the studies of others. 8 
The studies in social maturity have not been so 
conclusive. These have been few in number and there is 
considerable doubt that the instruments used actually dis-
criminate\; between the delinquent and non-delinquent as far 
as so1cial maturity is concerned. An illustration of the 
above phenomena was found by Dora F. Capwell in her study 
of "Pt!rsonality Patterns of Adolescent Girls: Delinquents 
and Non-Delinquents." She observed that when her delin-
quent and non-delinquent groups were matched for intel-
ligen1::e that the Vineland Social Maturity Scale failed to 
demon:strate any real difference in the social maturity of 
the t1~o groups. She concluded that "the differences on the 
Vineland Scale appear to be related more to intelligence 
than to delinquency.n9 
It is important that an empirical piece of research 
be conducted that measures social maturity as such, in order 
that the question of differential social maturity, and its 
attendant implications among adolescent delinquents and 
g 
Maud A. Merrill, Problems of Child Delinquency 
(New Iork: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947)., PP• 158-17~. 
9Dora F. Capwell, "Personality Patterns of Adoles-
cent Girls: Delinquents and Non-Delinquents," in StarkeR. 
Hathaway and Elio D. Monachesi, Editors, Analyzing .s.ru! 
Predicting Juvenile Delinquency with the ~, (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1"9"53T, PP• 35-36. , 
non-delinquents can be rationally evaluated. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Adolescence. Adolescence refers to that chronolog-
ical period between thirteen and eighteen years of age dur-
ing which the development of an individual from childhood 
to adulthood or a state of maturity usually takes place. 
It is recognized that actually in some instances it may 
begin earlier and continue much later.10 It is also under-
stood that the adolescent period has one outstanding pecul-
iarity of importance to this study. Kingsley Davis observed, 
"that it is the time the individual is attaining physical 
matur:ity without necessarily attaining social maturity."11 
Broken h2!!· It is considered to be one in which a 
child does not live with both of his natural parents, or 
if legally adopted, does not live consistently with the same 
parents who had originally adopted him from the age of two 
years or less. 
Delinquent juvenile. A "juvenile delinquent" is 
10 
Caroline B. Zachry, "Adolescents in Wartime," 
The Annals of the American AcademT of Political and Social 
SCTen·£!, ccfiXvi, {November, 1944 ;-p. 137. -
11 
Kingsley Davis, "Adolescence and Social Structure," 
~ Annals of ~ American Academy of Political and Social 
Scien ~ , CCXXXVI (November, 1944), p. 9. 
6 
defim!d as any child under eighteen years of age whose overt 
observ-able behavior is habitually anti-social, as defined by 
the Legal Code of the State of Ohio, and is of such a nature 
that professionally trained and experienced juvenile auth-
orities, if aware of this behavior, would have prescribed 
preventive or corrective measures. 
A "juvenile delinquent" includes any child: 
(A) Who violates any law of this state, the 
United States, or any ordinance or regulation 
of a subdivision of the state; 
(B) Who does not subject himself to the reasonable 
control of his parents, teachers, guardian, or 
custodian, by reason of being wayward or habitually 
disobedient; 
(C) Who is an habitual truant from home or school; 
(D) Who so deports himself as to injure or endanger 
the morals of himself or others; 
(E) Who attempts to enter the marriage relation in 
any state without the consent of his parents, 
custodian, 12egal guardian, or other legal authority. 
Developmental task concept. Stephen Corey introd-
uced this concept in the following manner: 
A young person growing up in any culture faces 
more or less constantly, certain developmental lessons 
that he must learn. These learnings are a consequence 
12 
Ohio Statutory Code Revised 1954, Sections 2151.01 
to 2151.51 .. 
of the interaction between the individual's maturing 
body and the pressures of his social and physical 
environment. The learnings are required in the sense 
that they are necessary for a reasonably adequate life 
as a person - a life that is happy and results in 
effective and satisfying membership in a social group. 
These required learnings are called developmental 
tasks.l3 The developmental task is a necessary learn-
ing defined by the interaction of pressures from 
within (maturation) and pressures from without 
(culture).l4 
Havighurst specifically delimited what the develop-
mental tasks of the adolescent period are in the following 
summary. 
1. Achieving New and More Mature Relations with 
Agemates of Both Sexes 
2. Achieving a Masculine or Feminine Social Role 
3. Accepting One's Physique and Using the Body 
Effectively 
4. Achieving Emotional Independence of Parents 
and Other Adults 
5. Achieving Assurance of Economic Independence 
6. Selecting and Preparing for an Occupation 
7. Preparing for Marriage and Family Life 
8. Developing Intellectual Skills and Concepts 
Necessary for Civic Competence 
9. Desiring and Achieving Socially Responsible 
Behavior 
10. Acquiring a Set Qf Values and an Ethical System 
as a Guide to Behaviorl; 
This study uses the concept of the development tasks 
within the specific frame of reference and meaning described 
13 . Stephen M. Corey, "The Developmental Tasks of 
Youth," in Hollis L. Caswell, Editor, The American High School, 
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1946), p:-70. 
14 
Ibid., P• 73 • 
1.5 
Havighurst, .2..E..!, cit.;· pp. 115-158. 
above by Corey and Havighurst. 
Juvenile. A juvenile is any person between the ages 
of seven and seventeen inclusive. 
Maladjusted. The uncooperative, discontented, dis-
orderly, estranged person or one who seems to be unable 
either to alter his environment or to adapt himself to it 
is counted maladjusted.16 
Maturity. Maturity as defined by the developmental 
task concept refers to that phase of the individual's 
behavioral development, at a given age, which enables the 
individual to integrate and make use of his previous learn-
ing and experiences, as delimited by the developmental tasks 
in a manner adequate to meet the standards of the society 
of which he is a part for personal adequacy and independence, 
interpersonal cooperation and group responsibilities. 
Non-delinguent. A non-delinquent is any child under 
eighteen years of age whose overt, observable behavior is 
not habitually anti-social as defined by the Legal Code of 
the State of Ohio, and is of such a na.ture that profession-
ally trained and experienced juvenile authorities would not 
16 
Washburne, ~ cit., p. 11. 
9 
prescribe preventive or corrective measures if they were aware 
of that behavior. 
Occupational prestige. Occupational prestige is that 
recognition or social status that an individual, his spouse, 
or juvenile members of his family may have experienced as a 
result of the basic public attitude regarding the nature of 
the vocation in which the head of the household is engaged. 
Social adjustment. Those types of relationship S 
between personalities, groups, culture elements, and culture 
complexes which are harmonious and mutually satisfactory to 
the personalities and groups involved. 17 
Social competence. Social competence may be defined 
as the functional ability of the human organism for exer-
cising personal independence and social responsibility.1g 
Social maturity. Social maturity refers to that 
phase of the individual's behavioral development, at a 
given age, which enables that individual to integrate and 
make use of his previous learning and experiences in a 
17 
Hornell Hart, in Henry Pratt Fairchild, Editor, 
Dictionary 2f Sociology~ {Iowa: Littlefield, Adams & 
Company, 1955), PP• 275-276. 
lg 
Edgar A. Doll, The Measurement of Social 
C?mpetence, (Educational Publishers, Inc., 1953), p. 55. 
manner adequate to meet the standards of the society of 
which he is a part for personal adequacy and independence, 
interpersonal cooperation and group responsibilities. 
Well-adjusted. The cooperative, happy person who 
seems to be dealing effectively with his environment is 
counted well-adjusted.19 
III. SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 
Summary. In this chapter the problem was stated 
and the difficulties of defining the term "maturity" were 
noted. Attention was called to the fact that few studies 
have been made in this area and that those which have are 
10 
subject to question, either because of defects in the meas-
uring instruments used or to the lack of a definitive stand-
ard by which the concept could be evaluated. It was further 
indicated that there now existed a precise concept of matur-
ity as defined by the developmental task concept and a means 
of measuring it. Terms used in the study which had a limited 
or unusual meaning were defined. The attention of the reader 
is especially directed to the definition of "maturity." 
19 
Washburne, ~cit., p. 11. 
11 
IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE DISSERTATION 
The plan of organization. In Chapter II the rather 
limited quantity of literature concerning adolescent delin-
quents and non-delinquents in reference to maturity and 
related factors is reviewed. Chapter III refers to the 
research design, procedures and techniques to be used in 
the study. Chapter IV is concerned with the practical 
problems of setting up and implementing the study. 
Chapter V pertains to the analysis and presentation of the 
data obtained by means of the research techniques outlined 
in the Chapter on Research Design. Finally, Chapter VI 
presents the summary and conclusions of the study. 
CHAPTER II 
REVTEW OF THE LITERATURE 
As was indicated in Chapter I, page 1, the number 
of inquiries which have been made in the area of maturity 
as defined in this study or of maturity in a general sense, 
are limited in number. The concept of maturity and its 
relationships to delinquency have been hinted at in some 
instances, identified in others, but in few if any cases 
have the major studies of the past twenty-five years con-
cerned themselves directly with this phenomenon. 
Accordingly, this Chapter is divided into two main 
parts, the first of which considers the general studies 
pertaining to adolescent delinquents and non-delinquents 
which includes maturity as an incidental part of the study, 
and the second which reviews the literature pertaining to the 
development and application of inventories, scales and tests 
designed to measure maturity and/or social competence of 
adolescents. 
12 
I. GENERAL STUDIES PERTAINING TO ADOLESCENT 
DELINQUENTS AND NON-DELINQUENTS WHICH INCLUDE 
MATURITY AS A MINOR PORT.ION OF THE WORK 
One Thousand Juvenile Delinguents1 This was a 
comprehensive study of one thousand delinquents who had 
originally been under the jurisdiction of the Boston Juv-
enile Court System and were examined by its clinical ad-
junct, the Judge Baker Foundation. 2 The Gluecks stated 
that: 
Light was sought by this study on (a) the man-
ifestations of early danger signals of delinquency 
and the consequences of failure to recognize the~ 
.·or to pay them adequate attention; (b) the signif-
icance of the criminal act as a symptom merely of 
the more inclusive, and often more significant, 
problems presented by the entire personality of the 
actor in his environment.3 
1) 
The Gluecks proceeded to implement the . above objectives by 
means of the study of one thousand juvenile delinquents who 
had been clients of the Judge Baker Foundation between 1917 
and 1922.4 The mean age of the sample was thirteen years, 
1 
Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, One Thousand 
Juvenile Delinquents, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1934). 
2 
Ibid., p. xv. 
4 
Ibid., p. 5. 
14. 
·five months, the youngest being seven and the oldest eighteen 
at the time of his examination at the Judge Baker Foundation.5 
The case study method was used as the primary methodology of 
the study and each case was observed for an initial period of 
five years, later to be observed for an additional five-year 
period. 
Of the findings that this study made, one i~ of 
particular pertinence to this research. 
The conclusion that the Gluecks reached cor.cerning 
the question of all-round maturation can best be summed up 
in this excerpt from their study. 
We do not have sufficient information regarding 
the mental life of the group to hazard a judgment 
as to whether the degree of all-round maturation 
which they reached places the majority of them well 
beyond the stage of adolescent instability. But from 
the study of individual cases, both in the present 
and other researches, we think it a reasonable 
hypothesis that the emotional maturation of a large 
proportion of delinquents and criminals is retarded, 
and that an appreciable percentage of them continue 
to adolesce .well beyond the · age usually deemed normal. 
·rf this hypothesis is valid, it can be predicted that 
our group will continue to commit crimes for an appre-
ciable time beyond the expiration of the five-year 
period which we have used as a measure of the gffec-
tiveness of the treatment of clinic and court. 
5 
Ibid., p. 98. 
6 
Ibid.L P• 150-151. 
This nebulous statement was important because it 
formed the basis of two later and important studies of 
delinquents that were made by the Gluecks. In fact, the 
Gluecks stated that: 
To test this hypothesis is one of the objects of 
a series of researches begun by the authors, consist-
ing of follow-up investigations of the thousand boys 
embraced in this study, 500 former inmates of the 
Massachusetts Reformatory for Women. The revisits 
15 
to these persons and their families will be made every 
five years for as long a period as possible, to deter-
mine their life cycle, and the effects, biological 
and social, of the passage of time.7 
For a more specific understanding of the maturation concept 
as developed by the Gluecks, it is necessary to review some 
of the research these investigators have published. 
Juvenile Delinquents Grown 2R8 was a study which 
continued the research originally started with the group of 
juveniles referred to above under the title, One Thousand 
Juvenile Delinquents for an additional period of ten years. 
The research pattern was the same as in the previous study, 
namely, the case. study method. 
The Gluecks made a comprehensive investigation of 
the characteristics of the former juvenile delinquents and 
rea-ched this conclusion concerning the maturity o.f those who 
continued to commit serious offenses in early adulthood. 
8 
Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, Juvenile DelTn-
quents Grown ~, (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1940 • 
16 
It is reasonable to conclude that the maturation 
of the organism which normally may be expected to 
proceed at a certain pace has been delayed or inhib-
it-ed by factors in the hereditary and early-conditioned 
make-up of the offenders, so that it is difficult for 
some to substitute less aggressive, petty criminality 
for the serious crimes which they had previously 
committed, and diff icult for all to abandon criminal-
istic behavior altogether.9 
On the other hand the Gluecks also found that matur-
ation was very important as an explanation for improvement 
in conduct. It was expressed by them in this manner: 
The internal evidence of the present research as 
well as a comparison of these juvenile offenders with 
the ex-inmates of a reformatory who were reported 
upon in 500 Criminal Careers and Later Criminal Careers 
has led to the theory that the physical and mental 
changes that comprise the natural process of matura-
tion offer the chief explanation of this improvement 
in conduct with the passing of the years.lO 
The Gluecks were of the opinion that, 
Maturity was a complex concept which embraced the 
development of a certain stage of physical, mental 
and emotional capacity and stability, and ~ certain 
degree of integration of the personality.ll 
They made no attempt to define the concept further. It was 
assumed by them that age is not necessarily an index of 
maturity. They expressed it in this manner: 
9 
Ibid., P• 133. 
10 
Ibid., p. 264. 
11 
Ibid. 1 p. 267. 
It is not so much arrival at any particular age-
span (at least as far as our analysis of age-spans 
has thus far gone) as the achievement of a degree of 
maturity, that makes for social adaptation on the 
part of former delinquents.l2 
17 
The Gluecks postulated the proposition that not only was 
the continuance of delinquency already embarked upon, but 
that the origin of delinquency itself was related to the 
uneven rates of development of the physical, mental and 
emotional constituents of the organism. They were of the 
further opinion that when these above factors were incom-
mensurate with the attained physical age of the young person 
the accompanying obligations and expected behavior of so-
ciety was so great that the stress of adapting these norms 
were more than the organism could meet and thus social 
adaptation took place in the form of delinquent behavior.13 
The Gluecks divided the type of reformed individuals 
into two classes. 
_.___ 
One type included youths and men who, having achieved 
a socially requisite state of physical, mental, and 
emotional maturity and a socially requisite state of 
personality integration, have, as psychologic and not 
merely as physical adults, finally determined or been 
induced to abandon their criminalistic ways.l4 
13 
Ibid., P• 267. 
14 
Ibid., P• 269. 
The other type consisted of those men who, "because 
of physical deterioration resulting from age, were no longer 
able to follow their criminal careers.nl5 
The Gluecks concluded that the theory of the role 
of maturation should be subjected to further study and that 
if possible, a series of norms developed which could be 
determined and expressed in the form of a maturation 
16 quotient (M.Q.) 
On the basis of the above decision, the Gluecks 
planned to include the process of maturation and its rela-
tion to temperament and behavior as an important part of 
the new study upon which they were to embark comparing 500 
delinquent boys with 500 non-delinquent boys of the same age, 
nationality and socio-economic status.l7 
A further development in the thinking of the Gluecks 
concerning maturity was reflected in their work, Later 
Criminal Careers18 which is only briefly referred to here 
because it applies to a much older group than is in the 
scope of this particular research. 
15 
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Sheldon Glue~k and Eleanor Glueck, Later Criminal 
Careers, (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, Oxford University 
Press, London) 1937. 
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It was important however, because it revealed additional 
thinking of the Gluecks on the general concept of maturity. 
In fact, the Gluecks were of the opinion that matur-
ation emerged as a factor of great significance in the whole 
question of reformation • . They said, 
No other factor, at least among those included 
in this, appears to have any significant influence 
upon reformation. The sheer passage of time with 
the maturation that accompanies it, seems to be the 
key to ah understanding of the reasons for 
reformation.l9 
The Gluecks apparently have had trouble defining 
exactly what maturity is composed of and hence it is dif-
ficult to assess what is meant by the term as they used it. 
This latter statement is illustrated by the following quo-
tation from the work under consideration. 
Whether the component elements of this process 
are largely b~ological or psychological or social 
is a question which we cannot answer within the 
confines of the present research.20 . 
It may be · concluded then that as far as the Gluecks were 
concerned, maturity whatever it may be, was to them at that 
time, an important factor in delinquency causation and 
reformation. 
As mentioned above, it was the Gluecks' intention to 
pursue the matter of maturity and its relationship to the 
whole problem of delinquency in a new study which was 
19 
~cit. 
20 
~cit. 
published in 1950 under the title, Unraveling Juvenile 
Delinquenc:v. 21 
For reasons unknown to this researcher, and so far 
20 . 
as it is _possible to ascertain from the published literature 
in the field, the matter of maturity as it had been dealt 
with by the Gluecks as reported on the previous pages of 
this study, and their announced intention of pursuing the 
development of the concept to the point that a series of 
norms might be produced which would be expressed in the 
form of a maturation quotient was not contained in the 
report of the study of 500 delinquent and 500 non-delin-
quent youths published under the title, Unraveling Juvenile 
Delinquency. 22 For this reason further discussion of the 
above work was not germane to this research. 
Adopting a position somewhat similar to that taken 
by the Gluecks in their earlier studies, so far as maturity 
was a factor, Mabel A. Elliott reached an analogous con-
elusion regarding it in her follow-up study of the 110 
young women with whom she had worked five to ten years 
previously at Sleighton Farms, and all of whom were at 
least twenty-five years of age at the time of this second 
study. 
21 
Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Unraveling Juvenile 
Delinquency, (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1950). 
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~he reached the following conclusion regarding the role that 
maturity takes in enabling the young women to successfully 
adjust to society after their period of original 
incarceration. 
But we have large reason to believe that the 
physical and emotional maturity of the girls (plus 
whatever standards of conduct they may have come to 
see value in) was in a significant degree respon-
sible for their adjustment.23 
Miss Elliott did not define what she meant by matur-
ity nor in what way it contributed to adjustment nor as to 
what part it played in the original behavior problem of the 
girls while they were at the farm as juveniles. However, 
this researcher was left with the impDession that maturity, 
whatever it might be, came to some people after awhile, and 
it was desirable in helping them to adjust. 
Of the recent studies which include maturity as a 
minor phase of the experimental design, Edwin Powers and 
Helen Witmer in their book, An Experiment !a the Prevention 
of Delinquency, The Cambridge-Somerville Youth Study,24 
definitely studied their sample of 782 boys to determine the 
relevant development as far as social maturity and maturity 
~ 
23 
Ibid., P• 76. 
24 
Edwin Powers and Helen Witmer, Prevention of 
Delinquency, The Cambridge-Somerville Youth Study, ~ew York: 
Columbia University Press, 1951). 
of interests and choices were concerned. 25 
They made use of both the Vineland Social Maturity 
Scale and the Furfey Developmental Age Scale, two of the 
very few tests of maturity available. 
Unfortunately, for this research, Dr. Powers and 
22-
Dr. Witmer in setting up their two groups of 325 boys each, 
very carefully matched them and in the process included in 
each group the same number of "problem boys" who had been 
judged by their teachers and by a team of experts to be 
"pre-delinquents.n26 The only difference between the two 
groups was the fact that the treated group (T) received the 
aid of a resourceful counselor while the control group (C) 
did not. 
It was not surprising then that either the Vineland 
Social Maturity Scale or the Furfey Developmental Age Scale 
failed to show any significant differences in the scores of 
T and C boys.27 All that was proved, if anything, was that 
the matching techniques of these researchers had been ex-
cellent and perhaps that two years and seven months of coun-
s~ing, as practiced during this study, resulted in no 
25 
Ib;i,d. I P• 296-297. 
26 
Ibid. 1 P• vii. 
27 
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significant differences in social maturity and developmental 
age as measured by the Vineland Social Maturity Scale or 
Furfey's Developmental Age Scale. 
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE PERTAINING TO 
THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF SCALES 
AND TESTS DESIGNED TO MEASURE MATURITY 
AND/OR SOCIAL COMPETENCE OF ADOLESCENTS 
Furfey Developmental Age Scale. One of the first 
persons to use the term "developmental age" was Paul :s:. Furfey, 
a professor at Catholic University of America. One of his 
early journal articles dealing with this concept appeared in 
1928 in The American Journal of Psychiatrx. 28 Two years later 
essentially the same material with some additions was pub-
lished in the Catholic Educational Review, 29 Much of the 
material which follows, concerning the development of this 
concept, was based on information taken from this article. 
Furfey was of the opinion that it was misleading to 
speak of "the psychology of childhood," but said what was 
really needed was a concept which looked at childhood from 
28 
Paul H. Furfey, "Developmental Age," !h! American 
- Journal £!Psychiatry, Vol. VIII, No. 1, pp. 141-157. 
29 
Paul H. Furfey, "The Developmental Age," The 
Catholic Educational Review, XXVIII, (November, 1930), 
PP• 550-553. 
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a developmental standpoint, and there~ore it would be best to 
speak of the "psychologies of childhood." He postulated that 
each age and sex had its own peculiar characteristics, and 
there was one psychology for one age and sex group and 
another for a different one. In fact, he observed, "a boy 
of fifteen can be and often is, closer to his thirty-nine 
year old father than he is to his nine year old brother.n30 
He was greatl~ concerned that more attention had not been 
paid to this distinction. He said, 
The growing child passes through a number of 
psychologically distinct phases between birth 
and adulthood, not only does his mind and his 
body grow, his behavior matures as well.31 
Furfey was of the opinion that there should be a 
definite name for this phenomenon and he took it upon him-
self to provide the nomenclature. 
I have ventured, therefore, to suggest the 
term "developmental age" to denote maturity of 
general behavior, - maturity which shows itself 
in changing play interests, in a changing attitude 
toward adults, in a growing independence and self-
reliance, and in general, in a constantly develop-
ing personality.32 
Later on, in another article entitled, "A Revised 
30 
Ibid., p. 550. 
31 
Loc. cit. 
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Scale for Measuring Developmental Age in Boys," Furfey fur-
ther defined the concept in this manner, 
It may be defined as the progressively increas-
ing and non-intellectual maturity of general behav-
ior which shows itself in the growing child's play 
preferences, in his fantasy life, in his choice of 
books and movies, in his ambition and in general, 
his whole behavioral type.33 
He clarified the above definition when he pointed 
out that "developmental agen is not the same thing as 
"mental age, 11 and that the type of maturity which is defined 
above is something other than intellectual. In fact, in a 
series of studies which he made, he found that there was 
"little or no correlation between mental age and develop-
mental age if the effect of chronological age is 
eliminated."34 
Furfey, over a period of years, developed what be-
came known as the Furfey Revised Developmental Age Scale, 
which was to be used to measure developmental age as defined 
. above, or as it was sometimes referred to, social maturity. 
His revised scale consisted of 106 paired items which the 
child using the scale checks. It had a mean reliability of 
.91, based upon the results obtained by Furfey from a group 
33 
Paul H. Furfey, nA Revised Scale for Measuring 
Developmental Age in Boys," Child Development, II, No. 2, 
(June, 1931), P• 102. 
34 
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of 935 boys ranging in chronological age from eight to 
eighteen years.35 Because this scale was developed primar-
ily for boys, it was necessary for an adaptation to be made 
to make it effective for use with girls. Sister Celestine 
Sullivan developed such a scale basing it on the Furfey 
pattern, but including items which would be apropos to 
girls. 36 
Furfey's Scale has had only limited use. The results 
which were obtained from using it were not consistent. In 
one instance it clearly distinguished between delinquents 
and non-delinquents, in two other instances, when the Furfey 
Developmental Age Scores had been translated into develop-
mental quotients, it distinguished clearly in one of these 
cases and there was no difference of statistical importance 
in the other. In the last instance in which it was used 
with delinquents and non-delinquents no attempt was made to 
distinguish between the two groups. An· analysis of the 
studies which were involved in obtaining the above results 
follows. 
Fred Brown in the investigation entitled, "Social 
Maturity and Stability of Non-Delinquents, Proto-Delinquents 
35 
Ibid., P• 114. 
36 . Ruth Shonle Cavan, "A Seale for Measuring Develop-
mental Age in Girls," by Sister Celestine Sullivan., American 
Journal of §ociology, Vol. 41, No. 3, (November, 1935), P• 410. 
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and Delinquents, n37 used Professor Furfey 's Scale plus one of 
his own design, entitled, The Brown Personality Inventarz. 
The subjects consisted of three groups of boys who 
were spending a two week's vacation in summer camp. 
The non-delinquent boys of average socio-economic 
status were chosen from a YMCA camp, and the tests were ad-
ministered to them by the camp counselors during that period. 
None of these boys had ever been before a juvenile court or 
other judicial or correctional agency. The group numbered 
91 and had a mean chronological age of thirteen years, 6 
months. 
The 112 proto-delinquent boys were of a lower econ-
omic status and most of them were under social agency 
supervision. The mean chronological age was thirteen years. 
They were tested while in a camp for underprivileged boys 
by their counselors. 
The 71 delinquent boys were of lower economic status 
and all of them had appeared before the juvenile court on 
official charges, some 29 of them, at the time of the study, 
were on probation. Their mean chronological age was fifteen 
years, 2 months. They too were tested while staying at the 
same camp for unde~p~ivileged boys as the proto-delinquents, 
37 
Fred Brown, "Social Maturity and Stability of Non-
Delinquents, Proto-Delinquents and Delinquents," .American 
Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vo1. 8, (April, 1938), pp. 214-219. 
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but at a different period.38 
~ Furfey Scale and the Brown Personality Inventory 
were not administered until the counselors at the three 
camps had been in contact with the boys long enough to estab-
lish rapport and optimum conditions for their cooperation in 
the program. 
Brown first reported the results of this study to the 
American Psychological Association at its forty-fifth annual 
meeting, September 3, 1937. The essentials of this report 
as it applied to the Furfey Developmental Scale follow. 
(1) Non-delinquents scored higher developmental 
ages (D.A.'s) and developmental quotients (D.Q.'s) 
than did the pre-delinquents. 
(2) Non-delinquents and delinquents differed little 
in developmental age. A very significant difference 
in developmental quotient favored the non-delinquent 
group. 
(3) Pre-delinquent boys had significantly superior 
developmental quotients when compared with the 
delinquents.39 . 
Brown's results when translated into developmental 
quotients indicated a clear difference between the develop-
mental age of delinquents and non-delinquents and proto-
delinquents, all of which favored the non-delinquents. 
38 
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D. L. Fogwell, in an investigation entitled, "A 
Comparison Between a Group of Delinquent Boys and a Group of 
Non-Delinquent Boys Using the Furfey Scale,n40 administered 
it to a group of institutionalized delinquents and compared .. 
them with a group of non-delinquents residing in a low 
delinquency area. She divided both delinquents and non-
delinquents into four corresponding age groups. 
Fred Brown in reporting on the above study said, 
She found a difference of 18 points, more than 
four times the probable error, in favor of the 
non-delinquents. Statistically insignificant but 
consistent differences in favor of the non-delinquents 
were found for the 14, 15 and 16 year groups.4 
The above results indicated that there was no significant 
difference between the developmental age of delinquents and 
non-delinquents as measured by the "Furfey Developmental Age 
Scale." 
F. c. Zakolski, reported the results of his research 
in an article entitled, "Personality Structure of Delinquent 
Boys.n42 The sample consisted of fifty boys from an 
40 
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Delinquent Boys and a Group of Non-Delinquent Boys Using the 
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Boys," The Pedagogical ~ummary ~Journal of Genetic 
Psychology, Vol. 74, {1949), P• 109. 
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industrial school and fifty boys from a public school who had 
been equated for age and national origin. The mean age of 
the industrial school boys was 15.5 plus or minus 0.755 years, 
the mean age for the public school boys was 15.5 plus or 
minus 0.494 years.43 Only public school boys who had not 
been reported by the school authorities as serious behavior 
problems or delinquents were included in that sample. 
Zakolski analyzed his groups by means of standardized 
tests, among which were the Developmental Age~ by Furfey 
and .the Social Adjustment Inventory by Washburne, the latter 
to be reported on later in this section. He evaluated the 
data obtained by use of statistical techniques such as the 
means, sigmas, and critical ratio. The criterion established 
for a critical ratio to indicate a difference between the two 
groups that was not due to chance was 3.0o. 44 He made a 
further check on the statistical results obtained by means of 
a superimposed clinical observation. 
Concerning clinical observation he said, 
When both test results and clinical impression 
were congruent, the difference or similarity were 
accepted as valid; when clinical impression strongly 
44 
Ibid., p. 110. 
failed to substantiate statistical findings, the 
statistical results were rejected since it is 
generally recognized that tests of personality 
in the present stage of development are not 
infallible measures, the results can be modified 
by the subjects, a consequence which may be 
particularly operative because of the nature of 
the study.45 
31. 
Zakolski found that the Furfey Test of Developmental 
Age differentiated between delinquents and non-delinquents, 
The critical ratio was 5,14 and the raw difference in the 
means of the two groups was 9.8.46 
The results that Zakolski obtained show a clear 
difference in developmental age of delinquents and non-
delinquents as measured by the Furfey Scale. However, 
since a sample of only fifty was used, the question of 
generalizing from this data could be raised, 
The final use of the Furfey Scale with delinquents 
and non-delinquents was in early 1942 by Powers and Witmer 
in their study, An Experiment in the Prevention Q! 
Delinguency,47 The description of the methodology of this 
study and the conclusions as far as the Furfey Scale was 
concerned, were summarized on pages 21 and 22 of this 
45 
~cit, 
46 
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research paper. 
It could be said that while the research design of 
Powers and Witmer made no provision for evaluating the 
di~ferences in the developmental age of delinquents and non-
delinquents, the research design by means of its very care-
ful sampling selection and matching procedure did incid- · 
entally provide an indication of the reliability of the 
Furfey Developmental ~ Scale. The mean scores of the 
T and C groups were found to be 97.5 and 97.4 respectively 
with a raw difference of only .1. Assuming the research 
design of Powers and Witmer accomplished what it intended 
to do with regard to sampling, then the reliability of 
this scale, as indicated by the above difference in the 
means of the T and C boys, was very high. 
As far as this researcher can ascertain the Furfey 
Developmental Age Scale has not been used in the study of 
developmental age of delinquents and non-delinquents in 
recent years, i.e., as far as published literature is 
concerned. The Scale is not listed in the Mental Measure-
ments Yearbooks edited by Buros48 nor does it appear in the 
19.54 catalog published by The Psychological Corporation.49 
48 
Oscar K. Buros, Editor, The 1940 Mental Heasure-
ments Yearbook, (also The Third and Fourth Mental ~1easure­
ments Yearbooks), (New~rsey: Rutgers University Press, 
1941, 1949, 1953). 
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Pressey Interest-Attitude ~. Although it was 
reported on by its authors Sidney L. and Luella c. Pressey, 
in 1933 the test had a long evolutionary history behind it. 
The Presseys published their first version of this test in 
1919 under the title of Cross~ Tests; later in 1921 the 
test was revised and its name changed to the t-o Test. 
The revision which gave the test its present name, Interest-
Attitude Test, emerged in 1933.5° 
The Presseys were among the first to present the 
concept of emotional age based upon the idea of emotional 
· development. It was with this thought in mind that the 
Pressey Scale was developed, and a system of norms developed 
for both grade and age of male and female which could be 
expressed in terms of emotional age. This latter term has 
been used by some interchangeably with emotional maturity. 
The thinking behind the test was relatively clear. 
The individual to be tested was given the choice of checking 
some 360 items, 100 of which denote maturity, 260 of which 
denote immaturity. These items have been categorized into 
fo~ groups of 90 each which made up the four basic subtests. 
These were Test I (Things thought wrong), Test II (Things 
50 
Sidney L. and Luella c. Pressey, "Development of the 
Interest-Attitude Tests,rr The Journal 2f Applied Psychology, 
XVII, (1933), P• 6. · 
34 
worried about), Test III (Things interested in), Test IV 
(Traits admired). Pressey stated nthe really mature person 
omits altogether the many childish concepts and concentrates 
heavily on the relatively few adult ideas.n5l It was concern-
ing this matter of the test containing. only a relatively few 
mature items that Thorndike based his criticism of its 
validity. He argued that the test gave more than twice as 
much opportunity to check immature items as it did mature.52 
Subsequent validation would seem to indicate that this 
criticism was not justified. 
The Presseys presented a considerable amount of 
evidence which sustained the contention of reliability and 
validity.53 
Douglas Spencer reviewed the Pressey Interest-Attitude 
Test for the 1.29:Q Mental Measurements Yearbook and stated, 
This reconstruction of the Pressey's X-0 Test 
makes available in greatly improved form an instru• 
ment that has long proved an interesting addition 
to the clinician's battery. As heretofore, it has 
the advantage of being non-threatening to the 
subject because its purpose is disguised. Although 
many of the X-0 Test items are retained, the 
51 
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mechanics of the old blank have been altered to 
simplify the administration and the scoring, and 
careful work has been done to reduce vocabulary 
difficulties and to eliminate insignificant items,54 
The individual who took the test simply placed an 
x in front of the words, arranged in columns, and if he 
had very strong feelings concerning that particular item 
he placed two x's in front of it. Spencer was of the 
. . 55 
opinion that the test was easy to g~ve and score, 
The Pressey Test had been used to measure maturity, 
as defined by its authors, for both delinquents and non-
delinquents during the late 1930's and early 1940's. 
The results that have been obtained from its use by the 
different researchers were not in agreement ~s to whether 
there was, or was not, a significant difference in the 
maturity of the interests and attitudes of the subjects 
under study. A review of these investigations follow, 
35 
Mervin A. Durea of the Department of Psychology of 
Ohio State University, either by himself or in conjunction 
with others, has made most of the studies which have used 
this instrument to measure maturity of interests and 
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attitudes of delinquents and non-delinquents. 
In one study entitled, "The Emotional Maturity of 
Juvenile Delinquents,"56: M. A. Durea administered the test 
to 316 delinquent boys confined in an institution. Their 
mean chronological ages ·ranged from 14 years to 17 years 
eleven months and were all members of the white race. 
No other selective criteria for inclusion in the sample 
was used. 
The Pressey Interest-Attitude Test was then admin-
istered to the boys in order to determine their emotional 
maturity. They were rated on each of the four subtests 
separately, as well as being rated for the total test. 
Results were expressed in terms of emotional age (Em-A). 
The above scores were then compared to the norms which the 
Presseys had developed for the test.57 
At this point M. E. Odoroff and Dale B. Harris 
questioned the validity of using an unselected sample for 
comparative purposes. They proposed a study to verify 
Durea's conclusions by comparing delinquent boys with non-
delinquent boys more similar to delinquents in socio-econ-
omic and intellectual status than the unselected boys 
56 
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used above. 58 
On the basis of the results obtained by Durea in the 
above study he _reached the following conclusions. 
Summarizing the findings thus far it may be 
said that scores based on the entire Interest-
Attitude Tests as well as scores on the separate 
tests indicate the emotional inferiority of 
delinquents. 
The greatest emotional retardation in general 
is shown by responses to Test IV (kinds of persons 
liked or admired) and the least by Test II (anx-
ieties, fears and worries). Test I (things consid-
ered wrong) and Test III (likes and interests) are 
in practical agreement as to the amount of emotional 
inferiority among delinquents.59 
If Durea's sampling methodology is accepted as 
· valid, then the Pressey Interest-Attitude Test did reveal 
significant differences between delinquents and non-delin-
quents, as fa.r as what it measured was concerned. 
As is indicated above, M. E. Odoroff and Dale B. Harris 
proposed to verify Durea's conclusions by comparing delinquent 
boys with a non-delinquent group more similar to delinquents 
in socio-economic and intellectual status than the unselected 
boys that Durea used in his study, "The Emotional Maturity 
· of Juvenile Delinquents.n60 
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Boys," ~Journal .Qf Educational Psychologz, XXllii, 
(January, 1942), P• 15. 
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The methodology employed to test this thesis was to 
administer the Pressey-Interest Attitude Test to 400 boys 
of the Minnesota Training School at the time of entrance. 
No attempt was made to segregate non-whites from whites 
and thus this sample contained a few Negro and Indian boys 
who were not represented in the Durea study. The boys 
ranged in chronological age from 14-0 months to 18-7 months. 
The control group consisted of samples of 13, 14, 
15 and 16 year olds who were obtained by testing the avail-
able boys of these ages in the St. Paul, Minnesota Junior 
High School which was located in what could be termed a 
delinquency area. A few of the boys may have had some 
experience with the courts, but on the whole they were 
61 presumed to be non-delinquent. 
Odoroff and Harris summarized the results that they 
obtained from the research in this manner. 
The present study clearly indicates that 
delinquent boys are more like non-delinquents 
who come from similar social background than 
delinquents are like unselected boys in general. 
It is probable that more careful matching of 
groups than was possible in this study would 
further reduce the' differential noted by Durea. 
There appears to be sufficient correlation of 
Pressey Test score with mental ability to account 
for some, if not all of the delinquent's emotional 
61 
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retardation. Thus Durea's conclusion, that emo-
tional retardation may be just as significant 
for delinquency as mental level and other factors, 
may have to wait for additional empiricg~ knowl-
edge as to what the Pressey tests test. 
It is obvious that Odoroff and Harris reached the 
opposite conclusion of that reached by Durea in regard to 
the Pressey Test, differentiating between delinquents and 
non-delinquents, and what may be even more important, 
raised . the question as to what the tests were actually 
measuring. 
39 
/ 
Mervin Durea continued his studies with the Pressez 
Interest-Attitude Test and in conjunction with M. H. Fertman 
designed a study, "The Emotional Maturity of Delinquent 
Girls," the purpose of which was twofold: 
(a) To compare the emotional maturity of 
delinquent girls with norms which have been 
computed for non-delinquents of the same sex 
and life age; and (b) to compare delinquent 
boys and girls as to the relative amount of 
emotional retardation.63 
The methodology consisted of administering the 
Pressey Interest-Attitude Test to some 180 girls from an 
institution for juvenile delinquents. The age range was 
15- years to 17 years eleven months and all of the girls 
62 
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Mervin A. Durea and M. H. Fertman, "Emotional 
Maturity of Delinquent Girls," American Journal£! 
Orthopsychiatry, XI, (April, 1941), P• 335. 
were of the white race. No other criteria for inclusion in 
the sample was used. The girls were rated on each of the 
four subtests separately, as well as being rated for the 
total test. Results were expressed in terms of emotional 
age (Em-A). The above scores were then compared to the 
norms which the Presseys had developed for the test.64 
Durea and Fertman summarized their conclusions in 
the following manner. 
Delinquent girls age-for-age compare unfavorably 
with norms for non-delinquents in emotional maturity 
as measured by the Pressey Interest-Attitude Tests. 
Emotional immaturity is found to be a character ... 
istic of delinquent girls in terms of both total 
scores from four tests and scores on each -sub-test. 
Except on Test IV, emotional retardation tends to 
increase with age. In some respects retardation, 
based on emotional age, ranges as low as 2.5 years, 
in others as high as 5.0 years. 2o Emotional 
retardation of female juvenile delinquents is 
greatest on Test I (wrongs) and least on Test III 
(interests). Contrasted with this, male juvenile 
delinquents were found in a previous study to be 
emotionally retarded most by Test IV (admirations) 
and least by Test II {worries)o 0 5 
Since the methodology used to reach the above con-
clusions was exactly the same as that used in Durea's 
original study of the boys (see pages 35-37) it is not 
surprising that the results obtained for the girls also 
65 
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revealed a difference between delinquents and non-delinquents. 
Even as Odoroff and Harris were critical of the 
methodology used in the first test, (see page 36) so was 
Dora Capwell of the methodology of this second test. She 
too prepared a new experiment designed in part to test the 
validity of the conclusions drawn by Durea and Fertman above. 
Dora F. Capwell in the research entitled, "Personality 
Patterns of .Adolescent Girls: II. Delinquents and Non-
Delinquents,"66 administered a series of personality tests 
to a sample of 101 delinquent girls of the Minnesota State 
School for Girls and 85 non-delinquents in the public schools 
Sauk Centre, Minnesota. These were equated for age, grade, 
etc. It is particularly important to note that Capwell 
re-administered the same tests from 4 to 15 months later and 
thus her study provided a double check on the testing 
procedures. 67 
~ Pressey Interest-Attitude ~ was one of those 
administered twice, and which in both instances failed to 
significantly differentiate between delinquents and non-
delinquents.68 
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When Capwell evaluated the above results she said, 
This is contrary to the results implied by 
the report of Durea and Fertman, who gave the 
Pressey to 180 delinquent girls. Their study 
merely showed, however, that the scores from 
the delinquents compare "unfavorably with norms 
for non-delinquents." No . control group was used 
at the same time. In the present data the delin-
quents compare unfavorably with the norms, but so 
does this particular sample of normal cases. 
These same normal girls made normally expected 
scores on the other tests.69 
On the basis of this evidence it would appear that 
the Pressey Interest-Attitude Test does not distinguish 
between delinquents and non-delinquents as far as whatever 
it measured was concerned. 
M. A. Durea and A. L. Assum continued their research 
with the Pressey Interest-Attitude ~ and published a report 
entitled, "The Reliability of Personality Traits Differen-
tiating Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Girls," the purpose of 
which was to determine the reliability of the differentiating 
traits.7° 
The experimental group consisted of 276 delinquent 
girls from five different institutions, all of whom were 
members of the white race. Their chronological ages ranged 
69 
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Personality Traits Differentiating Delinquent and Non-
Delinquent Girls," Journal of Genetic Psychology, Vol. 72, 
(June, 1948), P• 308. 
from 13 years to 17 years eleven months. The control group 
consisted of 151 non-delinquent girls of the same age and 
race. The Pressey Interest-Attitude Test was administered 
to these groups.71 
The following conclusions were drawn by the authors. 
The delinquent girl expresses her personality 
in terms of a pattern of characteristics which 
differentiates her reliably from the adjusted girl. 
In relation to certain things that the delinquent 
girl considers wrong, things about which she worries 
or is anxious, things which are of interest, or 
qualities she admires in others, she presents a 
different picture than the non-delinquent girl. 
The comparative groups are not mutually exclusive. 
Some overlapping in differential scores is in 
evidence. 
On the whole, however, it may be assumed that 
no more than 10 to 15 per cent of non-delinquent 
girls exceed the· median differential score for 
delinquent girls.72 
43 
As the only criteria for selection of the non-
delinquent sample appears to be age and race, this study was 
subject to some of the same objections regarding its basic 
methodology, as had been reported concerning the previous 
studies made by Durea. It is considered questionable then 
as to how valid the above conclusions were. Up until this 
time no other author has seen fit to examine this study in 
72 
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the manner which was employed concerning Durea's prior 
studies. 
, 
Durea continued to do research with the Pressez Inter-
est-Attitude Test, the primary purpose of which was to dis-
- -
cover which items were differential for delinquents as 
compared with non-delinquents. His study, "Personality 
Traits of Juvenile Delinquents,n73 and a further analysis 
of the same study entitled, "Personality Characteristics of 
Juvenile Delinquents,n74 furnished two examples of this 
research. 
He found that certain items differentiated more than 
others and concluded that juvenile delinquents differed in 
maturity of interests and attitudes from non-delinquents. 
Durea continued his studies with the Pressey Inter-
est-Attitude Test and designed a project, "Personality 
- -
Characteristics and Degree of Delinquency: I. An Empirical 
Analysis of Blameworthy Circumstances and Anxiety States," 
to ascertain the manner in which contrasted groups of 
delinquents (least to most serious) differed from normally 
73 
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pp. 115-128. 
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Traits," Child Development, VIII, No. 3, (September, 1937), 
pp. 257-262. . 
adjusted juveniles.75 He limited his analysis to the first 
two of the Pressey Tests, i.e., things thought wrong, or 
blameworthy circumstances, and things feared or worried 
about or anxiety states.76 
The general conclusions reached were: 
1. Least serious delinquents tend on the 
average toward greater expressed sensitiveness 
to things considered wrong than most serious 
delinquents. 
2. Most serious delinquents tend on the 
average toward greater sensitiveness to anxiety 
and fear states than least serious delinquents. 
3. Practically twice as many blameworthy 
circumstances emerge to differentiate high D. I.'s 
from the7?ormal group as is the case with low D. I.'s. 
In conjunction with this study the research that 
Mervin Durea conducted with M. H. Fertman under the title 
of "Personality Characteristics of Juvenile Offenders,n78 
should be considered, because this latter study is simply 
an application of the method used above to both boys and 
girls in a more comprehensive manner, i.e., all four tests 
were used in this analysis. 
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7BM. A. -Durea and M. H. Fertman, "Personality Char-
acteristics of Juvenile Offenders," Journal 2! Criminal~ 
~ Criminology, XXXII, (1942.) 
The samples were drawn from the Boys' and Girls' 
Industrial Schools of Ohio and numbered 316 and 180 subjects 
respectively. The only form of selection was racial, no non-
whites were included. The chronological ages of the boys 
ranged from 14 years to 17 years eleven months and for the 
girls, from 15 to 17 eleven months. 79 years 
As in the previous research the authors had reported, 
there were differences between delinquents and non-delinquents 
and between the sexes. The most important new contribution 
of this study was summarized thus: 
Iri general Test II (worries) appears to be the 
most diagnostic of the four sub-tests. Cons!dering 
the total number of differentiating items from the 
four sub-tests a .: significant difference between the 
sexes was found, the critical ratio being weighted 
toward female delinquents.80 
In recent years there have been no published studies 
using the Pressey Interest-Attitude Scale and it is no longer 
listed in the current Catalog of the Test Division of The 
Psychological Corporation. 81 
Willoughby Emotional Maturity Scale, This scale 
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first appeared in 1931 and has had limited use, at least 
in the published literature read by this investigator in 
the study of emotional maturity of adolescent delinquents 
and non-delinquents. 
In 1932 Raymond Willoughby published an article 
entitled, "A Scale of Emotional Maturity," in which he 
described the seale and defined emotional maturity. 
He stated, 
Emotional maturity, in the understanding of 
this investigator, is freed.om from narcism and 
from ambivalence; in other terminology, it is 
release from egocentrism, the achievement of 
socialized impulses, of insight; emotional 
acceptance of the reality principle and an 
analyzed "~ohdition are also approximate 
synonyms.n82 
47 
Leslie W. Croft reviewed the Willoughby Scale for 
the Fourth Mental Measurements Yearbook and clearly stated 
its purpose. 
This scale was developed to indicate the 
individual's degree of freedom from childish 
emotional attitudes and immature motives and 
to reveal the extent to which he can make 
adjustments to his environment.83 
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Journal~ Social Psychology, III, No.1, (February, 1932), 
P• 4. 
83 
Leslie W. Croft, "Willoughby Emotional Maturity 
Scale," in The Fourth Mental Measurements Yearbook, 
(Highland Park·: The Gryphon Press, 1953), P• 96. 
In using this scale the rater evaluated the subject 
by checking those items of the seale which approximated a 
fair description of the characteristic behavior, actual or 
probable, of the ratee to a type of situation and his 
response to it. The weights and values attached to each 
response represented the combined judgments of 100 experts 
in the field of personality. 
There were several reasons why this test never 
became very popular. First, its reported reliability was 
only about .55 for college student raters. 84 Secondly, the 
language used in describing the items to be checked by the 
raters was very complex and involved. 85 Third, its validity 
appeared to be low.86 
Croft concluded his review for The Mental Measure-
ments Yearbook by saying, "practically no research has been 
reported on this scale.nB7 
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Paul R. Farnsworth88 made a study of tests and scales 
that had been used to measure emotional maturity. Included 
in this was the Willoughby E. M. Scale, the McNemar-Landis 
--
Modification of the Willoughby and the Pressey Interest-
Attitude Test. He reached a cogent conclusio~with which 
this researcher is in some agreement, concerning the test 
scales that have been developed in the area of mental 
maturity. He said, 
The only conclusion that seemingly can be 
drawn from these data is that the tests are not 
measuring one common variable. A discussion of just what they are measuring is not within the . 
scope of this paper.89 . 
Vineland Social Maturity Scale. Whereas Furfey was 
the first person to use the concept of developmental age in 
terms of social interest, Edgar Doll was among the first to 
apply the principle of developmental age in terms of social 
competence and social independence.90 
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According to Doll, several of the primary purposes of 
the scale were: 
(a) a standard measure of normal development 
in terms of social competence from infancy through 
adult life, (b) a means of determining individual 
differences and abnormal deviation in amount and 
direction of social maturity, (c) a basi.c criterion 
of social dependency with special reference to 
associated abnormal state, such as mental defic-
iency, mental disorder, and maladjustment.9l 
The scale was divided into eight subtests which were 
entitled, self-help general, self-help eating, self-help 
dressing, self-direction, occupation, communication,· 
locomotion and socialization. The items of each scale were 
arranged in order of average norms.92 
The scale was administered to the subject by a person 
who served as a rater. At this point, in method of admin-
istration, it resembled the Willoughby. It was not necess-
ary for the subject to be present when he was rated. It was 
only necessary that someone intimately familiar with the 
subject be interviewed. 
Gambaro, in his research, entitled, "Analysis of the 
Vineland Social Maturity Scale," summarized its general 
92 
E. A. Doll, "Vineland Social Maturity Scale, Manual 
of Directions," (Minneapolis: Educational Test Bureau, 
Educational Publishers, Inc., 1947), P• 3. 
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relationships to age and social maturation as follows: 
The Vineland Social Maturity Scale measures 
social development in terms of personal independ-
ence and responsibility. In infancy and early 
childhood, social maturity is reflected in self-
help, at adolescence in self-direction, and in 
adult life as assumption of responsibility for 
others. The successive items of this social 
scale represent progressive maturation in self-
help, self-direction, social relations, locomo-
tion, occupation and communication. The items 
are divided into age groups representing ever-
increasing degrees of social competence. These 
genetic levels of performance are consid~red as 
successive stages of social maturation.9J 
The reported reliability and validity of the ~­
land Social Maturity Scale were high. Extensive studies 
have been carried on in this area and the results of them 
may be found in Part IV entitled, "Standardization and 
Validation," as found in Doll's work, Measurement of Social 
Competence.94 
This scale has had extensive use in many areas, but 
the one important to this study is in the area of adolescent 
delinquents and non-delinquents. However, before these 
studies could be summarized, it is necessary that attention 
be called to certain phases of this scale's orientation which 
93 
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impinge upon the measurement of social maturity for 
adolescents. 
There have been two basic criticisms advanced as to 
why the validity of the results obtained with this scale for 
adolescents may be questionable. The first criticism is 
the result of the way the scale is constituted in relation-
ship to the number of items apropos to adolescents and the 
discriminative progression of these. 95 When Doll discussed 
this problem he said, 
It is of course possible to expand the number 
of items at each age level and it is important 
that this be done ultimately for the refinement 
of measures at all ages, and especially for the 
adolescent period. This task, however, is not 
so easy as at first appears if one adheres to 
the criteria specified above and selects items 
rather rigorously as measures of fundamental 
rather than superficial differences. Nevertheless, 
this task is by no means impossible and is, indeed 
suggested as6one important further development to anticipate.9 
The second criticism is the result of the scale's alleged 
correlation with intelligence which in the opinion of one 
author, invalidated much of its value as a differentiating 
measure between adolescent delinquents and non-delinquents. 
This latter problem is discussed in the next section. 
95 
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Edgar Doll and Kathryn Fitch reported in the study, 
"Social Competence of Juvenile Delinquents," the results 
obtained from using the Vineland Social Maturity Scale with 
a group of 91 juvenile delinquent boys at the State House 
for Boys at Jamesburg, New Jersey.97 
The purpose of the study was to determine the prac-
ticability of using the scale with delinquents in an insti-
tutional environment. The authors were apprehensive concern-
ing the effect that the untrustworthiness, so often found 
among delinquents, might be reflected in the measurement of 
social competence. 
However, they concluded from this study that the 
scale was applicable to delinquents in a correctional en-
vironment, provided that those who administered it were 
sufficiently skilled in its use. They also found that the 
results from the scale agreed closely with those obtained 
. from mental examinations of the same subjects and therefore 
the results could be considered reliable measures of social 
competence, i.e., social maturity.98 
It was also found that when this group ~ - was compared 
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with other groups, that they had previously examined in 
arriving at norms for the scale, the delinquents were strik-
ingly below the non-delinquents. Actually, these were in the 
feebleminded and borderline ranges of social competence. 
Furthermore, this conclusion was supported by general exper-. 
ience and observation by investigators using other methods 
of evaluation.99 
The above investigation is subject to much of the 
same criticism which was previously directed at the Pressey 
sampling procedures, in that no attempt was made to equate 
the samples for factors other than age. 
Dora F. Capwell, in the study, "Personality Patterns 
of Adolescent Girls: II. Delinquents and Non-Delinquents," 
found a difference in the scores for social maturity, as 
obtained from the administration of the Vineland Social 
Maturitz Scale, to 101 delinquent girls at the Minnesota 
State School and 85 non-delinquent girls in the public 
100 
schools of Sauk Centre, Minnesota. 
Capwell realized that the two sample groups differed 
in intelligence, as well as in regard to deli~quency. 
99 
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She was curious to see if the differences she had obtained 
were related to differences in intelligence or not. She 
matched 52 delinquents with 52 non-delinquents within two 
points for I. Q. The mean I. Q. of each group was 95 with 
101 
a standard deviation of 14. 
She compared the raw scores for social maturity and 
found there was little difference in soeial maturity between 
delinquents and non-delinquents, and furthermore that the 
girls did not show as much social retardation as the delin-
quent boys reported on in the study by Doll and Fitch. 
She observed that the boys were much more retarded mentally 
than the girls, and reached the conclusion that the social 
quotient was more related to the intelligence level than 
10~ 
delinquency. 
Doll engaged in a discussion of Capwell's findings 
103 
which he found to be questionable from his point of view. 
He said, 
And from the fac~ that the Social Scale scores 
showed differences between delinquents and non-
delinquents which were reduced to statistical 
insignificance when intelligence was held constant, 
101 
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102 
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103 
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we might infer that the Scale being more related 
to intelligence than to delinquency is more 
heavily affected by constitutional than by envir-
onmental factors ••• At any rate the author mentioned 
no difficulties encountered in the use of the 
Scale in the setting where it was employed. Whereas 
some of the personality scales did reveal differ-
ences while the Social Scale did not, it might also 
be inferred that the Social Scale is at least 
broadly free from the influence of personality 
adjustment, being more dependent upon intelligence 
than on personality.l04 
Regardless of the merits of the Capwell-Doll 
controversy, at least one fact emerged rather clearly, and 
that was there was some question as to exactly what the 
Vineland Social Maturity Scale measured. 
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Further light was thrown on the question of the 
Vineland Social Maturity Scale and intelligence by 
Frederick P. Watts whose study entitled, "A Comparative 
Clinical Study of Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Negro Boys," 
was designed for the purpose of comparing "the results of 
the investigation of certain psychological aspects of delin-
quent and non-delinquent Negro boys with age and I. Q. held 
105 
constant." This was the first time the Vineland Social 
Maturity Scale was used to study a group of delinquents 
104 
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Frederick P. Watts, "A Comparative Clinical Study 
of Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Negro Boys," The Journal 
of Negro Education, X, No. 2, (April, 1941), p:-192. 
compared with a controlled group of non-delinquents. 
The boys in the study were between the ages of 14 
and 16 years inclusive with a mean I. Q. of 77. The sub-
jects of the investigation were 92 delinquent boys from 
the Industrial Home School for Colored Children and 91 
57 
non-delinquent boys of the same age group selected from the 
same schools the delinquents attended -before commitment to 
the Industrial Home by the courts. Only those public school 
boys were selected who were reported by their teachers not 
to be behavior problems.106 
~ Vineland Social MaturitY Scale was administered 
to both the control and delinquent groups, and no statis-
tically significant difference in social age was found. 
There was a small raw mean difference in the means of 2.52 
which favored the non-delinquents. 
Although the median I. Q. score for Doll's group was 
72.5 and for the Watts group was 75.21, the range of 
difference in the social quotients was much greater. The 
Doll boys had a score of 70 and the Watts delinquent group, 
a score of 95.95, and a score of 98.47 for the non-delinquents 
which of course, removed these boys from the feebleminded and 
106 
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borderline ranges of social competence that Doll found for 
107 his sample. 
The important thing that emerged from this study 
was that when intelligence was held constant the Vineland 
Social Maturity Scale did not reveal significant differences 
in social maturity between delinquents and non-delinquents, 
and that all delinquents were not from the feebleminded and 
108 borderline ranges of social competence. 
Another study entitled, "The Social Competence of 
Adolescent Delinquents: A Comparative Study of White and 
Negro First Offenders and Recidivists," was made by 
109 Norton N. Springer. The subjects consisted of a random 
selection of 130 adolescent male delinquents between 16 and 
18 years of age who were awaiting sentence in the adolescent's 
court of New York City. One-half of each group were first 
offenders, the other half, recidivists. 
Springer administered the Vineland Social Maturity 
Scale and the Binet Intelligence ~ to the subjects. He 
found that there were significant correlations (.61-.71) 
between social maturity and mental maturity, which he felt 
107 
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XIV, (November, 1941). • 
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"suggested a marked dependence of social maturity on mental 
maturity, or of both on common factors.nllO 
The second important finding of the study was that 
most delinquents fall within the dull normal and normal 
social maturity categories and they were not much below 
. d 1 " . h" f 111 non- e ~nquents ~n t ~s actor. 
Again, these results were different from those 
reported by Doll and Fitch in their study who found quite 
the opposite to be true. 
Springer stated "that social maturity is found to 
be fairly highly related to intelligence, the correlation 
between social quotient and the Binet I. Q. is .72.n112 
The Vineland Social Maturity Scale was used by Powers 
and Witmer in their study, "An Experiment in the Prevention 
113 
of Delinquency." Because of the experimental design of 
this particular study, no differences were revealed • . For a 
description of the methodology of the Powers. and Witmer 
research and the conclusions as far as the Furfey Seale was 
110 
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concerned, see pages 21 and 22 of this research paper. 
The studies that have been published concerning the 
use of the Vineland Social Maturity Scale with delinquents 
and non-delinquents, with one exception, are in agreement 
that the social age or social quotient, obtained from the 
60-
use of the Vineland Social Maturity Scale has a relationship 
to intelligence which appears to be high. This raises the 
question of the validity of the Vineland Social Maturity 
Scale as a differentiating device between delinquents and 
non-delinquents when the factor of I. Q. was held constant 
and also the question of whether the Vineland Social Maturity 
Scale actually measures what it was designed for when it was 
applied to delinquents. 
McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development. Very little 
literature has been available concerning the McCleery Scale 
114 
of Adolescent Development because it was only recently 
published, that is, the latter part o£ 1955. There have been 
no studies reported in the published literature other than 
those made by McCleery in the process of testing the relia-
bility and validity of the scale. 
The McCleery Scale is based on the concept o£ 
114 
Robert L. McCleery, McCleery Scale Q! Adolescent 
pevelopment, (Lincoln Nebraska: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1955). 
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developmental tasks as set 
authors such as Brouwerll6 
115 forth by Havighurst and other 
117 
and Corey who based much of 
their material on the pioneer work of Havighurst. 
For purposes of clarity the developmental tasks 
which were described on page 7 of this research paper are 
restated. 
1. Achieving New and More Mature Relations with 
Agemates of Both Sexes . 
2. Achieving a Masculine or Feminine Social Role 
3. Accepting one's Physique and Using the Bo~y 
Effectively 
4. Achieving Emotional Independence of Parents 
and Other Adults 
5. Achieving Assurance of Economic Independence 
6. Selecting and Preparing for an Occupation 
7. Preparing for Marriage and Family Life 
8. Developing Intellectual Skills and Concepts 
Necessary for Civic Competence 
9. Desiring and Achieving Socially Responsible 
Behavior 
10. Acquiring a Set ofdValues and an Ethical System 
as a Guide to Behavior.llo 
The McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development was 
constructed to evaluate the responses of adolescents to 
115 
Robert J. Havighurst, Developmental Tasks and 
Education, (New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 195;), 
PP• 1-100. 
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Paul J. Brouwer, Student Personnel Services iB 
·Eaucation, (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 
1949), pp. 312-313. 
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Stephen Corey, "The Developmental Tasks of Youth," 
Th~ American High School: Its Responsibility and Opportunity," 
Hollis 1. Caswell, Editor, (New York: Harper and Bros., 
1946), p. 7. 
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Havighurst, Loc. ~ 
150 test items which were related to the above 10 develop-
mental tasks. 
The specific concept of maturity that the scale was 
designed to measure was summarized by McCleery in the 
following statements. 
The person who may be called "well adjusted" is 
one who has attained a harmonious relationship 
between his own fundamental psychological needs 
and the cultural restrictions and requirements 
which impinge upon him. The attainment and main-
tenance of the harmonious relationship is equiv-
alent to the possession of the mature personality. 
It is this concept of maturity which has special 
relevance to the construction of the McCleery 
Scale. 
It is assumed by the present author that the 
maturing, normally developing person is one who 
is successfully solving his developmental tasks; 
that is, bringing int£1harmony the inner needs and societal demands. ~ 
Havighurst understood that there was a certain 
amount of cultural relativity involved in some of the 
developmental tasks, and therefore descriptions of devel-
opmental tasks would vary from one culture to another and 
would depend upon the cultural values of the person who 
states them. He very frankly said that the developmental 
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tasks previously described, were based on American democrat-
ic values as seen from a middle-class point of view. 
He pointed out what the various tasks meant to the different 
119 
McCleery, ~ ~ 
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Stephen Corey also recognized the relativity of the 
developmental task concept and stated, that for him too, 
these were oriented toward the American middle-class child. 
As far as adolescents were concerned, he was of the opinion 
that this was justifiable because the great majority of 
young people who attended American secondary schools, par-
ticularly high school, came from the middle class as defined 
by Lloyd Warner and others. He was of the further opinion 
that it was the middle classes that have structured and 
perpetuated the dominant values in American society.121 
It was accepted as fact by most American scholars 
that the inmates of the Boys' and Girls' Industrial Schools 
and delinquents receiving supervision from the courts and 
social agencies tend to be children of the lower classes. 
T f h . 122 Th f here were many reasons or t 1s. · ere ore, in making 
use of the McCleery Scale with adolescent delinquents and 
non-delinquents it was necessary to take into account the 
class structure from which delinquents and non-delinquents 
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came in evaluating the results. 
The McCleery Adolescent Development Scale had an odd-
even correlation of .987 and a Spearman-Brown Reliability 
coefficient of .994 for total maturity. The subtests ranged 
from .693 to .909 on the odd-even correlation coefficient 
and from .753 to .952 on the Spearman-Brown Reliability 
coefficient, all of which were high. 
Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory. Work on this 
inventory began in 1925, and it was published in the Sapich 
Edition in 1935, which was later followed by the present 
Th . Ed. t. 123 Th. . d i . h h asp1c 1 1on. 1s 1nventory esp te 1ts age, as ad 
little use in the specific studies of adolescent delinquents 
and non-delinquents. It has had extensive use in the fields 
of education, business and other areas which were not the 
concern of this investigation. In describing the purpose 
and design of the inventory Washburne said, 
The primary purpose of the Washburne Social-
Adjustment Inventory is to determine the degree 
of social and emotional adjustment of an individual. 
The score is designed to give a separate measure 
of development in each of six traits, which are 
very slightly correlated with intelligence and 
are highly correlated with social and emotional 
adjustment. The score is also designed to give 
123 
John N. Washburne Washburne Social-Adjustment 
Inventory, (Thaspic Editionj, (New York: World Book Company, 
1940). 
a measure of adjustment in all the traits combined. 
In the total social-adjustment score, strength in 
one trait may compensate for weakness in another1 as is also the case in actual social situations. 24 
The six traits referred to above are: 
Happiness. A low h-score indicates satisfactory 
adjustment as revealed in the happiness of the 
individual. This term includes contentment, a 
sense of well being, and the feeling that life is 
worth while. 
Alienation, in which a low a-score indicates 
satisfactory social and emotional adjustment as 
revealed in a sense of non-alienation, this term 
including a sense of social membership and 
acceptance, also a sense of basic similarity, of 
common humanity with others, and of psychological 
security and emotional stability in social 
situations. 
Sympathy. A low s-score indicates satisfactory 
social and emotional adjustment as reflected in 
sympathy, that term being defined as sensitive, 
empathetic, non-negative responsiveness to people. 
Purpose. A low p-score indicates satisfactory 
adjustment as revealed in a sense of purpose, this 
term being defined as desire definitely directed 
toward a goal involving plan, evaluation, selection, 
and effort. 
Impulse-Judgment. A low i-score reveals satis-
factory adjustment as manifest in good impulse-
judgment. This term may be defined as the ability 
to judge well between conflicting impulses, so that 
satisfactions which are recognized as greater, but 
more remote or more difficult, are not discounted 
in favor of easier or more immediate but obviously 
lesser satisfactions. 
Control. A low c-score indicates satisfactory 
adjustment as shown in a sense of self-control, 
self-regulation, and the ability to make and 
execute plans. 
124 
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Truthfulness. A low score in this subtest 
that is, a low t-score - indicates truthfulness 
or relative freedom from deliberate or uninten-
tional inaccuracies in answering the questions 
of the Social-Adjustment Inventory.l25 
This latter trait of truthfulness was introduced 
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primarily as a means of increasing the inventory's reliab-
ility and validity. It was used chiefly as a screening 
device to eliminate those tests that were too invalid to 
form a foundation for satisfactory experimental deduction. 
One of the chief advantages of the Washburne Inven-
tory, was the fact that the subtests correlation with I. Q. 
was only .06 and the whole inventory's correlation with 
intelligence was only .07 which was very low.126 
Washburne found the coefficient of reliability, as 
determined by retest of approximately 400 college students 
.after a period of one semester, was .92. The subtests range 
127 of coefficients of reliability were from .80 to .90. 
Again, this was an indication of high reliability. 
The biserial r coefficient of validity was .90. This 
result was obtained from a population of approximately 5,000 
persons with a carefully matched sa~ple of about 800 cases 
125 
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or 400 pairs in the final computations.128 
As with every other scale, test or inventory 
reviewed, there was disagreement with the author's findings 
concerning reliability and validity. Clark and Smith, for 
exam];)le, studied 138 students at the Rochester Antheneum 
and Mechanics Institute and used the Washburne Inventory . 
for this purpose. They then had the faculty rate each 
student, who was evaluated by means of the inventory. and 
computed the correlations between the students' scores on 
the Washburne Inventory and the faculty ratings for social 
adjustment. The conclusion was that "all of the positive 
correlations are so low as to invalidate them for individ-
ual prognostic purposes."129 The inventory was first used 
with delinquents and non-delinquents by Washburne while it 
was still in its early stages of development and before it 
had been published in its present edition. He administered 
the inventory to 50 normal high school students and 50 
prisoners who were matched for age and intelligence and 
sex. No attempt was made to equate the two groups by other 
129 
W. Clark and L. Smith, "Further Evidence on the 
Validity of Personality Scores," ~ Journal of Educational 
Psychology, XXXIII, No. 2, February, 1942. 
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criteria. He obtained a critical ratio of 6.40 between the 
groups which favored the normal high school students. This 
was a statistically significant difference. 
Dora Capwelll30 administered the Washburne Social-
Adjustment Inventory to her sample of 101 delinquent girls 
of the Minnesota State School for Girls and S5 non-delin-
quents in the public schools of Sauk Centre, Minnesota. 
These subjects were equated for age, grade, etc. Capwell 
used the inventory 4 to 15 months later with the same group 
and thus her study provided a double check on the testing 
procedures and the results obtained. She found a significant 
difference between delinquent and non-delinquents in favor 
of the non-delinquents both of the times she administered 
131 
the Washburne Inventory. 
Zakolski administered the Washburne Social-Adjustment 
Inventory to 50 boys in an industrial school and equated 
them for age and national origin with 50 boys in a public 
school. His statistical criterion for a standard of valid 
difference was a critical ratio of 3.00 or more. This was 
also checked against a superimposed clinical observation. 
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When both the test results and clinical impressions were 
congruent the results were accepted as valid. 
The Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory differ-
entiated between the two groups on the alienation and social 
132 
adjustment scales only. The critical ratios were social 
adjustment, 3.41; alienation, 3.84. 
Even though there was not unanimous agreement among 
those who have used the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory 
in the results that have been obtained, there was a reason-
able indication, on the basis of the data available above, 
that in two of three instances in which the inventory was 
used, with delinquents and non-delinquents, there was a 
clear-cut differentiation indicated, and in the third ins-
tance the inventory differentiated for one of the subtests 
and for general or social adjustment. 
III. SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 
Summarx• In this chapter the general studies pertain-
ing to adolescent delinquents and non-delinquents, which in-
c~uded maturity as a minor portion of the work were reviewed. 
It was pointed out that in the case of the research 
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of Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, the beginnings of a concept 
of maturity and its relationship to delinquency emerged in 
their earlier writings which for reasons not published, was 
developed no further and was not reported on in later 
publications. Also mentioned was the fact that the study 
of maturity contained in Powers and Witmer's !g Experiment 
in the Prevention of Delinquency, was of such a nature that 
it was not designed to evaluate differences in maturity 
between delinquents and non-delinquents. It was reported 
that Mabel Elliott reached an analogous conclusion to that 
of the Gluecks'earlier position regarding maturity and the 
phenomenon of delinquency. 
The inventories, scales and tests which have been 
used to measure several kinds of maturity were reviewed. 
The general conclusion reached regarding these was that the 
findings were not consistent, that there was some doubt about 
what the instruments actually measured, and in some. cases 
the research design of the studies were questionable. No 
comments were made regarding the use of the McCleery Scale 
because of its recent publication. 
The Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory, which pur-
ports to measure social adjustment, was reviewed. Research 
results from its use were summarized and were found to be 
inconsistent, although there was an indication from some of 
the data presented that the inventory was sufficiently 
reliable and valid to justify further experimental use. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
This chapter is divided into three main parts, the 
first of which is concerned with the statement of the major 
hypothesis and its related subsidiary hypotheses. The 
second part pertains to the methodology _used in testing the 
hypothesis. The third part is a description of the sampling 
design. 
All terms which appear in the material below are 
used within the meanings of the definitions described in 
Chapter I, pages 5-10. 
I. STATEMENT OF THE HYPOTHESES 
Hypothesis. In null form the major hypothesis of 
this study is: 
There is no significant difference in the maturity of 
adolescent delinquents and non-delinquents, as defined by 
the developmental task concept. 
Subsidiary Hypotheses. In null form the subsidiary 
hypotheses of this study are: 
1., There is no significant relationship between 
maturity and occupational prestige of the samples' parents. 
2. There is no significant relationship between 
'maturity and social adjustment .• 
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3. There is no significant relationship between 
maturity and intelligence. 
7? 
4. There is no significant difference in the maturity 
of adolescent boys and girls, delinquent or non-delinquent. 
II. TESTING THE HYPOTHESES 
McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development. In the 
review of the literature it was reasonably established that 
the instruments for the measurement of maturity of adoles-
cents were open to question because of the inconsistent 
results that had been obtained from their use, as well as the 
question as to whether these instruments measured what they 
purported to or not. Therefore, an attempt was made to find 
a new instrument which appeared to avoid some of the problems 
that were present in the older ones. The only new scale 
developed specifically to measure the maturity of adolescents 
1 
was that of Robert McCleery. 
The McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development was used 
in this research to measure the maturity of adolescent delin-
quents and non-delinquents. It is recognized that there are 
certain basic problems involved in its use. First, the 
scale is based on the Havighurst concept of developmental 
1 
Robert McCleery, McCleery Scale of Adolescent 
Development, (Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1955). 
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tasks which have been defined and discussed in the previous 
chapters of this research. At that time it was understood 
that adolescents from different classes might respond differ-
ently to the various tasks because their norms were unlike. 
An illustration of this was found in the task, "Achieving 
New and More Mature Relationships with Agemates of Both 
Sexes." 
Havighurst suggested that the middle class American 
was much concerned with his children's social success and 
desired that their friends be of the same or better social 
status. He wanted his children to have wide social exper-
ience and hoped that marriage would be put off for five to 
ten years a£ter biological maturity was obtained. 
Contrasted to the above, the American lower class 
adolescent's social experimentation with the opposite sex 
nearly always involved sexual experience, and he tended to 
marry much earlier, thus terminating his adolescent social 
. 
life. He was more likely to be found in corner gangs and 
neighborhood social clubs which for him, were analogous to 
the middle class clubs and fraternities. 
Havighurst was of the further opinion that establish-
ing new relations with agemates was much simpler in the lower 
2 
class society than in the middle or upper. 
2 
Robert J. Havighurst, •Human Develo5ment and Education, 
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Another example of the different class norms was found 
in the task, "Developing Intellectual Skills and Concepts 
Necessary for Civic Competence." Havighurst noted that lower 
class people do not participate much in civic affairs, that 
they vote on the basis of purely personal interest, and that 
in general, the young people feel little obligation for civic 
competence. They were also handicapped by an environment 
that failed to interest them in civic problems. Contrasted 
to this the middle class young person was expected to keep 
himself informed and to practice intelligent citizenship. 
An illustration of the truth of this was found in the fact 
that any movement for civic education was well received in 
middle class circles.3 
It is apparent then that any measuring device for 
maturity based on the developmental task concept is likely 
to have its results influenced by the class structure of 
those who participate. Therefore, in the experimental 
design of this research care was taken to make sure that 
both middle and lower class individuals were included, and 
that they were included in proportions which would be rep-
resentative of the general population from which the sample 
3 
Ibid., pp. 137-138. 
was drawn. This problem was discussed further under the 
heading, "The Sampling Design," pages 78-Sl. 
The second problem concerned with the use of the 
McCleery Scale is _its newness. Since it had not been 
employed previously there was no indication as to whether 
7S 
the scale was more likely to measure intelligence than 
maturity or not. In the chapter, "Review of the Literature," 
it was explained that one of the problems encountered in the 
use of the Vineland Maturity Scale was this question of the 
scale measuring intelligence rather than maturity. There-
fore, in the design of this study, it was decided to eval-
uate the relationship of maturity and intelligence by test-
ing to see if there was any significant relationship between 
the total maturity scores as measured by the McCleery Scale, 
and the total intelligence quotients of the subjects. 
The third problem involved in the use of the McCleery 
Scale is that the scale contained no way of evaluating the 
truth of the responses to it by the subject. In order to 
overcome this difficulty it was decided to administer an 
inventory which would take this fact into account and if 
possible, at the same time, obtain other information which 
would be of value to the study. The inventory which met the 
above two requirements was the Washburne Social-Adjustment 
7o 
Inventory. 4 
~ Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory. As was 
mentioned in the review of the literature, the Washburne 
Social-Adjustment Inventory provided a T or Truth Scale 
which over an extended period has proved to be useful and 
secondly, that most of the indications regarding its use 
showed it to be an inventory that was capable of differen-
tiating between delinquents and non-delinquents as far as 
total social adjustment was concerned. It was decided 
that all subjects whose scores on the T scale met Washburne's 
criteria for unreliability would not be used in this study. 
The North-Hatt Scale. As an additional check on 
class membership it was decided to evaluate the occupational 
prestige of each subject's parents. Warner found that 
occupation was one of the evaluated symbols which were signs 
of status telling us the class levels of those who possess 
5 6 the symbols." The North-Hatt Scale has been found useful 
for such purposes and could be administered by the researcher 
4 
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without having the subject present. 
Statistical Methodology. The main hypothesis was 
tested by comparing the difference in maturity, as measured 
by the McCleery Scale ~Adolescent Development, between the 
delinquent and non-delinquent subjects by means of the 
critical ·ratio technique of "t" score. In order for the 
null hypothesis to be rejected the level of significance was 
required to be equal to or greater than 5%. 
III. TESTING THE SUBSIDIARY HYPOTHESIS 
First Subsidiary Hypothesis. The North-Hatt Scale 
was used as the instrument necessary for gathering the 
information to test the first subsidiary hypothesis that 
there is no significant relationship between maturity and 
occupational prestige of the sample's parents. 
This relationship was statistically evaluated by 
means of the product moment correlation coefficient in which 
the total maturity score of the subjects obtained from the 
use of the McCleery Scale ~ Adolescent Development were 
compared to the total occupational scores obtained from the 
use of the North-Hatt Scale. 
The Second Subsidiary Hypothesis. There is no 
significant relationship between maturity and social adjust-
ment of the subjects required an evaluation of social 
adjustment. The Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory which 
had been designed to measure this factor was used for that 
purpose. The merits of this particular inventory have been 
discussed previously. The relationship between the results 
obtained from the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory and 
the McCleery Scale ~ Adolescent Development were appraised 
by the use of the product moment correlation coefficient in 
which the total maturity scores of the subjects were compared 
with the total social adjustment scores. 
The Third Subsidiary Hypothesis. There is no sig-
nificant relationship between maturity, as measured by the 
McCleery Scale ~ Adolescent Development and intelligence, 
was tested by means of a product moment correlation coef-
ficient which indicated the relationship of the subjects' 
intelligence scores to the subjects' total maturity scores. 
The intelligence scores were obtained from the 
counselors of the schools which the subjects attended. 
The Fourth Subsidiary Hypothesis. There is no 
significant difference in the maturity of adolescent boys 
and girls, delinquent or non-delinquent were tested by means 
of a series of critical ratios which indicated the extent of 
the difference in maturity, as measured by the McCleery 
Scale of Adolescent Development among the groups concerned. 
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IV. THE SAMPLING DESIGN 
Characteristics of General Population. The samples 
for this study were to be selected from the general popula-
tion of two groups, adolescent delinquents and adolescent 
non-delinquents. 
By working definition the term "adolescent" restricted 
the age range of the sample to young people from approximate-
ly fourteen to eighteen years of age. Within this age range 
it was decided to obtain a group that would not only be 
approximately chronologically similar, but about equal in 
formal educational experience. 
It was a requisite that subjects be chosen from the 
general population in such a manner that proportions of the 
rural-urban subjects of the two samples were equal. 
Students in the ninth grade of both the public and 
the industrial schools seemed to offer a group from which 
could be chosen samples which would meet the general require-
ments outlined above. In Ohio where the 6-3-3 plan was 
often used, the ninth grade represented the point at which 
many of the poorer classes of adolescent young people with-
drew from school. The reasons for this phenomenon taking 
place at this age and time have been explained by 
Hollingshead and others. 7 Therefore, the use of the ninth 
7 
August B. Hollingshead, Elmtown's Youth, The Impact. 
of Social Classes~ Adolescents, (New York: John Wiley . & 
Sons, Inc., 1949), pp. 330-331. 
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grade public school adolescents helped to provide a general 
population from which samples were drawn which were likely 
to be typical of th:e population of which both industrial and 
public schools were composed. 
The Delinquent Sample. The industrial scpools of 
Ohio were chosen as the general population from which to 
draw the delinquent sample because there was only one state 
operated institution for each of the sexes and therefore 
the samples from these schools were typical of the known 
delinquent population of the entire state. It should be 
noted that there were private schools for delinquents in 
Ohio but the population by comparison was very small. 
The Non-Delinquent Sample. The next problem was to 
obtain a sample of young persons from the non-delinquent 
population which would be as typical of the young people of 
Ohio as was the population of the industrial schools typical 
of that group. An examina~ion of the population composition 
of the industrial schools revealed that approximately 80% of 
the students were from urban packgrounds, 10% from what was 
termed rural backgrounds and the remainmng 10% made up of a 
category called "other" which included youngsters from 
orphanages and various institutions. 
The first requirement then for the non-delinquent 
population was that it be approximately 80% in an area which , 
had considerable industrialization and also included at least 
10% rural students. Newark, Ohio, an industrial city of some 
34,275 people, the county seat of rural Licking County, sat-
isfied the above requirements. Some of the smaller surround-
ing towns had their own school systems through the eighth 
grade, but beginning with the ninth grade through high school 
they sent their students to the Newark schools. These young 
people represented about 10% of the population of the Newark 
ninth grade. 
Secondly, the sampling design called for the inclusion 
of all students in the ninth grade of the Newark City 
Schools. This was done, in part, to insure a class distrib-
ution within the sample which would be representative of the 
class structure of Ohio industrial cities. The four junior 
high schools in the system are so districted that two of them, 
Central and Lincoln, are located in what Newark school and 
court officials refer to as "poorer" neighborhoods. The other 
two, Wilson and Roosevelt, are located in what are generally 
considered to be "good" neighborhoods. Of these, the 
Roosevelt School is located in the "best" section of the city. 
A conference with court personnel and school officials revealed 
that two of these schools, Central and Lincoln, furnished the 
larger number of behavior problems which caused the court and 
teachers the most concern. The largest number of adolescents 
~entenced in Newark to the Boys and Girls Industrial Schools 
82 . 
came rrom these two schools. 
In order to provide a rurther check on the rural and 
small town population~ it was decided to include a third 
sample to be taken from a small rural consolidated school 
which would be representative of a population free from the 
larger urban contacts. The consolidated Junior High School 
in Utica, Ohio seemed to meet these requirements and there-
fore the ninth grade of this institution was used ror that 
sample. 
The samples of non-delinquents were carefully 
screened to remove any known delinquents from them. The 
methodology used to screen the samples referred to above 
is described on pages 86 and 87 of this study. 
~ of SamPle. An attempt was made in all cases 
to start with a 100% sample of the adolescents in the ninth 
grade of both the public and industrial academic schools~ 
because previous experience had shown that some of the sub-
jects withdrew from school, became ill or for other reasons 
were not available for the complete duration of the study. 
A rurther reduction in the number of subjects in 
each sample resulted from the application of the "T" Scale 
of Truth Standards to the sample. All subjects who received 
a score of more than 30 on this scale were dropped from the 
study because past experience had shown that such a 
response indicated a general inability to be truthful in 
answering the questions on the inventories. 
Another reduction in the number of subjects in the 
non-delinquent sample took place when it was screened for 
knovm delinquents and these persons were removed from the 
study. 
Nomenclature of Samples. The samples which had 
been dral~ from the general population of non-delinquents 
are called the control group or the "C 11 boys and girls. 
The samples drawn from the general population of delin-
quents are called the delinquent group or the "D" boys 
and girls. 
V. SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 
The hypothesis and the four subsidiary hypotheses 
were stated and the experimental design for testing them 
with some of the attendant problems involved were 
summarized. The sampling design and the characteristics 
of the groups from which the samples were to be drawn 
were described. 
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The nomenclature for the samples was designated as "c" or 
control group for non-delinquents and 11Dn or delinquent 
group for the delinquents. 
CHAPTER IV 
ESTABLISHING THE STUDY 
The experimental design, including the proposed 
sampling techniques have been described in the previous 
chapter. It was then necessary to apply these to the problem. 
The procedures used were described in the three main divisions 
of the chapter under the headings, "Implementing the Sampling 
Design," "Description of the Samples," and "Administration 
of the Testing Instruments." 
I. IMPLEMENTING THE SAMPLING DESIGN 
The delinquent sample. As was previously stated, it 
had been decided to study the young people of the ninth grade 
in the Ohio Industrial Schools as the . sample of delinquents. 
In order to do this it was necessary to obtain the permission 
of the authorities of the Department of Mental Hygiene and 
Correction, Juvenile Division of the State of Ohio and the 
Superintendents of the Boys' and Girls' Industrial Schools, 
as well as the cooperation of the academic school principals 
and staffs. A series of conferences were held with the 
parties concerned. · Permission was freely granted and the 
cooperation received from the Supervisor of Education and 
the Principals of the Boys' and Girls' Academic Schools of 
the State Industrial Schools was complete, helpful and 
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constructive. 
The non-delinquent sample. It was more difficult to 
obtain the required permission from the Newark Superintendent 
of Schools because of the political situation that existed in 
that city. The superintendent of schools feared that the 
parents might object to using the students as "guinea pigs" 
and he was also of the opinion that the less said about 
juvenile delinquency, the better. However, he was finally 
convinced that the writer had no political purposes in making 
the study and permission was granted to meet with him and the 
principals of the four junior high schools to discuss the 
possibility of making the study. This was done, and after a 
series of conferences in which the testing instruments were 
carefully studied by the group, permission was granted, 
provided this investigator did not reveal to any other 
agency anything he reight discover concerning the school 
system. 
Once the preliminaries had been settled and permis-
sion to make the study granted, the principals of the schools 
and their staffs proved to be very cooperative and helpful. 
The Superintendent of the Utica School System and 
the Principal of the Junior High School were very pleased to 
cooperate in the study and were most helpful in the 
administration of it. 
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It was agreed to provide the participating schools 
with the results of the various scales in order that the 
schools could make use of them in their counseling programs. 
~ court ~ ~ enforcement agencies. The Juvenile 
Court of Newark, Ohio serves not only the City of Newark, 
but Licking County as well. It was customary for the Sher-
iff's Department of Licking County and the Police Department 
of Newark to report all juvenile cases brought to their 
attention to the juvenile court which in turn, investigated 
the complaints. A record card was compiled for each juvenile 
so reported, and a history of this and future aggressive acts 
which resulted in complaints official or unofficial, was 
filed in the court office. Technically, it should be noted 
that juveniles do not have a court record in Ohio. 
There existed therefore, a source of information 
concerning all the juveniles in the city and county about whom 
any type of complaint had been made to the police, sheriff, 
or probation officers of the court. These complaints 
appeared on the records even though there may have been no 
investigation of the complaints and the most minute offense 
would be recorded. For example, a boy might break a window 
while playing ball, a juvenile might run through a stop sign 
or two children might become involved in a fight in the 
school yard. 
It was essential to obtain the permission of the 
juvenile court to evaluate the "records" of the non-delin-
quent ~ubjects, in order to determine if there were any of 
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. 1 them who met the criteria of classification as del1nquents. 
The court granted this permission and complete cooperation 
was received from all of its staff. 
The cases and records were then carefully evaluated 
in the light of the definition of delinquency referred to 
previously and those subjects who were judged to be delin-
quent within that definition were not considered as a part 
of the public school or non-delinquent sample. In order to 
prevent any possible psychological damage to the personality 
of these youngsters they were given all the tests with their 
fellow classmates but these were not considered in the 
compilation of the data of this study. Therefore, the non-
delinquent sample contained no known delinquents, as defined 
in this study, as far as it was possible to determine this 
fact through official sources. 
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLES 
Size of the samples. The sampling design required a 
100% sample of all the non-delinquent subjects in the ninth 
1 
See pages 5 and 6 for classification criteria. 
grade of the four Newark Junior High Schools, the Utica-
Washington Junior High School and all the delinquents in the 
ninth grade of the two State Industrial Schools. The orig-
inal "C" or non-delinquent sample consisted of 316 girls and 
278 boys; the "D" or delinquent sample consisted of 100 girls 
and 109 boys. 
Only complete cases, that is, the cases of those sub-
jects who had completed the McCleery Scale, the Washburne 
Inventory, intelligence tests and the North-Hatt Scale were 
included in the study. Some of the incomplete cases were 
the results of the subject's illness, withdrawal from school 
or release from the state institutions before the testing 
program was completed. The number of cases lost for these 
reasons in public schools amounted to 2$ cases for the girls 
and 16 cases for the boys or approximately 9% and 6% of the 
original cases. The numbers lost from the industrial schools 
for the same reason amounted to three for the boys and five 
for the girls or 3% and 5% respectively. 
Due to an epidemic of typhoid fever in Licking County 
which resulted in the Utica-Washington School being closed 
early, it was impossible to complete the Washburne phase of 
the testing program there. For this reason it was noted 
that while the results obtained from the Washburne tests 
given in Utica appeared in compilations of data throughout 
~he study, they were not incl~ded in the comparative analysis 
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of the results. The size of the original samples were fur-
ther reduced when Washburne's criteria for Truth were applied 
to the subjects. He said, 
A low score in this subtest - that is, a low 
t-score indicates truthfulness or relative freedom 
from deliberate or unintentional inaccuracies in 
answering the questions of the Social-Adjustment 
Inventory •••.• All tests with at-score of ov2r 30 
should be discarded or considered separately. 
It was found that approximately 26 girls and 20 boys in the . 
non-delinquent sample had T scores of over 30 or a loss of 
approximately 8% of the girls and 7% of the boys. Comparably 
there were five girls and eight boys or approximately 5% and 
8% of the delinquent cases which were eliminated for the 
above reason. Percentagewise this was a larger number than 
the 2% to 5% Washburne had found in his experience with the 
Inventory.3 However, it was considerably smaller than the 
15% that Gordon and Davidoff found in their study entitled, 
"Honesty of Pupils in Answering Adjustment Questionnaires.n4 
The control or non-delinquents sample which was used in the 
study consisted of 263 girls and 242 boys or a total of 505 
2 
John N. Washburne, Washburne Social-Adjustment 
Inventory, (Thaspic Edition), (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 
World Book Company, 1936), P• 5. 
3 
Washburne, ~ cit. 
4 
H. c. Gordon and P. Davidoff, "Honesty of Pupils in 
Answering Adjustment Questionnaires," School and Society, 
Vol. 54, (January, 1943), P• 54. 
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subjects which represented 85% of the original sample. The 
delinquent or industrial school sample consisted of 86 girls 
and 101 boys, or a total of 187 subjects which was equal to 
89% of the original delinquent sample. 
Chronological ages of the sample. The "C" girls or 
non-delinquents had a mean age of 15 years and a .standard 
deviation of eight months compared to the "D" girls' mean 
age of 16 years, two months with a standard deviation of 
ten months . 
The "C" boys or non-delinquents, had a mean age of 
15 years, three months with a standard deviation of nine 
months, whereas the "D" boys had a mean age of 15 years, 
ten months with a standard deviation of eleven months. 
Intelligence Quotients of the samples. The "C" girls 
or non-delinquents scored a mean I. Q. of 103.33 with a 
standard deviation of 19.08 compared to the girls in the 
"D" group whose mean I. Q. was 90.48 with a standa~d devia-
tion of 11.22. The "C" boys or non-delinquents had a mean 
I. Q. of 101.77 with a standard deviation of 16.14 compared 
to the "D" boys with a mean I. Q. of 101.51 with a standard 
deviation of 14.54. It can be seen from the above statistics 
that there was relatively little difference in the I. Q. of 
the boys in . the sample, but that there was a difference of 
over 10 points in the girls in the sample. 
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Parental prestige ratings. The "C" girls or non-
delinquents' parents attained a mean score of 62.42 with a 
standard deviation of 13.21 on the North-~Rating Scale 
compared to a mean score of 43.60 with a standard deviation 
of 27.26 for the "D" girls' parents. 
The "C" boys or non-delinquents parents attained a 
mean score of 62.66 with a standard deviation of 12.26 on 
the North-Hatt Scale compared to a mean score of 50.63 with 
a standard deviation of 20.72 for the ''D" boys' parents. 
A casual inspection of the above statistics revealed that 
there was a great difference between the prestige ratings 
of delinquent and non-delinquent parents and that the dif-
ference was greatest between delinquent and non-delinquent 
girls. 
Broken homes. The ''C" girls or non-delinquents came 
from broken homes in only 17.54% of the cases, whereas the 
"D" girls came from broken homes in 56.32% of their cases. 
The "C" boys or non-delinquents came from broken 
homes in only 19% of the cases, compared to the "D" boys 
who came from broken homes in 55% of the cases. It is 
apparent then that the delinquent young people came from 
broken homes almost three times more frequently than did 
their non-delinquent counterparts. 
The data presented above concerning chronological 
l 
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age, intelligence quotients, parental prestige ratings and 
percent from broken homes is also presented in tabular form 
on page 94, Table I. A comparison of these same factors for 
individual schools within the samples may be found in Tables 
II and III on pages 95 and 96. 
III. METHODS USED IN ADMINISTERING TESTING INSTRUMENTS 
Techniques used in Newark School System. The young 
people in the Newark School System had been subjected to 
various intelligence and occupational inventories and tests 
which had been administered by the principals and counseling 
personnel. In an effort to provide as near a normal situa-
tion as possible, it was decided to have the inventories and 
scales administered by the regular school personnel. 
This researcher met with the principals and their 
staffs to explain the procedures for administering the tests. 
The directions in both the Washburne and McCleery Manuals 
were very carefully followed (see Appendix for copies of 
these.) 
In all the school systems the briefing procedure was 
much the same. Two meetings were held with the groups 
concerned. Copies of the inventories and scale were 
distributed. These were explained and any questions that 
were raised, answered. Then the manuals for the adminis-
tration of the instruments wer,e distribut ed and discussed. 
l 
TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF DELINQUENT AND NON-DELINQUENT SAMPLES 
Sample Number Chronological Intelligence Parental Percent 
in age* quotient prestige from 
sample rating** broken homes 
"D" Girls 
"D" Boys 
"C" Girls 
"C" Boys 
86 
101 
263 
242 
M 
16-2 
15-10 
15 
15-3 
s 
-
10 
11 
8 
9 
M 
90.48 
101.51 
103.33 
101.77 
s 
-
11.22 
14.54 
19.08 
16.14 
M s 
-
43.60 27.28 
50.83 20.72 
62.42 13.21 
62.68 12.26 
% 
56.32 
55.00 
17.54 
18.99 
* Age in years and months to the nearest whole month. ~ expressed in terms of months 
** Based on North-Hatt Expanded Scale 
\() 
+-
TABLE II 
CHARACTERISTICS OF NON-DELINQUENT SAMPLE BY SCHOOLS AND SEX 
Schools Number Chronological Intelligence Parental Percent 
and in age* quotient prestige from 
sex sample rating** broken homes 
M s M s M ~ % 
-
Central girls 52 15 9 102.79 16.30 62.71 9.34 19.23 
Central boys 59 15-2 11 103.98 15.71 61.47 12.11 27.58 
Lincoln girls 67 15 6 97.64 26.08 62.43 12.96 20.89 
Lincoln boys 54 15-6 8 97.15 13.22 60.81 11.46 16.67 
Roosevelt girls 52 15 11 107.38 17.04 62.98 10.98 19.23 
Roosevelt boys 57 15-1 7 105.51 15.99 63.61 10.21 14.03 
Wilson girls 63 14-ll 6 105.75 23.69 64.17 12.96 11.11 
11/ilson boys 30 15-3 8 103.70 23.45 65.80 11.21 20.00 
Utica-
Washington girls 29 15 9 101.07 12.32 57.03 20.36 17.24 
Utica-
Washington boys 42 15-3 9 98.14 13.02 63.26 15.85 16.67 
* Age in years and months to the nearest whole month. ~ expressed in terms of months 
** Based on North-Hatt Expanded Scale 
"' '"" 
TABLE III 
CHARACTlRISTICS OF DELINQUENT SAMPLE BY SCHOOLS AND SEX 
Schools Number Chronological Intelligence Parental Percent 
and in from age* quotient prestige 
sex sample rating** broken homes 
Boys' 
Industrial 
School 
Girls' 
Industrial 
School 
101 
86 
M s 
15-10 ll 
16-2 10 
M s M l! % 
101.51 14.54 50.83 20.72 55.00 
90.48 11.22 43.60 27.28 56.32 
* Age in years and months to the nearest whole month. l! expressed in terms of months 
** Based on North-Hatt Expanded Scale 
\0 ()'> 
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The counseling staffs met again one week later for further 
study of the manual and testing procedures, during which time 
any anticipated problems were discussed. 
Since the regular school program vJas in session dur-
ing the testing program; it was impossible to use the gyms 
which were the only rooms large enough to accommodate the 
whole group. Therefore, it wa'S decided to run the tests on 
a two-platoon system, that is, one-half of the ninth grade 
would take the test from S:OO a.m. to 10:00 a.m. and the 
other half, from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00. Physically, the 
procedures were so arranged that the two groups did not meet 
or have any opportunity to discuss their experiences. 
Furthermore, the testing program was carried on simultaneous-
ly in all four schools at the same time. This procedure 
proved to be very satisfactory and avoided some of the prob-
lems that were encountered in the Utica-Washington School. 
Techniques used 1n the Utica-Washington School System. 
The students in this school also had previous experience 
with tes·ts and inventories which were given by the Principal. 
Therefore, again it was decided to keep the situation as near 
normal as possible by using the Utica-Washington staff. 
They were carefully briefed by this researcher in the 
administration of the scale and inventory in the manner 
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described on page 93. 
It was decided in this case to administer the scale 
and inventories in two separate sessions in place of a reg-
ular afternoon group counseling session which, of course, 
for obvious reasons, was an excellent time. The program 
proceeded smoothly as far as the McCleery Scale ~ Adoles-
~ Development was concerned. However, between the time 
the McCleery Adolescent Scale was given and the time for 
administering the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory, an 
epidemic of typhoid -fever broke out in the community. 
Hence only about one-half of those who had taken the McCleery 
finished the testing program. The school was finally closed 
because of the epidemic and any kind of a follow-up became 
an impossibility. 
Techniques used in the State Industrial Schools. 
These young people also had had previous experience with 
personality and other types of inventories and tests. Again, 
it was decided that it would be best to keep the testing 
program as near normal as possible. The principals and the 
counselors who normally administered tests in the Industrial 
Schools agreed to administer these. Again, the general 
plan, (previously outlined), of briefing the staff and the 
administration of the scale and inventories was followed. 
There was one fundamental difference however in the approach 
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taken toward the young people. In the public schools all the 
young people took the tests as a matter of course as if it 
were part of the regular school testing program. In the 
Industrial Schools the young people were given the option of 
not taking the tests if they so desired. It was interesting 
to note that nobody exercised this prerogative. In both 
Industrial Schools the McCleery Scale was given to a11 the 
members of the ninth grade at one time and the Washburne 
Social-Adjustment Inventory a week later, following the same 
procedure. 
Administration of the North-Hatt Scale. This type 
of scale could be administered without the subject being 
present on the basis of occupational data obtained from the 
subjects in connection with the questionnaire attached to 
the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory. A prestige rating 
was assigned to each subject's father, according to his 
occupation if he was living at home. If the child was from 
a broken home, the occupation of the mother or legal guardian 
or foster parent was used as the basis of the rating. 
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IV. SU~~~RY OF THE CHAPTER 
In this chapter the methods and problems involved 
in obtaining permission to conduct the study were discussed. 
The composition of the sample was described as to size, age, 
levels of intelligence, parental prestige ratings and the 
type of homes, whether broken or not, from which the sub-
jects came. The methods of administering the instruments 
used in the study were outlined and some of the problems 
encountered in the process were mentioned. 
CHAPTI!:R V 
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH DATA 
In this chapter the results obtained from the various 
scales, inventories and tests are presented in delinquent 
and non-delinquent categories as well as by sex. In the 
instances of the McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development, 
-------- ----- -- --· -------- ------~---
the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory and the North-Hatt 
Scale, the scores obtained for each sex as well as for the 
delinquent and the non-delinquent samples are compared for 
significant differences by means of the "t" test. The 
relationships that existed between total maturity, total 
maturity and total social adjustment, total maturity and 
occupational prestige, are described and analyzed. 
I. DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF SCORES OBTAINED FROM 
THE MCCLEERY SCALE OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT 
On the McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development the 
more mature the subject or sample was the lower the score; 
conversely, higher scores were indicative of immaturity. 
Delinquent sample = girls and boys compared. The 
scores for the "D" girls and boys are presented in tabular 
form in Table IV on page 102. 
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Scale 
Total maturity 
Peer relationships 
Social role 
Physique acceptance 
Independence of adults 
Economic independence 
TABLE IV 
DELINQUENT GIRLS' AND BOYS' SCORES COMPARED 
MCCLEERY SCALE OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT 
THE "t" TEST OF SIGNilt,ICANCE 
Girls Boys 
(N = 86) (N : 101) 
M -~ M .§. 
103.55 21.28 98.51 25.17 
9.45 3.02 8.65 3.51 
8.59 2.89 9.16 2.71 
11.94 2.80 11.51 3.07 
10 .. 53 3.33 10.00 3.90 
11.12 3.25 11.75 3.45 
Occupational preparation 10.65 3.08 10.93 3.27 
Family life 13.35 3.15 10.65 4.53 
Civic competence 5.92 2.67 4.92 3.18 
Social responsibility 11.27 3.11 10.08 3.71 
Ethical systems 10.72 3.54 10.86 4.14 
* 5% level of significance ** 1% level of significance 
t 
1.43 
1.67 
1.36 
1.00 
1.00 
1.29 
.61 
4.51** 
2.28* 
2.15* 
.24 
I-' 
0 
N 
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It should be noted that there were small differences in the 
scores of the delinquent girls and boys, almost all of which 
favored the boys. In fact, these were so small that when the 
"t" test was applied only Family~ showed a significant 
difference at the 1% level and Civic Competence and Social 
Responsibility a significant difference at the 5% level, all 
of which favored the "D" boys • 
. Non-delinduent sample = girls and boys compared. 
The scores for the "C" girls and boys are presented in tabular 
form in Table V on page 104. Attention is called to the fact 
that in this sample as in the delinquent sample, there were 
differences in the scores for the sexes, but these differ-
ences, while still small were greater for the non-delinquent 
of "C" girls and boys than for the delinquent or "D" girls 
and boys. Again, the differences with one exception, the 
score on the subtest, Economic Independence, favored the boys. 
The scores between which the differences were significant at 
the 1% level and favorable to the boys when the "t" test was 
applied were Total Maturity, ~Relationships, Social Role, 
Family ~' Social Responsibility and Ethical Systems. 
Independence of Adults and Physique Acceptance were signif-
icant at the 5% level. 
Delinquent and non-delinquent girls' scores compared. 
The total maturity scores for both groups of girls was 
TABLE V 
NON-DELINQUENT GIRLS' AND BOYS' SCORES COMPARED 
MCCLEERY SCALE OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT 
THE "t" TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Scale Girls Boys (N = 263) (N = 242) 
M s M s 
-
-
Total maturity 103.00 27.77 95.74 30.47 
Peer relationships 9.66 3.26 8.30 3.77 
Social role 8.59 3.24 7.38 3.80 
Physique acceptance 11.63 3.56 10.91 3.80 
Independence of adults 10.15 4.46 9.22 4.49 
Economic independence 10.56 3.70 11.46 3.37 
Occupational preparation 11.49 3.56 11.68 3.47 
Family life 11.52 4.65 9.85 5.20 
Civic competence 6.29 2.90 6.05 2.95 
Social responsibility 11.60 3.42 10.24 4.01 
Ethical systems 11.51 . 3.34 10.65 3.93 
-
* 5% level of significance ** 1% level of significance 
t 
2.84** 
4.31** 
3.88** 
2.19* 
2.32* 
2.84** 
.59 
3.74** 
.89 
4.20** 
2.63)~* 
1-' 
0 
-I=-
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almost identical and an examination of the subscores revealed 
only two, Occupational Preparation and Family~ while 
small, in themselves, were large enough to be signifi cant at 
the 5% and 1% levels respectively. However, this difference 
was not as great as that which was found to exist between 
the non-delinquent girls and boys or the delinquent girls 
and boys when their scores were compared. The complete 
comparisons of the two groups with their respective "t" 
scores is shown in Table VI on page 106. 
Delinquent and non-delinquent boys' scores compared. 
The differences in total maturity scores for these two 
samples was greater than the differences in the same scores 
of the delinquent and non-delinquent girls, but it was much 
too small to be significant at the 5% level when the "t" 
test was applied. The only score which did show a differ-
ence equal to or greater than the 5% level of significance 
l:~ould indicate when the "t" test was applied was the sub-
score Social Role. This was significant at the 1% level. 
Again, it could be said there was much less difference in 
the scores of delinquent and non-delinquent boys than there 
was difference in the scores of the sexes, either delinquent 
or non-delinquent. The complete comparisons of the two 
groups with their resp~ctive "t" scores is shown in Table 
VII on page lOS. The scores for each individual school 
TABL~ VI 
DELINQUENT AND NON-DELINQUENT GIRLS' SCORES COMPARED 
MCCLEERY SCALE OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT 
THE "t'' TEST OF SIGNI FICANCE 
Scale "D" Girls "C" Girls 
(N = 86) (N : 263) 
-
M §. M s 
Total maturity 103.55 21.29 103.00 27.77 
Peer relationships 9.45 3.02 9.66 3.26 
Social role 8.59 2.89 8.59 3.24 
Physique acceptance 11.94 2.80 . 11.63 3.56 
Independence of adults 10.53 3.33 10.15 4.46 
Economic independence 11.12 3.25 10.56 3.70 
Occupational preparation 10.65 3. 08 11.49 3.56 
Family life 13.35 3.15 11.52 4.65 
Civic competence 5.92 2.67 6.29 2.90 
Social responsibility 11.27 3.11 11.60 3.42 
Ethical systems 10.72 3.54 11.51 3.34 
* 5% level of significance ** 1% level of significance 
t 
.17 
.49 
0 
.73 
.74 
1.25 
1.97* 
3.39** 
1.02 
.81 
1.85 
~ 
0 
"' 
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which made up the delinquent and non-delinquent samples were 
presented by sex in Appendix I, Tables IX through XIV on 
pages 142-147. 
II. SUMlflliRY AND ANALYSIS OF SCORES OBTAINED FROM 
THE WASHBURNE SOCIAL-ADJUST~ffiNT INVENTORY 
On the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory the lower 
the score the more adjusted the subject or sample was; con-
versely, higher scores were indicative of mal-adjustment. 
Delinquent and non-delinquent girls' scores compared. 
There was a substantial mean difference in the total adjust-
ment scores of the girls which amounted to 37.51 points and 
was in favor of the non-delinquents. 
Delinquent and non-delinquent boys' scores compared. 
Again, there was a substantial mean difference in the total 
adjustment scores of the boys which amounted to 28.99 points 
and was in favor of the non-delinquents. 
In both cases cited above the results were similar 
to those found by Zakolski in his study, "Personality 
Structure of Delinquent Boys," whose data revealed a mean 
1 difference of 24.7 in the boys scores and Dora Capwell's 
study, "Personality Patterns of Adolescent Girls: II. 
1 F. c. Zakolski, "Personality Structure of Delinquent 
~oys," The Pedagogical Summary and Journal of Genetic 
Psychology, 74, (1949), p. 112. 
TABLE VII 
DELINQUENT AND NON-DEliNQUENT BOYS' SCORES COMPARED 
MCCLEERY SCALE OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT 
THE 11t 11 TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Scale "D" Boys "C" Boys (N r:r 101) (N : 242) 
M !. M s 
Total maturity 98.51 25.17 95.74 30.47 
Peer relationships 8.65 3.51 8.30 3.77 
Social role 9.16 2.71 7.38 3.80 
Physique acceptance 11.51 3.07 10.91 3.80 
Independence of adults 10.00 3.90 9.22 4.49 
Economic independence 11.75 3.45 11.46 3.37 
Occupational preparation 10.93 3.27 11.68 3.47 
Family life 10.65 4.53 9.85 5.20 
Civic competence 4.92 3.18 6.05 2e95 
Social responsibility 10.08 3.71 . 10.24 4.01 
Ethical systems 10.86 4.14 10.65 3.93 
** 1% level of signif icance 
t 
.so 
.67 
4.25** 
1.39 
1.52 
.74 
1.85 
1.34 
3.14** 
.37 
.45 
1-' 
0 
00. 
,. 
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Delinquents a.nd Non-Delinquents," which revealed a difference· 
favoring non-delinquents on the Washburne Social-Adjustment 
2 Inventory which resulted in a critical ratio of 5.31. The 
"t" score for -the girls in this study was somewhat higher, 
being 7.03. It could be said then that the differences in 
social adjustment of the two groups of subjects which com-
prised this study, in this characteristic at least, tended 
to be similar to those subjects which have been studied in 
the past when the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory had 
been found to reveal significant differences between delin-
quents and non-delinquents. 
The data for the comparison of the delinquents and 
non-delinquents for total social adjustment are presented in 
Table VIII, page 110. The same information for each of the 
segments of the sample by school and sex is presented in 
Appendix I, Table XV, page 148. 
III. SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIP OF TOTAL 
~~TURITY TO OCCUPATIONAL PRESTIGE OF PARENTS 
Delinquent sample. The relationship between total 
maturity and occupational prestige of the samples' parents 
as measured by the North-~ Scale was not significant at 
2 
Dora Capwell, "Personality Patterns of Adolescent 
Girls: II. Delinquents and Non-Delinquents," Journal Q! 
Applied Psychology, XXIX, (August),l945), P• 292. 
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TABLE VIII 
DELINQUENT AND NON-DELINQUENT GIRLS' AND BOYS' SCORES COMPARED 
WASHBURNE SOCIAL-ADJUSTIV"lENT I NVENTORY 
THE "t" TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Sample N M s t 
"D" Girls 86 158.49 44.04 7.03** 
"C" Girls 259 120.98 42.14 
"D" Boys 101 159.12 44.43 5.63** 
"C" Boys 220 130.13 41.72 
** Exceeds 1% level of significance 
11~ 
the 5% level and the value of r (product-moment correlation 
coefficient) was only .039. Thus it was said that no sig-
nificant relationship existed between total maturity and 
parental occupational prestige for the delinquent girls and 
boys. 
Non-delinquent sample. There was a negligible rela-
tionship existing between the total maturity of the girls 
and boys in this sample and parental prestige, as measured 
by a straight line coefficient of correlation. The value of 
r is equal to - .10 which was significant at the 5% level 
but not at the 1% level. 
It should be remembered that the lower the total 
maturity score the more mature the subjects and the higher 
the occupational rating score, the higher the prestige of 
the subjects. Therefore, the above correlation, while 
mathematically negative, actually meant that there was a 
very slight positive relationship between occupational 
prestige of parents and the maturity of the girls and boys 
in the non-delinquent sample. 
IV. SUMMARY 1ND ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIP OF TOTAL 
r~TURITY TO TOTAL SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 
Delinguent sample. The relationship between total 
maturity and total social adjustment was insignificant for 
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the delinquent sample. The value of r was only - .179 which 
was not significant at the 5% level and in itself was too 
small to be of practical significance. It was interesting 
to note that this r was larger than that of the non-delinquent 
girls and boys by only a small amount. It will be recalled 
that there was a large significant difference in the social 
adjustment of these two groups. 
Non-delinquent sample. As was indicated above the 
relationship between total maturity and total social adjust-
ment was insignificant for this sample. The value of r was 
only - .06 which was not significant at the 5% level. 
SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIP OF TOTAL 
MATURITY TO INTELLIGENCE 
Delinquent sample. There was a correlation of r 
equal to - .1483 which was significant at the 5% level. In 
itself, such a correlation shows a negligible relationship 
existing between this factor. Again, it should be borne in 
mind that lower scores meant greater total maturity on the 
part of the subjects and higher I. Q. scores meant the 
subjects had higher intelligence. Therefore, the minus 
correlation was indicative of a positive relationship between 
maturity and intelligence. 
Non-delinquent sample • . The correlation between 
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intelligence and maturity was insignificant at the 5% level 
for this sample and r had the negligible value of - .047 
which was even less than the correlation shown for the same 
factors for the subjects in the delinquent sample. This was 
rather interesting when it was realized that while -~here 
was little difference in the I. Q. scores of the two samples 
of boys there was a difference of over 10 points in the I. Q. 
rating of the girls which favored the non-delinquents. This 
would seem to indicate that as far as these samples were 
concerned, there was little relationship between intelligence 
and maturity. 
V. SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 
The data obtained from the administration of the 
McCleery Scale ~ Adolescent Development was summarized and 
analyzed by sample, sex and school. It was found that when 
the "t" test was applied to the scores obtained by the sub-
jects that the largest number of significant differences 
were found between the scores of the non-delinquent or "C" 
girls and boys. This was true for the total maturity as 
well as seven of the nine subscores. All of these differ-
ences were in favor of the boys except one. 
The only significant difference between delinquent 
or "D" girls and boys was found in the two subtests, Family 
Life and Civic Competence, both of which favored the boys • 
.....__ 
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An examination of the data concerning delinquent and 
non-delinquent girls revealed no significant differences in 
total maturity. Significant differences were found in only 
two of the subscores, one of which, Famili Life was in favor 
of the non-delinquent or "c" girls and the other, Occupation-
al Preparation favored the delinquent or "D" girls. 
The comparison of delinquent and non-delinquent boys 
revealed a significant difference in only two subscores, 
Social ~~ which favored the "C 11 boys, and Civic Comp-
etence which f'avored the "Dtt boys. The total maturity 
scores of' these two groups were almost identical. 
It was clear then that there were greater differ-
ences in the total maturity and certain subscores for the 
sexes than there were f'or delinquents and non-delinquents, 
and that the greatest differences occurred between the 
scores of' the "c" or non-delinquent girls and boys. 
When the scores for social adjustment as measured 
by the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory were evaluated 
by the application of the "t 11 test, it was found that a 
very significant diff'erence existed between delinquent and 
non-delinquents which was roughly comparable to what 
previous researchers had found when using this inventory 
with similar subjects. 
There was no significant relationship indicated 
between total maturity and occ~pational prestige of parents 
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£or the delinquent sample. There was, however, a negligible 
relationship signi£icant at the 5% level far the non-
delinquent sample. 
The relationship between total maturity and total 
social adjustment was not significant at the 5% level £or 
either delinquents or non-delinquents. 
The relationship of total maturity to intelligence 
was significant at the 5% level for the delinquent sample 
but in itself, was negligible. However, there was no 
significant relationship found between these two factors 
for the non-delinquent sample. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND SU~1ARY 
In Chapter III of this dissertation the major 
hypothesis and the four subsidiary hypotheses were stated 
in null f.·orm. It was proposed that the tests used to 
determine whether or not sign:i.ficant differences or rela-
tionships existed between the scores of the samples would 
be based on the 5% level of significance. In the ensuing 
chapter the validity of the various hypotheses in rela-
tionship to the above standards are analyzed and the 
conclusions of the study stated. 
I. EXAMINATION OF THE lv1AJOR HYPOTHESIS 
The major hypothesis. In null form the major 
hypothesis of this study was: there is no significant 
difference in the maturity of adolescent delinquents and 
non-delinquents as defined by the developmental task 
concept. 
Results of the research revealed that there was 
no significant difference between delinquent and non-
delinquent scores at the 5% level when the "t" test was 
applied to the total maturity scores of both samples and 
sexes. However, there was a significant difference found 
·between the scores of the delinquent or "D" girls and the 
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non-delinquent or "cn girls on the subtests, Occupational 
Prestige and Family ~· The only differences of signif-
icance at the .5% level between the delinquent or "D" boys 
and the non-delinquent or 11C11 boys was found on the sub-
tests, Social ~ and Civic Competence. 
Conclusion. In view of the above it can be said 
that no evidence was found to reject the -null hypothesis 
so far as Total Maturity and six of the subtests, ~ 
Relationships, Physigue Acceptance, Independence .2!_ Adults, 
Economic Independence, Social Responsibility and Ethical 
Systems were concerned. The null hypothesis was not 
sustained for the male subjects in the matter of Social 
~ and Civic Competence nor was it sustained for the 
female subjects in the matter of Familx ~ and Occupa-
tional Preparation. Other than in the areas just men-
tioned, it can be concluded that the delinquent girls and 
boys studied are similar in their total maturation devel-
opment to non-delinquent girls and boys and that in general 
it would appear that total maturity, per se, is not an 
important factor in its relationship to delinquency. 
II. EXAMINATION OF THE SUBSIDIARY HYPOTHESES 
~first subsidiary hypothesis: that there is no 
significant relationship between maturity and occupational 
prestige of the samples' parents was sustained for the 
delinquent sample. The value of r was not significant at 
the 5% level. For the non-delinquent sample a value of 
r - .10 was significant at the 5% level. However, a value 
of r equal to - .10 is useless in correlation of social 
data; thus, for operational purposes, no significant 
relationship exists between the itema under consideration. 
Conclusion. It will be recalled that there was ~ 
difference of more than 18 points between the parental 
prestige rating of the delinquent and non-delinquent girls 
1 
and a difference of almost twelve points in the parental 
prestige ratings of the delinquent and non-delinquent boys• 
both differences being favorable to the non-delinquent 
group. Despite these differences, the value of r for both 
delinquents and non-delinquents was found to be so sma112 
that the conclusion is reached that the relationship exist-
ing between occupational prestige ratings of parents and 
total maturi~ scores of their children is negligible and 
of no operational significance. 
~ second subsidiary hypothesis: that there is no 
significant relationship between maturity and social 
1 
Table I, page 94. 
2 
Page 110. 
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adjustment was found to be valid since the value of r for 
both sexes was not significant at the 5% level far either 
delinquents or non-delinquents. 
Conclusion. There is no significant relationship 
between total matu~ity and total social adjustment for 
either delinquents or non-delinquents, and it would there~ 
fore appear that as far as these relationships were meas-
ured by the McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development and 
the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory, the two factors 
were not related to each other.3 
1.h£ third subsidiary hypothesis: that there is no 
significant relationship between maturity and intelligence 
was found to be valid for the non-delinquent sample. The 
value of r - .05 was not significant at the 5% level. 
Technically, the null hypothesis was not sustained for the 
delinquent sample since a value of r - .15 was significant 
at the 5% level. Hov1ever, again, a value of r equal to 
- .15 is useless in correlation of social data. Therefore 
while the hypothesis that the difference is equal to zero 
is not upheld, it is true that for all operational 
purposes no significant relationship exists between the 
items under consideration. 
3 
For a discussion of what these tests measure, and 
the limitations thereof, see pages 60-69 of this study. 
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Conclusion. In view of the small r observed above, 
and the fact that , no such relationship was found to exist 
for the "C" or non-delinquent girls and boys, it appeared 
that the relationship of intelligence to maturity was 
negligible. It also appeared that the McCleery Scale E!. 
Adolescent Development and the intelligence tests were 
measuring two different factors and it could be said that 
whatever the McCleery Seale of Adolescent Development was 
measuring it was not intelligence. 
~fourth subsidiary hypothesis: that there is no 
significant difference in the maturity of adolescent girls 
and boys, delinquent and non-delinquent, was not sustained 
at the 5% level of significance for Total Maturity and 
eight of the ten subscores, ~ Relationships, Social~. 
Physique Acceptance, Independence of Adults, Economic 
Independence, Family~~ Social Responsibility and 
Ethical Systems, so far as the non-delinquents were 
concerned.4 Almost the reverse was true for delinquents; 
the hypothesis was sustained at the 5% level far Total 
Maturity and seven of the subseores, ~Relationships, 
Social ~~ Physique Acceptance, Independence ££ Adults, 
4 
Table V, page 104. 
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Acceptance, Independence of Adults, Economic Independence, 
Occupational Preparation and Ethical Systems.5 In every 
instance except one, the statistically significant differ-
ences were in favor of the boys, that is, the boys' scores 
indicated more maturity.6 
Conclusion. There was a difference in the maturity 
of girls and boys, both delinquent and non-delinquent. 
This difference was greater for non-delinquents. Further-
more, if these differences were compared with the differ-
ences between delinquents and non-delinquents it would be 
found that there were more differences between girls and 
boys than there were between delinquents and non-delinquents 
of either sex. It would appear then that there were 
greater differences in maturation between the sexes than 
there were between delinquents and non-delinquents, and 
that contrary to commonly accepted generalizations, the 
boys tended to be more mature than the girls as far as this 
phenomenon was measured by the McCleery Scale ~ Adolescent 
Development. 
Table IV, page 102. 
6 
Note that the difference in the mean chronological 
ages of the boys and girls in the sample was only 3 months. 
The non-delinquent boys were 3 months older than the non-
delinquent girls. The delinquent girls were 3 months older 
~han the delinquent boys. (Taple I, page 94.) 
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The above statement gives rise to the question as -to 
why these results would be obtained in view of the usual 
assumption that adolescents in this group are characterized 
by the female being more mature physically and socially than 
her male counterpart. For example, most girls mature 
physically between the ages of ten and sixteen, while it is 
not at all uncommon for many males not to have completed 
their physical development at age eighteen.7 
The girls in this sample appeared from personal 
observation to be more mature physically than the boys. 
The results obtained on the Washburne Social-Adjustment 
Inventory substantiates the generalization that from the 
standpoint of social adjustment, the girls tended to be 
more mature than boys. 
It is apparent then that there is a variation in the 
physical and social maturation rates of young people by sex 
at certain age levels which tend to support the concept that 
girls are more mature than boys at these ages. It is 
dangerous however, to generalize that because this phenom-
enon is found to be true far the above factors that it is 
true for all other factors, including the developmental 
tasks. Therefore, a rough attempt was made to determine 
7 
Robert Havighurst, Human Development in Education, 
(New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1953), pp:-120-121. 
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the validity of the results obtained on the McCleery Scale 
of Adolescent Development regarding the differences of 
maturity between girls and boys by means of a series of 
conferences with the Principals of both the Public and 
. 8 
Industrial Schools. The reactions of these educators were 
sought as to how valid they considered the results to be 
concerning the differences revealed between the maturity 
of the sexes. 
There was general agreement that in their experience 
there was a difference in maturity so far as the develop-
mental tasks were concerned, and that these differences 
indicated that the boys were more mature than the girls. 
The most common explanations given by the Principals as to 
why they thought this was true are summarized in the 
following paragraph. 
At the ages of the subjects in this study, parents 
tend to supervise the female child more closely than the 
male. The male child is permitted to stay out later at 
night unchaperoned and to have more freedom of movement. 
This allows him to be unsupervised with his peers more 
often and to be able to participate in and to observe 
certain phases of life which are not so readily available 
8 
See Appendix II, page 1.50, far names and locat·ions 
of participating school personnel. 
to the female child. Thus he has more experiences which may 
aid him in the maturation process. 
To the above observations may be added some of the 
findings of Havighurst, who was instrumental in evolving 
the concept of the developmental tasks. It will be noted, 
that in the matter of Social ~' for example that the 
boys were more mature than the girls.9 Havighurst was of 
the opinion that a number of girls find it difficult to 
accept the role of wife and mother and wish to have careers. 
They desire to have the freedom and power that they observe 
the male child and adult enjoying in American culture.10 
It is apparent then that the girl is placed in a conflict 
situation, partially brought about by the cultural change 
in the female role which is taking place in the United 
States, and hence may have more difficulty in achieving 
maturity in this area than the boy because of this con-
fusion in role identification. The same can be said of 
the matter of Independence ~ Adults. The boy by the very 
nature of the fact that he is permitted the greater freedom 
previously mentioned by the principals, has the opportunity 
to learn and to practice independence of his parents and 
9 
Table v. page 103. 
10 
Havighurst, ~ cit., PP• 115-116. 
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other adults more so than the girl. 
Perhaps it also may be said that boys are more mature 
than girls, so far as the developmental tasks are concerned 
because of the character of the tasks, themselves. These 
tasks happen to fall in areas in which boys, because of the 
nature of the culture in which they live, learn more about 
them than girls. It can be said, on the basis of this 
study that there is some evidence to indicate the existence 
of a difference in the maturity of boys and girls as far 
as the developmental tasks are concerned. . In these partic-
ular areas, boys tend to be more developed or mature than 
girls. Further study is clearly necessary before this 
generalization can be more than tentatively accepted, 
hovrever. 
III. EVALUATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BErWEEN 
MATURITY AND DELINQUENCY 
The question of the relationship between maturity 
and delinquency is one which has been generalized about, 
but few if any concrete studies have been made. Some of 
the authorities in the field of criminology such as the 
Gluecks and Mabel Elliott are sure there is an important 
relationship but what it is, or far that matter, what 
maturity is, has not been explained by them or made the 
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object of specific study.11 Perhaps the source of the 
confusion lies in the practice of looking at maturity as 
though it were a whole rather than considering its compon-
ent parts within the framework of the developmental concept. 
On the surface it would appear that as far as this 
study was concerned, there was no significant difference in 
the total maturity of delinquents and non-delinquents and 
therefore little or no relationship between maturity and 
delinquency. However, this finding does not preclude the 
possibility that there may be a relationship between matur-
ity and delinquency. 
The fs.ct that the total maturity scores were almost 
identical was the result of the balancing off of varying 
differentials in the subscores of the two groups. For 
example, an examination of the data in Table VI on page 
105 reveals that there was a significant difference in 
specific areas of maturation for the delinquent and the 
non-delinquent girls. It should be noted that the greatest 
diff'erence occurred in an important phase of maturity for 
the adolescent girls, namely, Family~· A similar 
situation existed for the delinquent boys with the exception 
that the difference was manifested in the area of Social 
Role.12 
12T 
It may very well be that the relationship of maturity 
to delinquency would be best assessed by an examination of 
the differences in specific areas of maturity, particularly 
when the specific areas in question are important to the 
society in which the adolescent lives. Attention is called 
to the fact that the area in which the delinquent girls had 
failed to develop in comparison with their non-delinquent 
counterparts, namely, Family~~ was one on which American 
society places great stress. 
The developmental task to be achieved in preparing 
for marriage and family life involved the acquiring of a 
positive attitude toward family life and child bearing; 
and (mainly for girls) gathering the kno~£edge necessary 
for hame management and child rearing. 13 
Havighurst in discussing the relationship of the 
American lower class to the above task, observes that 
lower class marriage is unstable, is not dependent upon 
economic independence and that sexual satisfaction is not 
12 
Table VII, page 108. 
13 
Havighurst, ~ cit., P• 133. 
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tied as closely to marriage as in the American middle 
class.l4 
It is not surprising .then that there was a difference 
in the Family ~ scores of the delinquent and non-delin-
quent girls favorable to the latter when it is realized 
that the developmental task, itself, is defined by the cul-
tural standards of the middle class and that most of the 
delinquent subjects are from the lower class group. 
Furthermore, it is often the middle class cultural stand-
ards by which the delinquent is judged in being declared 
delinquent. In addition, an analysis of the delinquent 
subjects' family relat ionships revealed that over 56~15 
came from broken homes, and still others from homes where 
there was conflict between the parents, itihun1an treatment 
of the mother by the father and other unfavorable conditions. 
The records also revealed evidence of sex delinquency and of 
revolt against the homes and parents from which they came. 
In effect then, the _Family ~scores will necessarily be 
low for delinquents since these subjects, in view of the 
above mentioned conditions are ipso facto, ill prepared 
l4 . 
Ibid., P• 134. 
15 
Table I, page 94. 
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for normal family life, as defined by middle class 
standards. Thus, in a sense, the low Family~ scores 
are merely a part of a tautology because they reveal little 
more or less than a definition of the delinquent status of 
the subjects. 
However, the case of the male delinquent who fails 
to achieve a masculine social role falls into a different 
category than that of the female delinquent counterpart 
referred to above. In this task the adolescent is required 
to accept and to learn a socially approved adult masculine 
or feminine social role.l6 
The male adolescent who fails to achieve this mas-
culine social role may find himself in conflict with the 
cultural standards of society in the United States. 
Maturation at this point is very crucial. Havighurst has 
pointed out that this ,type of immature individual may avoid 
mixed sex groups, may be passive in sports, have an ego 
ideal which is weak or unrealistic as far as masculinity is 
concerned, and quite often is found to be lazy and does not 
seek a work experience which the more mature adolescent is 
likely to do. 17 It is evident that such an individual 
16 
Havighurst, .£1?.!. cit., P• 115. 
17 
Ibid.L pp. 118-119. 
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would have difficulty in adjusting to the societal norms and 
could easily find himself in conflict 'tvith the adult world 
and much of the so-called adolescent world. Such conduct 
may isolate the adolescent delinquent from the group and 
result in his withdrawing within himself, or seeking the 
con~anionship of others like himself who may engage in 
anti-social conduct or delinquent acts. 
It becomes increasingly apparent, then, that it is 
not the total maturation of the individual that is impor-
tant per se, in assessing a relationship between maturity 
and delinquency, but the lack of achievement in those 
developmental tasks that are defined by society as essential. 
The question is not simply one of total maturity but one of 
whether or not the adolescent has matured in those areas 
defined as basic by his society. 
The Gluecks reached a somewhat similar conclusion 
in their study, Juvenile Delinquent~ Grown QE• They 
postulated that not only the continuance of delinquency 
already embarked upon but the origin of delinquency itself, 
was related to the uneven rates of development of the 
physical, mental and emotional constituents of the organism. 
They "t-Tere of the opinion that when the above conditions were 
incommensurate with the attained physical age of the young 
person, the accompanying obligations and expected behavior 
of society brought about a stress that was more than the 
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organism could meet and thus social adaptation took the farm 
of delinquent behavior.18 
In view of the data gathered in the present study, 
it would seem probable that maturity might qualify as one 
0f t~ose factors which could be considered in the frame or 
reference of the Glueck's analysis mentioned above. 
In conclusion it may be stated tentatively that there 
may be a relationship between delinquency and maturity which 
is concealed by the similar scores obtained on the total 
maturity scales by the delinquent and non-delinquent 
subjects. It would appear that the relationship between 
delinquency and maturity may be found in the lack of matur-
ity or mastery of some of the individual developmental 
tasks which society defines as important. It is at this 
point that the delinquent adolescent has failed to develop 
his personality structure according to the norms demanded 
by society. The immature adolescent may find these demands 
so great that it is impossible for him to conform to them 
and thus his social adaptation takes place in the form of 
anti-social acts or delinquent behavior. However, before · 
such a hypothesis can be accepted, it will be necessary to 
conduct further research in maturity, as defined by the 
18 . 
Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, Juvenile Delin-
suents Grown~ (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1940), 
p. 267. 
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developmental task concept, with a number of adolescent 
delinquent and non-delinquent groups. 
IV. EVALUATION OF THE l1CCLEERY SCALE OF 
ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT 
As an instrument designed to measure maturity, 
according to the developmental task concept, the McCleery 
Scale of Adolescent Developm~nt seems adequate. 
The question was raised as to whether this instru-
ment was adequate for measuring the maturity of delinquents, 
especially those who were incarcerated in an industrial 
school. 
Following the administration of the Scale a confer-
ence was held in both of the industrial schools with the 
personnel responsible for administering it.19 These persons 
reported that the subjects were cooperative, checked the 
Scales carefully, and appeared to be responsive. When the 
results of the Scale were compiled another conference was 
planned with the principals of each of the industrial schools 
for the purpose of obtaining their opinions regarding the 
validity of the McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development 
as an instrument to measure the maturity of adolescent 
delinquents. It was felt that this was desirable because 
19 
See Appendix II, page 150 for names and locations 
of participating school personnel. 
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this was the first time the Scale had been used to study the 
maturity of adolescent delinquents. The principals were 
given the results of their pupils' performance on the 
MCCleery Scale two weeks in advance or the conference and 
were asked to study these r esults for the purpose of 
evaluating their validity as a measure of maturity. 
At the conference the author and the principals went 
over each subject's Scale scores and categorized them on 
the basis of four criteria; first, those cases which the 
principal felt he was too unfamiliar with to make an eval-
uation; second, those cases in which he felt the Scale had 
accurately measured the subject's maturity; third, those 
cases which he felt the Scale had not accurately measured 
the subject's maturity; and fourth, those cases about which 
he was too doubtful to make a decision as to which of the 
previous categories they should be placed in. The results 
revealed approxlinately 5% of the cases in the first category, 
77% in the second category, 13% in the third category, and 
5% in the fourth category. That is to say, in approximately 
eight out of ten cases, the principals were of the opinion 
that the Scale was valid, that is, it measured what it had 
been designed to measure, namely, maturity as defined by the 
developmental task concept. This evaluation is of consider-
able importance because the individuals who made it were well 
qualified, by reason of training and experience, in testing 
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procedures, as well as in the personal knowledge of the 
subject's case history and life experience in the institu-
tion, to be in a position to render an objective and 
impartial assessment of the McCleery Scale of Adolescent 
Development's validity. Hawever, before anything but a 
tentative acceptance of the generalization concerning the 
validity of the McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development 
can be accepted, further research with the institutionalized 
adolescent delinquent group needs to be done and the results 
subjected to analysis by competent and qualified 
individuals. 
The same group, which also included the Supervisor 
of Education, was then asked why, in their opinion, the 
industrial school subjects appeared to be more mature in 
the matter of Civic Competence for the boys and Occupational 
Preparation for the girls. 
The opinion that emerged from the discussions 
regarding Civic Competence was that these youngsters had 
had considerable experience with social workers, probation 
officers, and similarly oriented adults, a s '\-Jell as train-
ing in the industrial school, which placed much stress upon 
civic life. In other words, these adolescent delinquents 
had had an experience which in the opinion of the group, 
had perhaps given them the knowledge necessary to indicate 
the nright 11 ans-vrers on the Civic Competence scale. 
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If this explanation is correct, the results obtained on the 
Civic Competence scale with delinquents who have had much 
experience with social workers, probation officers and 
other similarly oriented adults. as well as confinement in 
an industrial school, may be questionable. 
The explanation given by the group for the superior 
performance of the delinquent group, particularly the girls, 
in the matter of Occupational Jreparation was very simple. 
The training progran1 of the industrial schools had as one 
of its prime objectives the preparation of the delinquent 
for the workaday world by means of special job training 
and that perhaps many of these youngsters were beginning to 
develop and mature in their outlook toward an occupation as 
a result of this. Before either of these explanations can 
be accepted as anything mare than an indication of a pos-
sible interpretation, further research needs to be conducted 
with the McCleerx Scale of Adolescent Development in the 
above mentioned areas. 
In other areas than Civic Competence and Occupational 
Preparation (discussed above), and Family~ (found to be 
a part of a tautology), there appeared to be little reason 
to suspect that the McCleerx Scale of Adolescent Development 
would not yield similar results for both delinquents and 
non-delinquents of the same characteristics. Thus as far 
as these results obtained in t~is study are concerned the 
McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development supports the major 
hypothesis: that there is no significant difference in the 
maturj_ty of adolescent delinquents and non-delinquents as 
defined by the developmental task concept. Therefore, as 
an instrument to be used for discriminating between the 
maturity of adolescent delinquents and non-delinquents, the 
Scale would seem to be of little value. An exception might 
be found in the use of some of the items that make up the 
Social ~ scale for boys and the Family ~ scale for 
girls. These could be made a part of some other seale such 
as the KD Proneness Scale or the Glueck Prediction Table 
and thus add another dimension for detection of potential 
delinquency. Again, it is evident that further research 
using the McCleery Scale ~ Adolescent Development with 
delinquents and non-delinquents, will be required to sub-
stantiate the point. 
While its employment as a means of discriminating 
between delinquents and non-delinquents is not advised, 
the Scale was satisfactory as a measure of maturity as 
defined by the developmental task concept. Even for this 
use, further experimentation would be in order, however. 
V. EVALUATION OF THE WASHBURNE SOCIAL-ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
The Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory has been 
u~ed over a long period of time. and has been found to be 
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useful as a means of discriminating between delinquents and 
· non-delinquents by a number of researchers whose works were 
reviewed in this dissertation in Chapter II, "Review of the 
Literature," pages 63-68. 
Kvaraceus, who made an extensive study of instruments 
used for testing delinquents and non-delinquents, classified 
the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory as one of those 
instruments which would appear to have sufficient exper-
imental data behind them to warrant further study and 
trial.20 
The results obtained from the use of the Washburne 
Social-Adjustment Inventory in this research. confirmed the 
usefulness of the test as an instrument to discriminate 
between delinquents and non-delinquents. It will be 
recalled that there were substantial differences in the 
means of the total social adjustment scores21 of the 
delinquent and non-delinquent girls and boys and that ''t" 
was equal to 7.03 in the case of the girls and 5.63 in the 
case of the boys, all of which favored the 11C11 group or 
non-delinquents. 
Therefore it would appear that the Washburne Social-
20 
William c. Kvaraceus, The Community and the 
Delinquent, (New York: World Book Company, 19sqJ,-p; 154. 
21 
Table VIII 1 page 109. 
Adjustment Inventory is a valid instrument for discrimin-
ating between delinquents and non-delinquents so far as 
social maturity is concerned and that its further use in 
this field is justified. 
VI. SUMMARY 
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The major hypothesis and the four subsidiary hypoth-
eses were restated and analyzed in light of the data 
obtained from the research of the study. 
It was found that the major hypothesis was sustained 
for total maturity and all of the related areas except 
Occupational Prestige and Family ~ for delinquent girls~ 
and Social ~ and Civic Competence for delinquent boys. 
In regard to these latter subtests it was pointed out that 
the difference in Family~ scores was due to a tautology~ 
and that the differences in Occupational Prestige and Civic 
Competence appeared to be the results of the environmental 
conditioning of the industrial school programs. It was 
only in the area of Social ~ for boys that it could be 
said that the major hypothesis was not both technically 
and operationally sustained. 
It was concluded that there was little or no·:·rela-
tionship between total maturity and delinquency of adol-
escent yov~g people as defined by the developmental task 
c~ncept measured by the McCleery Scale of Adolescent 
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Development. A significant difference was found to exist 
between the maturity of girls and boys which was greatest 
for the non-delinquent group and in all cases except one 
favored the boys, that is, the boys tended to be more mature 
than the girls as far as the developmental tasks were 
concerned. The reasons for this phenomenon were analyzed. 
It was shown that there were many more areas of maturity 
in which differences between girls and boys in general 
were greater than the differences found to exist between 
delinquent and non-delinquent girls and boys. 
It was established that the occupational prestige 
of parents, as measured by the North-Hatt Scale had a 
negligible relationship to the maturation of the subjects 
in the non-delinquent sample and no significant relation-
ship to the maturation of the subjects in the delinquent 
sample. 
It was determined that there was no significant 
relationship between total maturity and total social 
adjustment as measured by the McCleery Scale of Adolescent 
Development and the Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory. 
It was ascertained that a negligible relationship 
existed between intelligence and maturity and that the 
McCleerz Scale of Adolescent Development was not measuring 
intelligence. 
The relationship between maturity and delinquency 
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was evaluated and it was suggested that perhaps it was not 
the total maturation of the individu~l as revealed by the 
total maturity scores, per se, that was important in 
assessing a relationship between. maturity and delinquency, 
but the lack of achievement in those developmental tasks 
that are defined by society as essential. It was also 
suggested that before this hypothesis could be accepted 
it should be subjected to further study and research. 
The McCleery Scale of Adolescent Development was 
evaluated, and the conclusion was reached that the Scale 
seemed of little value as an instrument to be used for 
discriminating between the maturity of adolescent delin-
quents and non-delinquents. It was further concluded that 
the results obtained from the McCleery Scale supported the 
major hypothesis of this study that there is no significant 
difference in the matt~ity of adolescent delinquents and 
non-delinquents as defined by the developmental task 
concept, and therefore further experimentation with it 
would appear to be justified. 
~ Washburne Social-Adjustment Inventory was 
evaluated and found to be useful as a means for discrimin-
ating between delinquents and non-delinquents as far as 
total social adjustment was concerned. 
APPENDIX I 
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TABLE IX 
MCCLEERY SCALE OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT 
CENTRAL SCHOOL SCORES 
Scale Girls Boys 
(N = 52) (N - 59) 
M s M s 
-
Tota l ma turity 111.46 21.66 106.22 25.23 
Peer r e l at ionships 10.87 2.65 9.73 3.14 
Social role 9.08 3.00 8.51 3.06 
Physique acceptance 13.00 2.56 12.27 3.11 
Independence of adults 11.71 3.74 10.47 4.36 
Economic independence 11.35 2.97 12.53 2.57 
Occupa t ional preparation 11.88 3.18 12.81 2.94 
Family life 12.02 4-57 10.53 4.83 
Civic competence 6.65 2.71 5.98 3.07 
Social r esponsibility 12.17 3. 23 11.61 2.83 
Ethical systems 12.73 2.29 11.78 3.40 
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TABLE X 
l\'ICCLEERY SCALE OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT 
LINCOLN SCHOOL SCORES 
Scale Girls Boys (N : 67) (N = 54) 
1'1'! s M s 
Total maturity 105.69 23 . 82 102.91 25.72 
Peer relationships 9 .48 2.89 9.22 3.07 
Social role 8.67 3.17 7.74 3. 83 
Physique acceptance 11.91 3.09 11.81 3.18 
Independence of adults 10.76 4.25 10.59 3.94 
Economic i ndependence 11.00 3.37 11.61 .3.63 
Occupat iona l preparation 12.15 2.87 12.07 2.92 
Family life 11.48 4-37 10.26 4.95 
Civic competence 6.43 2.73 6.72 2.41 
Social r esponsibility 11.73 2.81 10 : 85 3.41 
Ethical systems 12.07 2.88 12.02 2. 85 
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TABLE XI 
MCCL.~~RY SCALE OF 1\ DOLES CENT DEVELOPfJIENT 
ROOS VELT SCH OOL SCORES 
Scale Girls Boys 
(N = 52) (N = 57) 
M s M s 
Tota l maturity 92.40 31.64 87.35 34 . 72 
Pe er r e l at ionships 8. 56 3. 75 7.11 4-30 
Social role 7.52 3.52 6.75 4. 05 
Physique acceptance 10.60 4. 10 9.88 4.18 
Independence of adults 8. 75 4. 48 8.74 4-59 
Economic independence 9.23 3.79 10.84 3 .65 
Occupational preparation 10.42 3.68 10 . 79 1 . 90 
Family life 10.92 4.57 8.82 5. 62 
Civic competence 5. 46 3.46 5.19 3.23 
Social r esponsibility 10.48 4.14 9.12 4.79 
Ethical systems 10 . 46 3.97 10.11 4. 20 
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TABLE XII 
MCCLEERY SCALE OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOa!lENT 
WILSON SCHOOL SCORES 
Scale Girls Boys 
(N : 63) (N : 30) 
M s M s 
Total maturity 108.40 24 .89 94.00 34.09 
Peer relat ionships 10.71 2.46 8 .33 3.35 
Social role 9.39 2.59 7.27 3.74 
Physique ac ceptance 11.90 3.55 10.10 3.22 
Independence of adults 10.27 4.34 8.50 4.22 
Economic independence 10.83 4.19 11.23 2.68 
Occupational preparat ion 12.24 3.45 11.60 3.51 
Family life 12.22 4.62 10.43 5 .24 
Civic competence 6.95 2.26 6.33 2 . 53 
Social responsibility 12.43 2.67 10.50 3.70 
Ethical systems 11.44 3.13 9.70 3-75 
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TABLE XIII 
MCCLEERY SC1 LE OF ADOLESC "J~NT DEVELOPMENT 
UTICA SCH OOL SCORES 
Scale Girls Boys 
(N : 29) (N = 42) 
M s M ~ 
Total maturity 88.90 33.29 84 .45 32.35 
Peer relationships 7.62 3.76 6.71 3.74 
Social role 7.72 3.64 6.26 3.88 
Physique acceptance 9.79 3.85 9.81 4.35 
Independence of adults 8 .17 4.89 6.86 4.14 
Economic independence 9.90 3'.62 liD.76 3.62 
Occupat ional preparation 9.'59 4.31 10.86 3.77 
Family life 10.24 5.31 9 .36 5.11 
Civic competen ce 5.31 3 .26 6.24 3.04 
Social responsibility 10.52 4.09 . 8.86 4.35 
Ethical systems 10.03 4.08 8.74 4.35 
.. 
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TABLE XIV . 
MCCLEERY SCALE 0 F 1:1.DOLESCENT DEVELOPVlENT 
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL SCORES 
Scale Girls Boys 
(N = 86 ) (N = 101) 
M §. M s 
Total maturity 103 . 55 21 . 28 98 . 51 25 .17 
Peer relationships 9-45 3.02 8.65 3 . 51 
Social role 8.59 2. 89 9.16 2.71 
Physique acceptance 11 . 94 2.80 11 . 51 3. 07 
Independence of adults 10. 53 3.33 10.00 3 . 90 
Economic independence 11.12 3 . 25 11.75 3.45 
Occupational preparat i on 10.65 3 .08 10 . 93 3.27 
Family life 13 .35 3.15 10.65 4. 53 
Civic competence 5. 92 2.67 4. 92 3.18 
Social responsibility 11 . 27 3.11 10.08 3.71 
Ethical systems 10 . 72 3. 54 10.86 4.14 
TABLE XV 
TOTAL SO CIAL-ADJUS T~lliNT SCORES BY SCHOOL AND SEX 
1tJ"ASHBURNE SOCIAL-ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
School and sex N M s 
Central Girls 52 116.67 39.91 
Central Boys 59 122.97 36.52 
Lincoln Girls 67 135.72 45.93 
Lincoln Boys 54 138.09 44.11 
Roos evelt Girls 52 113.08 38.72 
Roosevelt Boys 57 126.75 38.77 
Wilson Girls 63 118.48 43.06 
Wilson Boys 30 131.73 44.31 
Utica Girls 25 113.56 29.07 
Utica Boys 20 137.00 49.33 
Girls Indust rial 86 158.49 44.04 
Boys Industrial 101 159.12 44.43 
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Junior High School. 
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High School. 
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~~. Harry Clark, Principal, Utica-Washington, 
Consolidated High School. 
Boys Industrial School, Lancaster, ~· 
Mr. Gerrald Stahly, Supervisor of Education. 
Mr. Harold K. Smith, Principal, Academic School. 
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Girls Industrial School, Delaware, QQ!2. 
Mr. James Haynes, Principal, Academic School. 
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TEST BOOKLET 
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Robert L. McCleery 
Pu.blished by thk University of Nebraska Press 
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DIRECTIONS 
On the following pa ges you will find I :1 0 statements dealing with problems 
which man y young persons fa ce. \1\fe would be grateful if you would he lp us by 
indicating what your feelings are about ea ch of these statements . In order to 
do this, will you use th e special pencil to bla cken the appropriate space on the 
answer sheet to indicate whether you £eel th e statement represents a problem 
that is "important," "of little importance," or "of no importance" to you . For · 
this part of the scale you wi II need to usc only spaces I, 2, and 3 on the answer 
sheet. If you feel the statement represents a problem tha t is "important'' to you , 
blacken space 1. H you feel the stat ement repres\' nts a problem that is "of little 
importance" to you, bla cken space 2. If you f<"c l t.h c statement is "of no impor-
tance" to you, blacken space 3. Turn the pa ge and begin. 
2 
l.53 
ncmembcr: 
Important 
()[ Little Importance 
0[ No Importance 
Blacke n space I 
Blacke n space 2 
Blacke n spare 3 
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PROBI .EMS 
I. Parents making too m an y deci sions [or 
me. 
~- Being troubled by th e )) ;1(1 thin gs other 
youn g people do . 
:1. Sp endin g money wisely . 
·J. Knowin g how to help m ake a h app y 
home. 
5. Knowing how to c;trc for sm ;tll childre n . 
G. Knowing m ore about co ll eges. 
7. Being sure h ow to act a t partie-;. 
~- H av ing a job. 
q_ .\cce ptin g m y rcs pou sihiliti cs in th e ro111 · 
munity. 
10. R ea li zin g a p;ttTitt \ rcspousihility low ;ml 
hi s ch ildrcn. 
II. Gaining work cx pcric tHT o11 the jo l> 
whil e in h i;.; h school. 
I:.! . E;1rning <·x tr;! lli OIH'\' dttrin ~~ 1·aratioils . 
I :L l .c; trning- lllOIT ;thout goi'C'!'Illll ent. 
1·1. Keepin g from hurt111 g penpl<''s fc-f'lings. 
I ;,, Adults rf';!lizing th ;tt. I'm 110 lo ngrr a 
)() . 
17. 
JR . 
child. 
Be ing lik <'d by m y nri ghhors. 
Fee ling well (healthy). 
]k in g e lec ted to school council or o th er 
gm -crnin g body. 
If) . Using m o n ey properly. 
~0. 
!!2. 
2·1. 
2G. 
27. 
28 . 
Being accepted in sor.icty. 
lkin g in ,good ph ys ir;d condition. 
1-Ltvin g a way to earn m y own mon ey. 
Be in g sme o f m y ability to handle a good 
job. 
Kn owi ng how to dress for a el ate. 
!laving training for a job. 
Be in g a frai d God is goi ng to punish me. 
Fee ling timid or sh y. 
Getting advice on what to do after high 
school. 
29. Knowing how to act when out m com-
pany. 
30. Feelin g at case in company. 
31. Havin g a part in_the family budget plan -
ing. 
32. Being a social success. 
33. Having as much money to spend as m y 
friends have. 
3 
~H . Knowin g what is expected of a husband 
or wife. 1 
:;:; , Be ing "; ttlract ive" lo other p eople (ph ys i-
ra ll y). 
:\ti. Slccpi11g ~oundl y at night. 
:17. l'arcnl s wanting to make my d ec isions 
for m e. 
:\H . Knowing what is ex pected o f me around 
m embers of the opposite sex. 
;•,IJ. Not embarra ss ing my fri ends. 
·10. Be in g able lo compete in sports or recrea. 
tiona! activities. 
·II . lkciding whether to go steady. 
·I :! . Finding a wa y to earn more money. 
·l :l. Knowin g what m akes up a successful 
marnagc. 
1·1. Impress ing other people favorably. 
'IS. Be ing able to enter my desired v9cation. 
·Hi. Bei ng able to show my inde p endence. 
·17. JJ;"·ing many fri ends. 
·IH. ll;"·in g ;ll! attract ive complexion (dear 
skin). 
1() . Cctting n eeded t'x pericnce in taking care 
of small children. 
!i ll. Achie1·in g good pmtmc. 
!i I . Be in g ;t t case in social situations. 
!i:.!. Be i11 g underweight or overweight. 
!"d. ])er iding whether or not to go to college. 
!'d . Knowing more about occupations . 
!iS. Be ing too tall or too short. 
!ifi. Ha\"ing a troubled or guilty conscience. 
S7. Knowin~ that T "belong" in the com-
munity. 
SR. Getting f'nough exercise. 
59. G etting a regular allowance (or income). 
60. Parents realizing how mature T am . 
61. Being treated like an adult. at home. 
62 . Parents feeling that they are sacrificing 
for my education. 
fi :i. Developing the trust of my parents. 
61. Having more money for recreation. 
65. Being as strong and healthy as I feel I 
should be. 
fifi. Getting need ed training for a given occu-
pation. 
67. Having to ask my parents for money. 
G8. Knowing what clothes are appropriate for 
a certain situation. 
!19. Meeting people easily. 
70. Choosing the school subjects which best 
prepare me for a career. 
71. Being able to save money. 
72. Taking part in community activities. 
73 . Knowing the responsibiliUes of family 
life. 
74. Knowing the responsibilities of marriage. 
75. Getting help with planning my· bife work. 
76. Feeling close to God. 
77. Knowing how long a couple should be 
engaged. 
78. Wanting to be on my own. 
79. Taking social responsibilities . 
80. Wondering how to tell right from wrong. 
81. Parents fa voring my brothers and sisters. 
82. Being easily embarrassed. 
83. Knowing how to look for a job. 
84. Being criticized too much by adults. 
85. Parents r ea lizing that I'm growing up. 
86. Having clear relig ious beliefs. 
87. Understanding friendly arguments . 
88. Doing the thing bes t for tlh·e community. 
89. Ma'king dates ea~ i\ y. 
90. Buying things l • need with my own 
money. 
91. Being a good marent. 
92. Parents trcatin~~ m e like a child. 
93. Bothered by i<;l.eas of heaven and hell. 
94 . Being ahl.<; . to lind a good job. 
95. Knowing_,t\l e responsibilities of having a 
famil y._ 
96 . Makin·g fri ends easily. 
97. Be ing <i m ember of community groups. 
98. Knowing how to make introductions. 
99. Getting sick; too often. 
100. Having the respect of others. 
101. Decidin g on a n occupation. 
102. Getting out of school and into a job. 
103. Giving in to temptations. 
104. Being respec ted in m y community. 
I 05. Believing som e of the things I'm told 
about religion. 
106. Being able to carry on a conversation. 
107. Being a good citizen. 
108. Getting enough outdoor air and sun· 
shine. 
109. Desiring to be a good member of the-
community. 
110. Knowing how to keep up a conversation. 
4 
II I. 
112. 
113. 
11 4. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
Knowing whether I'm in love. 155 
Knowing my place in the community. 
Knowing where to go on a date. 
Knowing how a home should be run. 
Having an understanding between tny 
family and myself of school requirements. 
Being critrr.f.7:ed too much by adults. 
Finding part·time employment. 
I Feeling at ease with members of the 
opposite sex. 
119. 1\'[aking my parents proud of my actions. 
120. Having a clear idea of God. 
121. Knowing when I'm ready to marry. 
122. '1\Tonder ing what becomes of people when 
they die .. 
123. Knowing what my date expects of me. 
I 24. Knowing how old one should be to con-
sider marriage. 
125. Being easily led by other people. 
126. Appearing physica lly mature. 
127. Being considered different from other 
people. 
128. Knowing my voca tional aptitudes. 
129. Living up to my idea ls . 
130. Knowing the yaJue of worship and 
prayer . 
13 1. Going to church often enough. 
132. Knowing which boy or girl would be the 
bes t el a te. 
1:~3. Learning to be a good parent. 
131. Buyi ng more of m y own clothes. 
135. Havin g good posture. 
136. H a,ing a chance to make more of my 
own decisions. 
I ;3 7. Kno win g when the "right" boy or girl 
comes along. 
138. Being uneasy around other people. 
139. Having good health. 
110. D eciding how best to spend my money. 
11 1. Getting away from my parents' control. 
112. Knowing how to accept or turn down a 
date. 
143. Finding ·a. good part·time job. 
144 . .Hadng · my friends anxious to have me 
around. 
115. Understanding more about church rules. 
146. l'vleeting new people easily. 
147. Prep aring for community responsibilities. 
148. Being satisfied with my church services. 
149. Being a good community m ember. 
150. Being popular at school. 
Administration 
No time limit has been set for the marking or the 
scale. Some students complete it in 15 minutes. It is not 
likely that any will need more than 35 minutes. 
say: 
After distributing the test booklets and answer sheets, 
PLEASE GIVE THE INFORP~TION ABOUT YOURSELF WHICH IS 
REQUESTED ON THE ANSWER SHEET. YOU ARE NOT TO !'<lAKE 
ANY MARKS ON THE TEST BOOKLET - ALL ANS,~ER S SHOULD BE 
RECORDED ONLY ON THE SEPARATE ANS~lER SHEET. 
After sufficient time has been given to fill in the desired 
information in the answer sheet, say: 
PLEASE TURN TO THE DIRECTIONS ON THE TEST BOOKLET. 
I SHALL READ THESE DIRECTIONS WITH YOU. --pause--
ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES YOU WILL FIND 150 STATEMENTS 
DEALING l:HTH PROBLEMS \VHICH MANY YOUNG PERSONS FACE. 
BY MARKING THE STATEMENTS YOU WILL BE TELLING WHAT 
YOUR FEELINGS ARE ABOUT EACH OF THE PROBLEMS. IN 
ORDER TO DO THIS, YOU SHOULD BLACKEN THE APPROPRIATE 
SPACE ON THE ANSWER SHEET TO I NDICATE WHETHER YOU FEEL 
THE STATEMENT REPRESENTS A PROBLEM THAT IS "IMPORTANT", 
"OF LITTLE IMPORTANCE", OR 11 0F NO IMPORTANCE" TO YOU. 
FOR THIS PART OF THE SCALE YOU WILL NEED TO USE ONLY 
SPACES l, 2, AND 3 ON THE ANSWER SHEET. IF YOU FEEL 
THE STATEMENT REPRESENTS A PROBLEM THAT IS "II'"lPORTANT 
TO YOU, BLACKEN SPACE 1. IF YOU FEEL THE STATEMENT 
REPRESENTS A PROBLEM THAT IS "Of LITTLE IMPORTANCE" TO 
YOU, BLACKEN SPACE 2. IF YOU FEEL THE STATEMENT IS OF 
"NO IMPORTANCE" TO YOU, BLACKEN SPACE 3. YOUR RESPONSES 
TO THESE STATEMENTS WILL BE USED ONLY TO DETERMINE HOW 
YOUNG PEOPLE IN GENERAL FEEL ABOUT THEM, AND YOUR INDIV• 
IDUAL ANSWERS WILL BE HELD IN COMPLETE CONFIDElfCE. 
REMEMBER: IMPORTA._TqT, BLACKEN SPACE 1; OF LITTLE IMPORT-
ANCE, BLACKEN SPACE 2; OF NO IMPORTANCE, BLACKEN SPACE 
3. READY, --- BEGIN. 
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If there arise questions concerning the test items, 
the examiner should encourage the student to make his own 
interpretations on the basis of the directions given. 
Tell him the objective of the scale is to determine how 
he feels about the items right ~· 
APPENDIX IV 
W ASI-IBURNE S-A INVENTOI{Y 
' (Tlwspic Edition) · 
159 13y JoHN N. WA sflll llttNE, l'n.D., Syra cuse Uuiversity, Sy ra cuse, New Yorl< 
STUDENT'S RECORD 
DIRECTIONS. Fill in the following blanks and answer the questions full y an<l fr ankly. Leave no blank spaces. All 
answers to this In ve ntory will be kept strictly confidential, to he used only by your advisers for your benefit. 
Your name ................ . .... . . · ............ ... ... .. .. Boy or girl . . .. ... . Present date . ... . . .. , ... , .... . 
First name Middle name Last name 
City ... . .. . .... .. ... .. ..... . .. . .. Name of your school ... ................ ....... . . . Grade yo u are in . ..... . 
Whcrt: your school is lor:\ led 
Place of birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... . ...... Date of birth . ........ . .... . .. . .. Age last birthday . . . ... years 
City, state, nud nation where you were. horn Month Day Year 
\ 
(a) 
(b) 
When you are not away at school, do you live at home with both your parents? ..... ... . ...... · ..... . 
If not, with whom do you live? (Father, mother, aunt, uncle, guard; ;m, etc.) .......... . . .. .. . .... . 
(c) What is your father's occupation when employed? Explain fully ... . .. ...... .. . . ............... ..... . .. .. . 
• • • • • • • • • 0. 0 • • • • •• • • • • 0 •• • ••• 0 • ••••• • • • •••• • • 0 •••••• • • : • • •••••• 0 •• •• •••••••• 0 •••• •••••• 0 . 0 • •••••• • • 
(d) Is your fath er employed now? . ....... .. .. If not, how long has he been unemployed ? ......... . .... ....... . 
(e) Does your mother seek or have wage-earning work? ... . .. . . . ... If so, what? ............... . ........ ... .. .. . 
(f) Is your mother employed now? ............ If not, how long has she been unemployed? ..... ..... ... ....... . . 
(g) How many brothers and sisters do you ha ve ? ........ . ..... How many of them live at home ? .. .. . ...... . .. . 
(h) How many brothers and sisters living in your home help support themselves by their earnings? .............. . 
(i) What grade in school did your father fini sh ? ............ . .. . . your mothe r? ....................... .. .. .. . .. 
(j) How many rooms has your home, not counting closets and bathrooms? .... . ....... . ... .. ....... .. .. ....... . 
(/l) Do your parents take in roomers r. . . . .. If so, how m any? . ... .......... .... ..... ... .... .... ...... . . 
([) Do your folks have a telephone? ....... . ...... a passenger ::llltomobile (not a truck) ? ................•..... 
(m) Have you decided what occupation 
you would like to follow when through 
school? ... . .. . .... .. . ... . , \. .... 
(n) If so, what? ... . . .... .. . . . . . . . ... . 
Are yo u studyi ng for thi s work? .. 
(o) Are yo u practicing for this wo rk 
now? . .. .. ... If so, about how many 
hours a week ? .. . ...... ......... . 
(p) D o yo u do steady work for pay? .. 
If so, wh at? .. ... . .... . ...... .. . . . 
For who111 ? . . ... ......... . . .. . . 
Now turn this pag;e and look at page 1 of 
the Ques tion Booklet. Read the Expla-
n ation and Directions on that page very 
carefu lly. Be sure that you understand 
them before you try to answer the questions. 
Do 110t writ~ i11 this box~d-o.IJ spau. 
PROFILE CHART 
_P_c_r_c_c_n_ti_lc_R_an_k ___ 100 - 9" 07- 91 90-75 H - Gt l so l49- 26 25- 10 -=-::....:_~Retest---
Levels Ex c. Sup. W-A NORM. L.N. Bor. Mal. 
Soc.-Ec. Status 
------ 11- - ·---- --------- -- -----
Seh. Standing 
---- l-'cm:c-T.1T ·-- --tl- t--=---!f. r-=lT f2 Ia- ~3 ~-o Ul!icnril -- - ----
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ANSWER SHEET 
Tear off this sheet very ca refully along thi s 
perforated Iitl e -------------)-
( U~c rul er if t·nnvenicnt.) 
Dn not write in this column until you comL' 
to page 4. 
89. (Three princip;d wi shes) 
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') 
., 
90. (Other wishes - those you can think 
of in 3 minutes ) 
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WASHBURNE S-A INVENTORY 
QUESTION BOOKLET 
l'lan·.thi s pagr· num- +- 1 
her hes idr the" I' age Page 
I " nn your An swer 
Shc<'t. 
Before an swering an:v ClU Cst ions read carefully all the following ExPLANATION and DrHFCTIONS. 
ExPLANATION. ln order that your advisers may help you in the bes t possible way, it is necessary for them to 
:-JW ~ome thing of your likes and di slikes, person:1lity ;md h:1bit s. It has been found that some of the brightest 
·sons have social and personality difficulti es which can often be overcome if the difficulties are known to those 
o can offer suitable counsel and opportunities. It will therefore be to your own advantage to answer the 
~ stions as truthfully as possible. 
This is not an examination. It is not a tes t in any sense, beca use there are no right and wrong answers. Some 
the questions m:1y seem trivial or childish, hut answer them :1s best you can anyway, because it is necessary to 
1e the same interpretat ion scheme for persons of all ages. 
DIRECTIONS. To :1nswer the ques tions in th e Questionnaire beginning below, tear off very carefully the 
swer Sheet (the page just before th~s one) and place it under this booklet so that the column marked 1 projects 
the right. Th e large figure 1 at the top of the Answer Sheet shou ld be ncar the large figure 1 in th~ corner of 
s page. Then answer th e quest ions as shown in the samples. If you arc given a separate Answer Sheet, usc 
.t in the same way. 
Look at the sample Clues tion: "Do you enjoy eating?" 
1vy mark under "Yes" on th e Answer Sheet, as shown. 
Assuming your answer is Yes, you would make a 
If your answer were No, you would put a heavy mark in the space unde r "No" 
at is the way you are to answer the quest ions . It is not necessa ry to write anything. 
:d mark in the space under "Yes" or "No." 
on the Answer Sheet. 
Just make a heavy and 
CAUTION! Answer ALL th e ques tion s carefully. If a quest ion shou ld read: "Did you ever smoke?" the answer 
would mean "No, never." If yo u had smoked even once it would be mcessary to make a mark under "Yes." 
ere is no way to answer such a ques tion by indicating" se ldom " or "only once." You may find it difficult to 
ow this rule, but it is important to do so. When a quest ion says "never" or "ever," it means exactly that. 
When such words as "often" and "sometimes" arc use d in a quest ion, wit hout further explanation, make 
;ensible a guess as you can as to what they mea n. 
It should not take more than thirty or forty minutes to answer all the questions. BE SURE THAT YOU 
IN'T SKIP ANY. All the ques tions mu st be answered ex actly as directed so that this paper may be scored and 
;sified by machinery. A lthough some of the ques tions arc more suitable for adults and s9me arc more suitab le 
young children, they must all be answered carefully by cvt'ryo nr. Mark your answer strongly . 
Q uESTIONNAIRE 
rtple. Do you enjoy ea ting? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s 
Do you like dogs ? ... .. . .. .. ... . 
Do you like hor:;es? .... . . ....... . . . . .... . .. . ... . . ... . ... 2 
Do you like babies?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Did you ever cry because so meone hurt you? ..... .... .. .. .. ... .. . . . . .... ... . . .. . ... ... .. . . ........ . .. 4 
Did you ever cry bccntse you saw someone else hurt? .. . .... . .. . ....... ........ 5 
Do yo •1 .always repo rt other people whom y0u sec cheating ? . ... . .. . . ... .. . ... . .. . . .. .. .... . ......... G 
Did you ever tell a lie ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • 7 
Do you alw<tys report the number of a c<tr you see speedin~~ 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s 
Do you like to hunt or kill <tnimals for sport? .. .. . ... .. ...... ...... . ...... .... .. . . .. . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
Did you eve r <tct greedily by taking more than your share of <tnything? ...... .... .. . ................. . ... 10 
· Do you always smile when things go wrong? .... . ..... . ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Did you ever cry at a movie? .. .... ...... . 
CopyridH !1)40 by WoriJ Book Comp0111y. Copy right i11 (;n'"! Brit"ill. All rightJ rfStrvrd 
Cor n i}.·ln 11) ,\f, h~- Jllllll N . \\ ' ;1 ~hhurnc Go right on to page 2. 
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Did you eve r pretend that you did not ·hear when someone called you? .. ..... . ...... ... . . ... . . , .. . ... .. .. 1a 
Did you ever cry over a book or a story? .. . ... .. ..... . ....... . ....... . . : .. .. . . .. ... .. . .. ........ . . ... 14 
If yo u had no othe r choice, would you rather (1) marry a rich person whom you didn't love, or (2) marry a 
poor person whom you loved ve ry much? [Mark your An swe r Sheet under 1 (rich) or 2 (poor).] .. ..... .. ... 15 
Did yo u ever brea k or lose anything wh ich belonged to someone else? .. . ....... .. . .. .. . ... . ... . . ... . . .... 10 
Did you eve r fee l that you would like to get even with somebody for somethi ng he had done? . .. ... ...... ... 11 
Did you ever pretend to understand something when you did not understand it ? . ... .. . . . .. . . ....... ... .. . 18 
Do you like to tease or make fun of people until they cry? .. . . ... . ........... . .. . .. ...... .. . . .. 1 •• • ••• • • • 19 
Did you eve r t a ke anything, eve n a pin or a button, that belonged to someone else? ... .. .. . . .. .. ...... , . , . 20 
Do you make friends easily? .. .. .. . . . . . ........ .. . ..... . . . ... ' • ' ' •. ' .. ' ' . • ' ' . .. . ... ' ' . 21 
Are you always on time for school and for all othe r appointments ? . . . ..... ....... . ........ . .... . . ..... . . 22 
Which would you rather have, (1) a real good fri end or (2) ~!)0? [lVbrk under 1 or 2 on the Answer Sheet to 
show which you would rather h ave .l . . ..... .... .............. . . .. .. .... .... 23 
Do you always finish your work befo re you pby i . . . . . . . . . .......... .. .... . ...... ...... . .... .. 24 
When you were in elementary school, did yo u always try to make the other children keep quiet when the 
teacher was out of the room ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... .. . . . . . ..... . . .... 25 
Did you ever say anything about your teacher behind her back that you would not say to her face? ....... .. 26 
2 
Did you ever hurt an animal for fun ? ...... . ............. . . . ........ . ... . . . .. .. . .. ....... . ...... ..... 21 
Were you ever rude or saucy to anyone ; . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ... . .. . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ......... . . ... 28 
Do your friends call you a tease ? ..... . . . ...... ' .. . •. . •. . .•... ...•.. ' .• • ' •• •• • • ' • • . • • ' . •• !!(J 
When you see oth ers of about your own age fighting, do yo u always stop them ? .. : . . ..... .. . .. , ...... . .. .. 30 
If you had a free ticket to go to see a murderer hung, would yo u go? . . . . .. .. ...... · ...... ... ........ . . ... 31 
Have you always obeyed promptly and cheerfully the people you \Ye rc supposed to obey? .... . . .. . .. . .. ... . 32 
Did you ever get a pleasant feeling from see ing anyone happy? .... . .. .. .. ....... .... .. . . . .. .. .. . ... . .. 33 
Did you ever t ell on another chi ld for something wrong he had done? . .. .. ...... . ... . . . .. ..... ... . . .. .... 34 
When yo u see other people sa d, does it usually make you sad? .. . ............... .... . . ...... . ......... .. 35 
If the re is no one around to see yo u, do yo u always pick up the paper and trash that others have thrown on 
the Aoor ? .. . .. .. . . . . . . .... ....... . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . ...... .. ... .. ...... .. .. .. ..... . .. .... . ... .. . ... 35 
Do yo u ever like to see other people in trouble because it makes yo u fee l good to see how much better off you 
are ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
Do you always pick up broken glass when you see it in the street, so th at people. won't puncture their tires ? .. 38 
Do y ou sometimes enjoy the sight of an animal or a person being hurt ? ........ . . . .. , ... . . . . .. . .. . . .. . ... 3n 
Do yo u sometimes ge t so angry that yo u hardly know what yo u are doing? ...... .. .. ......... ........ . .. . 40 
Arc yo u quick-tempe red- that is, do yo u ge t mad often? (Several times a week usually.) . . . . ... . . ·.· . .. ... 41 
Go right on to page 3. 
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,2. Do you like to light? (Not just a play light, hut a rl'al ji.r,ht with ji..rts or· words.) .. .. . . .. . .... .. .. .. ....... 4.1: 
,3. Are you happy most of the time? ... . . . . . ...... ... . .... . . ......... . .......... ... . ....... .. . .. ,:r 
,4. Do yo u feel that no hody loves you ? .. . •.. . •..•... • .. • . . • •. .• •. •.••• . . • .•.•.••. · •• •·•• •• • • .•... -11 
5. Do you fee l that nobody quite unde rstand s yo u ? .. . .... . . . . ........ •.. . .. ... . .. . . ..... . .. .. . .. •.. ... .. 1.; 
6. D o your 'fee lings keep changing from sad to happy and from happy to sad without you r knowing why? ... . .. 4u 
7. Do yo u feel unhappy most of t he tin1c? ... ... . . . .. .. . . .. ... .. ........ . ...... . .. .. ... .. . .............. 47 
I 
8. Do people hurt your feelings ve ry oft en - that is, almost every da y ?. ... . ... .. . . .. . .. . . ... . .... .. ... .. . 48 
9. Do yo u almo~t always fee l painfully se lf-con scious when yo u arc among people you don 't kno w very well? .. . 49 
0. About how many teachers have yo u di sliked (o r hated) ve ry much? [An swe r hy marking under a, b, c, d, 
ore on the Answer Sh ee t. (a) none, (b) 1 to :3, (c) 4 to (i, (d) 7 to 10, (c) over 10.] . .. ... . .. . . ... .. .... . .. . 50 
1. About how many othe r people have yo u di sliked (or hated) very much? [Show your answer as follows: 
(a) none, (b) 1 to 3, (c) 4 to 10, (d) 11 to 50, (r) over 50.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
2. Which one of the foll owing statements is true of _\'OU: (1) On an average, I am ve ry happy. (2) On an ave rage, 
I am fairly happy. (3) On an aver;1ge, I am 1wit her happy nor unhappy . (4) On an aver;Jge, I am some-
what unhappy. (5) On ;Jn average, I am ve ry unhappy . [M ark under e ithe r 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.] . . ... ... ...... 52 
3. How many times in the last year have yo u wanted to run awa y from home or from your present circumstances? 
[Show your answer as follows: (a) none, (b) 1 to 5, (c) () to 15, (d) 10 to 100, (c) over 100.] .. ... . .. . . ..... 53 
i. Has your famil y almost always trea ted yo u right? ... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . ..... . . .... .. .. .. ..... . .. . .. . . .... . . 51 
3 . 
5. About how m any good fri ends h;J VC yo u now whom you ca n reall y trmt? [Show your ans\ver as follo vvs: 
(a) none, (b) 1 or 2, (c) over 2. ] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .... . ..... . . .. ..... .. . 55 
6. About how many good fri end s h ;J ve yo u eve r had whun1 you could reall v trust? [Show your answer as follows : 
(a) none, (b) one, (c) 2 to 5, (d) ove r 5.].. ... .. ..... .. ................. . . ... . . . ............ w 
1. Do yo u usua lly le t you rse lf go when angry?. . .........•... . .. 57 
3. Are you often (several times a week) late for work, sL· Iwol, or me ;ds ? .......... .. . ... ss 
;). Do· yo u often become inte rested in t he people you meet ? . . . . •• .. • •..•...• ..... • . .. .•. •• .. ...•. . ,j!J 
). Do you often feel se lf-conscious because of yo ur pcr~o nal appea rance? ... . . . . . . ... ... . .... . . . . . ..... . ..... no 
l. Do you think most people regard yo u as qu eer ? .. . . .. . •..••..•... .. • . . . . . •. .•. ••• . •. . GJ 
l. Would you like to see the people who have been extreme ly mea n to you lose an arm or a leg? ............... w 
3. Do you like to see dogfights ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . .. o;a 
1. Which would yo u prefe r, (1) to be ve ry popular hut not to ha ve any very close fri ends, or (2) to have only a 
few close fri end s ? [Mark under 1 o r 2 on the Answer Sheet.] . . . . . . . . . . . 1;1 
j, Do yo~ often fee l al mos t as bad about othe r people 's troubles as about your own? . o;:, 
3. D o you often (a lmost every d ay) put off doing t hings that yo u should do, and th en aftenvard fee l sorry that 
yo u did put th em off? ...... .. ............. ... ........... ... ........ . ....... . ... . . . ................. nn 
7. When yo u get some money, what do you usually do, (1) spe nd it ;JII at once, or (2) make it b st a long time? . . 1;7 
3. About how many times a ye ar do you make resolutioi1s ? [Answer by m;Jrking und er a orb as foll ows: (a) less 
than 10 tin1es, (b) 10 o r n1orc times. ] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tiS. 
3. D o you keep most of your resohitions ? . ....... . . . . 
Go right on to page 4. Turn over the page and turn the booklet around. 
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Which would you prefer, (1) a good atttomohilc (and its upkeep) right now, or (2) ~20,000 ten years from 
nmv? [Mark und er 1 or 2 on the i\nswl' r Sheet.) ........ .. ...... ... .... ..... ..... . ........ . . ... . .... .. 70 
Whi ch would you pre fer, (1) a joh with fairl y good wages (e nough for ;1 family t;J live on) and very little work, 
but p r:tct icdly no chance for ;t dv;tnccmctlt, or (2) a job with less pa y, hardn work, and longer hours, but very 
good chances for adv:tnccmcnt ;tfter the second or the third ye ar? ........ . ....................... ... . ... 71 
If for running the sa me errands yo u we re ofFered these two choices (hy so meone yo u trusted), which would 
yo u take, (l) 50¢ a week for ten weeks, or (2) $10 at the end of ten weeks? ........ .. ........ .. .......... n 
. If there were no rules against copyi :1g other people 's work even in r·xamin;tt·ion s, and it was considered <1 proper 
thing to do, would you prefer going through school by that mc<J ns in stead of doing the work yourself? ... .... 73 
If the salary, security, and advancement were th e sa me, which would you prefer, (1) an easy job that was not 
very interesting, or (2) a hard job th;tt was very interesting? . .. . ... .. . .. . . . . .... . . .. .......... . .. .. .... H 
.. Do you often plan what you will do five or ten yea rs from now ? .. . .. .... .... .. . . ... ........ . ... . ..... . 75 
'· . Do you usually fee l friendly towa rd mos t people? . ......... .. . . .• . ... ..•. . .. .•..• • .. . ..•.. .. . .. • 7G 
Does it usually take some time before yo u can grow to like people? . .... . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. ..... . .. .... .. .... 77 
!. Do you very often feel sorry for people who suffer punishment even if you know they have done wrong? ..... 78 
}. Do you usually feel sorry for anybody who is getting the worst of a struggle? ...... . .... . ...... . . ... ...... 7() 
). Do you feel healthy and well mos t of the time? .. . ...... ... .. ..... . . ... .. .. . . ...... ... ....... .. . . . .... 80 
L. Do you have enough excitement? . ... . . . . • •••• 0 •• • 0 •• 0 • •• • ••• 0 •••• • 0 ••• • 0 •• •• ••••• 0 • 0 0 •• 0 • 0 •• 0 •• 81 
2. Do you feel restless and di scontented most o f the time? . .... . .. . . . . .... . . .... . .. .. .. . . . .... .. .. . . ..... . 82 
4 
3. Does your mind often (nearly ~ve ry da y) wander so h ;Hll v that yo u lose track of what yo u are doing? .... . .. 83 
4. Do you often (almost every day) eat, drink , or smoke too much? ...... . ...... .. . ...... . ......... .. . ..... 84 
5 . . Do you sometimes feel that some myste rious fo rce compels you to do something against your will? . .. ....... 85 
6. How many habits have you that yo u wish you could brea k? [Mark under a orb as follows: (a) less than 10, 
(b) 10 or more.] .. .. .. .. . ................... . .. . ................. .. ..... .... ........ .. . ...... .. ... . . SG 
.7. Do you usually find it hard to concentrate on what yo u arc doing, even for half an hour? ...... . ... .. .... . . . 87 
:8. Are you aware of any main purpose in your life ? . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... ....... .. .. .. ........ ....... . 88 
19. What are your three chief wishes? In other words, if yo u could have any three wishes, but only three, come 
true, what would they be? The only thinp; you cannot wish for is more wishes. [Write your answers in the 
space after 89 on the Answer Sheet. See the column at the right side of th e page. ] 
lO. What other things would you wish for, if you were told (and believed) that you would be granted everything 
that you could write down clearly in three minutes? You are also told (and believe) that after the three 
minutes are up you cannot change you r mind, but must accept whatever you have wished for. When you 
have finished reading these directions start timing yourself immediately, without thinking about the wishes 
first. If you have no watch or clock, guess the time as nearly as you can. [Write your other wishes after 90 
in the right-h and column of th e Answer Sheet.] 
31. Many persons have some SUPPRESSED DESIRES - things they would like to see come true, but which 
they do not let themselves wish for or try to make happen, because of their own conscience or because of what 
other people mi ght think. About how many such suppressed des ires do you recognize in yourself? [\oVrite 
the namher afte r 01 on the An swn Shee t.] 
92. vVrite dow n as many of these suppressed desires as yo u are willing to make known to your advisers . (It may 
help them very much in understanding your nee ds.) [\Vrite after 02 on the Answer Sheet.] 
Go right on to page 5. 
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33. Do you think m any people make quite a lot o f fun of you? . . .. .. . . . .... .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .... ...... . !):l 
H. Do people find fault w ith yo u more than you dese rve ? . · ... . . . .. . . . . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. n.a 
~5. Do yo u feel lonely most of th e time even wh en yo u are with peo ple ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . g;, 
36. Do you ofte n (sevc r;JI times a ye ;1 r) suddenly di slike so mething yo u have liked ve ry mu ch? . . . . .. .. . . ... . . or, 
n. D o you feel suspi cious of most of the people yo u know? . . .. .. . ... ..... . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • . . . • . . • . . • . • . !J7 
~8. Do you oft en feel that rr. 's t of the people you know a re ag;Jinst you ' .. ••. • . •••• -;J • . 0 • • • 98 
~9. Do you ti re quickly of a ,:?;ood many of your fri end s? .. . .. . .. . 
:>0. Do you feel th at you are ve ry different from other people? . . . ... . .. ... 100 
01. D o you fee l th a t most of the people whom yo u know f;1 irly well like to have you near th em? ... .. . .. . .. . .. 10 1 
02. When you mee t peo ple for the fir st t ime, do yo u usuall y fed th at th ey will not lik e yo u ? ..... . . . .. . 102 
03. Do you feel th at your p a rents o r gua rdi ;lll s expect too mu ch o f you ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . IO.J 
04. Do you often (a t lea st nine or t en times a ye ar) fee l t hat life is not wo rth livi ng ? ... .. . .. . . ..... .. .. . .. .. 104 
05. On the wh ole, do you think yo u are trea ted ri ght ? ... . . .• ... .. . . .•. . . .• . . 105 
06. Do you usually fee l that you don 't "belong" an ywhere ?. 106 
5+ 
07. When you h ave work to do, do you usuall y let it ,:?;O as long as yo u ca n, and th en work with all your might? .. 101 
08. After you have decided to do somet hing, do yo u oft en (nea rly one fourth of the time) change your mind? . . 10s 
09. After you have decided to do something, do you oft en (nea rl y one fourth of th e time) find th at you cannot 
make yourse lf do it ? . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .... . ............ .. . .. .... .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1on 
10. If you could ha ve your choice between th ese two gift s, which wo uld yo u t a ke, (1) a very fin e automobile 
(with expenses p aid, a driver's li cense, and knowledge of how to drive) ri ght now, or (2) a million dolbrs 
next year? [M a rk unde r 1 or 2 on the An swer Sheet .] . . . . . .. ..... . ...... . . . . . ... . . ... . no 
.11. Suppose you had t o go to pri son, and the judge sa id to yo u, "If yo u go t o pri son right away you will have to 
stay only five yea rs and when yo u ge t out you can fin ish your educa tion without its costing you any more 
th an it does now. But if you wa nt to yo u can wait before you go t o pri son; you can have ten years of free-
dom right now. But aft e r th at you will ha ve to go to prison for t en years in stead of fi ve. " If you knew you 
had t o go at one time or the other and that you could not possibly escape, which would yo u choose, (1) five 
yea rs of prison now, or (2) ten yea rs .of prison later? . .. .. . ..... .. ... . . .. . . . . .. .. ..... . . . . .... . . .. . ... n1 
.12. Do you often (seve ral times a wee k) become so exc ited or angry th at yo u can ' t keep still even though you 
want to ? .. . . .. . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... .. ... .. . . . .. .... . . . ... . .. .. .. . .. . . ... ll2 
l13. Are you oft en (a lm os t eve ry day) bothered by not be im~ able to ,:?;e t riel of some useless thoughts that keep 
coming into your mind ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .... . . . . . . .. . . .. .. ... . .... . 113 
Ll4. · Do you ge t tired of work quickly ? . . . . . .. . .• . . . •. . . . .. . . ... . . . · .· . .. . . . . .. . . . . ... . . 114 
L15. Do you usually plan your work ahea d ?,.., .. . . . . . . . .. ... .. . ... .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . • . . .• . • •• . 115 
116. Are you lazy most of the time ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . . 116 
117. Do you oft en (several times a year) get into trouble because of doing something on im pt., (but not in 
ange r) ? . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .... . ... .... . . . ........ . . ..... . .... . . . . . . . .. . . . ..... .. ... .... . .. 111 
118. Do-yo u usuall y carry out your pl ans? .. . .. . . .. · . . ........ . .. .... . . .... . .. .... ... .. . . . . ........ . . .. . 118 
Go right on to page 6. 
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Do you often enjoy ytll tr work more t'han your play 1 .... . .... · .. .... ....... . . . ... .............. . .. . .. WJ 
Which wo~tld you t·:llh l· r have, (1) great riches without any important work to do, or (2) interes ting and 
important work that brin gs you only a comfortable in come? ...... . . ........ ... .. .. . ............ ....... 12n 
Do you have th e h;1hit of leaving a lot of tasks unfinished? ... . ........ . .... . .... . .. . ... . ....... .. . . . . . 12 1 
If you could h ;1Ve 11'11 of the following wishes but only t en, whi ch would you choose 1 If yo u have already 
mentioned so me of these things in your written wishes, it makes no difference; choose them aga in if you st ill 
prefer them to oth er t!t ings in the li st. · 
[Put a mark on the Ans1.ve r Shee t afte r each of the ten things which you choose. Be sure to mark ten choices, 
but only t en.] 122 
(/ . To have an automobile, a s pee~boat, an airplane. (A ny, or all three.) .. .... .... ... ..... . ...... . ..... a 
b. To have athletic skill. . . . .. . .......... . .... . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. ......... . . ... . . . . . .... b 
c. To be successful in your work . ... . ..... ... ...... . . . . .. . ... . ......... .. . . . . .. .. . ........ . .. . ... . 
d. To be fam ous.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ........ . . ... . . ..... .... .. .. ..... d 
c. To have plenty of amusement, thrills ... .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. ... . .... . ... .. . .. . .... . .... . . .... .... . i! 
f. To have ability, talent.... . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . ... . . .. . .. .. . . . .... ... . .. ... . . .. . .. f 
g. To have good looks, personality . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . g 
h. To have no school. . . .. . ......... . . . .......... ....... . .. . . . .. .. ... . . . .............. h 
t . To read books . .... . ... . ... . .... . ... . 
J· To live somewhere else... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . j 
k. To have peace and quiet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . k 
l. To have import ant and interesting work .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . ... ... ........... . . 
rn. To have a good-looking and romantic sweetheart ... , . ........ .. ....... . ...... . ..... .. . ... ......... m 
n. To have a good education .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n 
o. To help get rid of the suffering and injust ice in the world . ... . ... .... . ... .. .. . .' .... . .. ... ... . .. . .. .. o 
p. To inherit a million dollars .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . p 
q. To have many true fri ends . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . q 
r. To be brave, truthful, loya l, and kind. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 
s. To travel widely . .... .. .................. . . ... . .. ..... ..... . . . . . . . .. . .... . .. .... .. ... : . ... : . . .. s 
t. To be able to help your family and fri ends ... . ... . .. · ........ . . ....... ..... .. ... ... ... ........ .. c ••• 
u. To have a hap py marriage and good, bright children .. ........ ...... ... . ....... .. . .. .. ... . · ...... . . . u 
'IJ • . To have lots of good luck. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . v 
w. To succeed in . . . . ... w 
( If you choose item w, write in any special thin g you want to succeed in and also ·mark the Answer Sheet .) 
x . · To be well-dressed and popular. ....... . .............. . ..... . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
The end. 
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WASH BURNE SOCIAL-ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
(Thaspic Edition) 
By JoliN N . W i\SHRURNE, 1'11. D., Syt:lcusc University, Syracuse, New York 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING 
the primary purpose of the Washburne Socia l-
Adjustment l\1v'e'nto'ry is to dete rmine the degree of 
socH1 and emotiO'na'l adjustment . . The score is de-
s'i'gned to 1give a separate measure of development in 
'~~(}h o( six traits which are very slightly correlated 
"Wi1th intelligence and are highly correlated with socia l 
and emotional adjustment. The score is also designed 
to give a measure of adjustment in all of th e traits 
combined. In this total social adjustment score, strength 
in one trait may compensate for weakness in another, as 
is also the case in actual social. situations. Scores for the 
separate traits, revealing particular difficulti es, areof se rv-
ice in diagnosis and remediation . Three of the traits per-
tain, primarily, to emotional adjustments to other peop le 
and to the environment, and three of them pertain, prima-
rily, to se lf-organization and se lf-regulation. 
The Inventory, which is a standardized t es t of the 
questionnaire forn1, is a helpful instrument in coun-
seling, teaching, grouping, and experimenting, as de-
scribed in the Manual for Interpreting. The material s 
for its use are as follows : 
(a) The test booklet, called the Inventory, which 
contains the q uestions for the examinee, an 
answer sheet for recording l,is responses, and a 
profile chart with norms. 
(b) A set of three Scoring Stencils, or keys, for scor-
ing the seven objective subtests. Specific direc-
tions for using these are printed on each stencil. 
(c) This Directions for Administering and Scoring, 
which contains essential information for giving 
the test. 
(d) A Class Record and Report to Author, with 
directions for using. 
(e) A Manual for Interpreting, which includes, 
besides material on the interpretative use of the 
Inventory, a complete description of the lnven-
.tory and its development, and instructions for 
scoring the one essay-type subtest (Wishes). 
There are also available separate answer sheets and 
stencils specially prepared for machine scoring. The 
test booklets are put up in packages of 25, with a set 
of keys, a copy of th ese Directions, and a Cla:ss Record 
and Report to Author. The Manual for Interpreting 
must be ordered separately. . 
DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTORY 
The Inventory is an outgrowth of a felt need for 
some way of classifying psychometrically ind ividuals 
who were brought into a mental hygiene clinic bhcause of 
behavior difficulties. It has been used and revised . 
constantly over a period of t en years. Now only those 
items remain which have been shown experimentally to 
differentiate sharply between well-adjusted and malad-
justed individuals defined thus : The cooperative, happy 
person who sumed to be dealing effectively with his en-
''irolwtcnt was counted well-adjusted; the uncooperative, 
d isco nll' nttd, d isorda ly, estranged per son or one who seemed 
to be 11 11ablr htha to alter his environment or to adapt 
himself to it was counted maladjusted. 
The Inventory, for purposes of diagnosis, is divided 
by means of the scoring device into eight subtests-
one essay-type and six objective-type subtests of social 
and emotional adjustment, and a subtest of truthful-
ness or test accuracy. These are designated as follows : 
(t) Truthfulness; (h) Happiness; (a) Alienation; 
(s) Sympathy; (p) Purpose; (i) Impulse-Judgment; 
(c) Control; and (w) Wishes. It will be noted that 
the initials of the subtests (except Wishes) form the 
coined word "Thaspic," by which this edition of the 
test is identified . Norms are provided for each of these 
subtests as well as for the total social adjustment score. 
Not only is this a va lid instrument with which to 
measure social adjustment, but it is also a reliable one. 
The biserial r coefficient of validity is .90, and the 
coefficient of reliability as determined by a retest of 
college students after an interval of one semester is .92. 
For th e subtests (except Truthfulness) the approximate 
range of the coefficients of reliability is from .80 to .90. 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
To Whom.. The Inventory is appropriate for second- · 
ary school and college students, or anyone (except 
the feebleminded) over 12 years of age. It may also 
be givc1 to younger children ; but when it is, a con-
siderable number of results usually have to be dis-
carded because of inaccuracy- that is, unsatisfactory 
truthfulness scores. 
Tim.e. There is no time limit for t aking the test, 
but th e average person will finish it in about 45 minutes, 
Publi shed by W orld floc k Compan y, Yon krrs-on-Hudson, N ew York, and C'hi ra!'o . Illinois 
Copyright 1940 by WoriJ !look Company. Copyright in Great llri ta in. ..111 ri~hls ruawd. rRJN Trru I N u.s.A. 
Copyright 193c- by John N. 'Vashburne 
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including the fillin g in of th e Student 's Record. It is 
usually advisa ble to put some press ure upon the stu-
d l'nts to speed up their work , as indicated below, und er 
"How to Present the Inventory." 
Co11 dition.r. Wh en the Inventory is administered to 
groups, the individuals should be so seated that they 
cannot easily see one another's answers. Th e usual 
classroom in which the students are seated in row ~ is 
preferable to an auditorium where it is difficult for t he 
one who is administering the test to pass by each indi-
vidual to make sure that he marks his answers . accord-
ing to directions and that he makes no onii:JJiotrs. It is 
very desirable to make such a check on the work of 
each individual. 
Those being tested must be provided with pencil s 
(special pencils if the t ests are to be scored b y a scoring 
machine) and with a smooth , hard surface on which to 
mark . their answer sheets; desks will be found pref-
erable to lapboards, but in either case the surface must 
be smooth. 
Before the students enter the room where the t es t 
is to be administered, the following di rections should 
be written on the blackboard if practicable: 
1._ Do not fold or crease your Answer Sheet . 
2. On pages 2 through 6 of the questionnaire, match 
the large numbered arrows in the center of the 
page with similar arrows on the Answer Sheet. 
3. Indicate each of your answers with a SOLID 
BLACK PENCIL MARK. 
4. · Make your marks as long as the pair of dotted lines. 
5. Erase completely any answers ~hat you wish to 
change. Do not cross them out. 
6. As soon as you have finished one page, go on to 
the next. 
7. Answer all questions and read all directions care-
fully. · 
How to Prtsent the Inventory. To administer the 
t es t to groups, it will be well to present it the same 
way as that in which it was presented to those popu-
lations on which the no rms are based. Before passing 
out the booklets say : 
"Here is a questionnail'e (Don't say' test.') which you will 
probably ~njoy answering. It is rather fun; but don't take 
it lightly. Answer everything as accurately as you can . 
The explanation on page 1 of the question booklet will tell 
you what it is all about. Read it carefully after you have 
filled in the Student's Record. Work just as rapidly as 
you can, but don't skip anything; read all the directions 
and answer ALL the questions. 
After pass ing ou t booklets say: "This booklet is ar-
ranged so that you always work on the right-hand page and 
can slip your Answer Sheet under the booklet. When you 
have finished page 3, tum the page and tum the booklet 
upside down like this for page 4. (IIIu str :Jt c.) Then con-
tinue turning the pages in the usual way. As soon as you 
have finished everything on one page , go quickly to the next 
page, and continue working until you have finished the ques-
tionnaire. Be sure to read the printed explanations and 
directions on page 1 of the question booklet and these fur-
ther directions on the blackboard. If you work steadily and 
fairly rapidly, you should be able to finish the entire ques-
tionnaire before the end of this period." 
After th e booklet s have been di stributed and the 
st ud ents have begun wo rk, the exa min er should' walk 
quietly about the room to see (1) that the students 
fill the blanks on the Student's Reco rd and then pro-
ceed with th e ques tions; and (2) that students indi-
cate their answers in the co rrec t way and not by writ-
ing the answers in the booklet. Make sure also that 
each student is making heavy marks on the Answer 
Sh ee t. It is very difficult to score an Answer Sheet 
with a stencil unless heavy marks are made; and unless 
heavy marks are made on the machine-scoring Answer 
Sheet, the machine will not give the correct score. 
Since some students will finish the t est much sooner 
than others, an individual check may be made on all 
papers as they are handed in to see that th ey are com-
plete. It is desirable also to provide some occupation 
- preferably in another room- for those who finish 
early. Those who are too slow to finish their papers 
in the allotted period may be given extra time, but it 
is und esirable that they return to answer any questions 
after talking them ove r. It is also unrlesirable to say 
at th e outset that th e re is no time limit; there should 
be just enough time pressure to insure aga inst dawdling. 
Where there is language diffi culty and a student 
does not understand the meaning of a question, it 
may be explained to him, provided not the slightest 
hint is given as to how he should answer it. 
SPECIAL DIRECTIONS FoR UsE oF MAcHINE ScoRING 
Special Answer Sheets must be used if the Inventory 
is to be scored by the scoring machine of the Inter-
national Business Machines Corporation; the Answer 
Sheet that is attached to th e t est booklet is n'ot suit-
able for machine scoring. Special pencils which are 
available through th e Internation al Business Machines 
Corporation must al so be used to insure satisfactory 
operation Jf the sco ring machine. 
The foll owing direc tions pert a ining to the marking 
of m achine-scoring Answer Shee ts should be written · 
on the blackboard of the room where the t es t is to be 
administered : 
1. Be sure th a t yo u arc provid ed with a suitable 
pencil by the examiner before you st;:nt the test. 
2. Do not fold or n ease yo ur Ans\H' r Sheet. 
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3. Indicate each of your an swers with a SOLID 
BLACK PENCIL MARK. Solid black marks 
are made by usinj!; th e special pencil , by ~oing 
over each mark two or three times, and hy PRESS-
ING FIRMLY ON YOUR PENCIL . . DO 
NOT USE INK. 
4. Make your marks as long as the pair of clotted lines. 
5. Erase completely any answers which you wish to 
change. Do not cross them out. 
6. Do not rest the point of your pencil on the Answer 
Sheet while you are considering youi· answer and 
do not make unnecessary marks. Stray marks 
on or near the short dotted lines may be counted 
by the machine as different answers . . 
7. Keep your Answer Sheet on a hard surface whde 
marking your answers. 
8. As soon as you have finished one page, go on to 
the next. 
9. Answer all questions and read all directions care-
fully. 
10. Write your name in the space provided in the 
left-hand margin of the Answer Sheet. 
When separate machine-scoring Answer Sheets are 
used, they should be distributed and the Stud~nt 's 
Record filled in btfore the Inventory booklets are g1ven 
out. The students should be instructed to use thi s 
Answer Sheet for recording their answers instead of 
the one in the Inventory booklet. 
After time has been allowed for filling in the Stude~t's 
Record on the special Answer Sheet, read the followmg 
directions : u Be sure your name i~ 'Vritten in the left-
hand margin of your Answer Sheet. Your Answer Sheet 
will be scored by an electrical test-scoring machine. This 
machine is capable of scoring responses marked on these 
special Answer Sheets by making use of the fact that a solid 
black pencil mark will carry a current of electriCity in the 
same way that a copper. wire does. In order that your 
Answer Sheets may be scored accurately, it is necessary for 
you to observe carefully the directions on the blackboard." 
Before distributing t he booklets, hold one up and 
say: " Here is a questionnaire (Don't say 'test.') which 
you will probably enjoy answering. It is rather fun, but 
don't take it lightly. Answer everything as accurately as 
you can. The explanation on page 1, here, (Illust rate .) 
will tell you what it is all about. Read it carefully before 
you answer any of the questions. Disregard the Student's 
Record and Answer Sheet attached to the booklet itself. 
Work just as rapidly as you can, but don't skip anything. 
Read all the directions and answer ALL the questions. , 
. The rest of the administrative procedure 'is. the same 
as for use of the Answer Sheet attached to the test 
booklet. Continue with the second paragraph of di-
rections under How to Present the Inventory, on page 2. 
ScoRrNc THE INV ENTORY 1 
J.:rys for Srorin~ . There arc three Scoring Stencils , 
or keys, c:~c h one containing a pattern of holes which 
revea ls the incorrect an swers of either two or three 
of the suhtes ts. On the st encils are deta iled directions 
for their usc. They cannot be used, however, with the 
separate Answer Sheets for machine scoring. The sten-
cils are so arranged that no two subtest items appear 
in the same half column. Adjacent to each hole in the 
stencils is a letter designating the subtest to which the 
item belongs and a ·number showing the weight to be 
given to the item if a black mark appears through the 
hole. 
Om issions and Excess Answers. Before scoring the 
Answer Sh ee t with ·the stencil, look it over carefully to 
see whether there are any items that are not answered 
or in which excess spaces have been marked. In either 
case (with the exception of question 122) draw a heavy 
red pencil mark across the middle of all the answer 
spaces for such items. This makes it possible to iden-
tify, through the stencil, all the omitted or excess an-
swe rs, and to allow the proper one-half score for them. 
In the case of an omitted or excess response where more 
than one incorrect response is possible, one half the 
larges t weight assigned to that item should be allowed 
for the score. 
Qu estion 122, which constitutes most of Column 6 of 
th e Answer Sheet, requires special attention to omitted 
or excess answers. There should be exactly ten spaces 
marked: If there are either more or less than ten, a 
correction must be made by following directions printed 
on Scoring Stencil II. This correction is made after 
the use of the stencil instead of before, as in the . case 
of all other items. If possible, excess or omitted 
answers to quest ion 122 should be guarded against by 
counting the number of marked spaces in Column 6 
when collecting the paper from the student, and hav-
ing him make any necessary corrections. 
Using the Stencil Keys. After omitted and excess 
items (with the exception of question 122) have been 
checked, fit Stencil I to the Answer Sheet in such a 
way that the two heavy numbered arrows on the key 
point directly to the corresponding arrows on the An-
swer Sheet. The key will then be so adjusted that each 
response to be scored (that is, each wrong response) 
shows a blacked-in answer space through a hole in the 
key, or a red mark in the case of omitted and excess 
answers. Where no mark shows through ahole in the 
stencil, no score is to be counted. Use Stencils II and 
III similarly, observing carefully the special directions 
on Stencil II. Full directions for scoring th e objective-
type questions are on the stencils. 
1 Direct ions for m :H:h ine scoring come with th e stencils used for that 
purpo~c . 
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Scori11g the W1:shcs. Scoring the subtest "Wishes" 
(items 8!) and 90) is not ;~bsolutely necessary, since 
norms arc provided for the total scores m;~de on the 
objective-type subtests. It is desirable to do so, how-
ever, for purposes of counseling and for differentiating 
between , .a rio us degrees of s;~tisfactory and superior 
adjustment. The wish score should be subtracted from 
the subtotal to find the total score on the Inventory. 
Comprehensive scoring instructions for the written 
wishes ;~re found in· the Manual for Interpreting, which 
m;~y be secured from the publisher. 
Making th e Projilr Char/. In order to interp1:et the 
results of the tests in individual cases, it is necessa ry 
first to fill in the Profile Ch;~rt. This is done as follows: 
Fold the l e ft-h;~nd margin of the Student's Record 
back toward the Profile Chart, in such a way that the 
Answer Sheet score boxes coincide with the corre-
sponding letters and score boxes in the Profile Chart. 
Then copy the scores onto the Chart in the empty 
boxes to the right of the letters. 
Three sets of norms are included on the Chart-
junior high school (J. H.), senior high school (H. S.), 
and college (Col.). ln those subtests where only one 
row of norms appears, the norm for the three school 
levels are the same. Notice the different s-norms for 
boys and girls. 
To draw the Profile from the scores recorded at the 
left of the Chart, first encircle the appropriate figure 
in the Profile. For example, if a junior high school 
boy makes an a-score of25, make a small circle halfway 
between the 1!) and the 2!) in the upfJcr row of numbers 
opposite a. If he has an s-score of 12, make a ring 
around the figure 12 in the lower row of numbers oppo-
sites (because he is a boy) . Similarly, if a college boy 
or girl makes a p-sco re of 50, the figure 50 in the lower 
row of numbers opposite p will be encircled. In this 
way inrlicate on each scale the score made by the 
student in that trait . Then join these circles with a 
line to make the student's profile. The subtotal should 
be included in the Profile, as well as the wishes if they 
are scored, and the resultant grand total. 
The IQ may be entered in the Profile according to 
the scale opposite IQ in the same manner as his score 
in the subtests. To indicate the examinee's socio-
economic status, it will be necessary to make the entry 
in accordance with the percentile raHk scale at the top 
of the Profile Chart, and the same for scholastic stand-
mg. 
The retest column at the right of the Profile Chart 
is provided for use in case the examinee is given the 
Inventory a second time . The blank column at the 
extreme right may be used for any desired purpose. 
lntapreti11g Scores. How to interpret subtest scores 
and total scores on the Inventory, as well as suggested 
u s~s for the Inventory, are fully discussed in the Manual 
for Interpreting. 
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ABSTRACT OF A DISSERTATION 
THE MATURITY OF DELINQUENT AND NON-DELINQUENT ADOLESCENTS 
AS DEFINED BY THE DEVELOPMENTAL TASK CONCEPT 
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Purposes. The purposes of this study are: (1) to 
evaluate and compare the maturity of adolescent delinquents 
and non-delinquents as defined by the developmental task 
concept; (2) to study and evaluate the relationship that 
exists between adolescent maturity as defined above and 
social adjustment as measured by the Washburne Social-
Adjustment Inventarz; (3) to examine the relationship that 
exists between intelligence as measured by standard IQ 
tests, and maturity; and (4) to assess the relationship 
that exists between maturity and occupational prestige of 
p~rents, as measured by the North-Hatt Scale. 
Major Hypothesis. Stated in null for.m~ there is no 
significant difference in the maturity of adolescent d~lin­
quents and non-delinquents as defined by the developmental 
task concept. 
Subsidiary Hypotheses. Stated in null form, (1) 
there is no significant relationship between maturity and 
occupational prestige of the samples' parents; (2) there 
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is no significant relationship between maturity and social 
adjustment; (3) there is no significant relationship betl..reen 
maturity and intelligence; (4) there is no significant 
difference in the maturity of adolescent boys and girls, 
delinquent or non-delinquent. 
II. PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
Subjects. The subjects compared consist of two 
groups: non-delinquent and delinquent. The ·non-delinquent 
group is composed of 505 students in the ninth grades of 
the four J unior High Schools of Newark, Ohio, and students 
of t he ninth grades of the Washington-Utica High School. 
The delinquent group is composed of 187 students in the 
ninth grades of the . Boys Industrial School , L.ancaster, 
Ohio, and the Girls Industrial School, Delaware, Ohio. 
Methods. The hypotheses were tested by administer-
ing the following instruments: (1) the McCleery Scale~ 
Adolescent Development designed to measure maturity, as 
defined by the developmental task concept, (2) the Washburne 
Social-Adjustment Inventory designed to measure social 
adjustment, (3) the North-Hatt Scale designed to measure 
occupational prestige, and(4) standardized intelligence 
tests. The data were analyzed by means of standard statis-
tical techniques to determine if significant differences 
or relationships existed between the scores of the 
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delinquent and non-delinquent subjects. Other methods used 
were unstructured intervie\oiS, formal questionnaries and 
observation. 
III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Major Hypothesis. No significant difference between 
delinquent and non-delinquent Total Maturity scores was 
found at the 5% level when the "t" test was applied. 
Significant differences were found between the scores of 
delinquent and non-delinquent girls on the subtests, 
Occupational Preparation and Family ~· The difference 
in the Family ~ score was found to be the result of a 
tautology. A significant difference was found between 
delinquent and non-delinquent boys on the subtests, Social 
Role and Civic Competence. The difference in the Civic 
Competence score was found to be partially the result of 
the delinquents' unique experience with professionally 
trained people. The conclusion was reached that delinquent 
boys and girls are similar in total maturation to non-
delinquent boys and girls and that total mat~~ity, per se 1 
is not an important factor in delinquency. Hovrever, lack 
of maturity in an essential task or tasks may result in 
delinquency. 
Subsidiary Hypotheses. (1) The relationship existing 
between occupational prestige ratings of parents and Total ~ 
Maturity scores of their children is negligible. (2) No 
significant relationship between maturity and social 
adjustment was found to exist for either of the samples. 
(3) The relationship existing between maturity and intell-
igence was found to be negligible. (4) It was concluded 
that as far as the developmental tasks are concerned, the 
boys, delinquent and non-delinquent were more mature in 
most instances than the girls. 
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